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TOURIST INFORMATION CENTER

Ulaanbaatar City Tourism Department established the Tourist Information Center to 
provide foreign visitors to Mongolia with all-types of tourism information. 
The friendly staff offers helpful advice on where to stay and information to help you make 
the most of your trip to Ulaanbaatar as well as Mongolia. You can pick up free brochures 
and maps and find your Ulaanbaatar official visitors’ guide books. Also you can get any 
information including schedules of events and performances, and local transportation. 

www.visitulaanbaatar.net

Branch 1
Government Building No.4, 
Baga Toiruu-15, 
4th Khoroo, 
Chingeltei District, Ulaanbaatar

  supreme.translated.aboard

Monday-Friday  09.00am - 06.00pm 
Saturday-Sunday       closed
+(976) 7010-8687

Branch 3
Mongol Post building, 
Sukhbaatar square 9, 
Baga-Toiruu /15160/, 
1st Khoroo, Chingeltei District, 
Ulaanbaatar
  performed.keen.positive 

 Monday –Sunday  09.00am-07.00pm 

+(976) 7010-8687       Line 2

Branch 2
Tourist information Ger
center at Light street, Namnandorj
street, 4th Khoroo, Sukhbaatar District,
Ulaanbaatar  
  ripen.cheetahs.ruled
Monday-Sunday      

 12.00pm - 08.00pm /May-Sept/ 
 Tuesday, Thursday       closed
+(976) 91048687 

Branch 4
 Tourist information center
Chinggis Khaan International
Airport Khoshig valley 
of Sergelen,
Tov Province 41090.
Hours 24
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Club coworking
Located at the heart of UB with an 
unparalleled view of downtown UB, Club 
coworking offers a pleasant working 
environment with fast, secure wi-fi, English 
speaking staff, hand drip coffee and a brilliant 
community of leading young professionals.

  ICC tower, 13th floor, Jamiyan Gun street. 
  +(976) 7007-0004   |    www.theclub.mn   
  theclubmn  |    club_coworking

Hub Innovation Center
Do you want to meet 
Ulaanbaatar’s start-up 
businesspeople, while 
managing your own affairs? 
If so, we present you the 
brand new innovation hub. 
This center, with the aim to 
develop and incubate start-

COWORKING SPACES

up businesses, based on 
new ideas and innovation, 
started a HUB Co-working 
(space) to provide youth 
with pleasant working 
environment. In addition, 
their operations include 
#hubincubator, #hubevents 
and #hublabs.

  Sukhbaatar district, 
Municipal government 
building #5, Block B

  +(976) 9912-6977,  
+(976) 9973-1632

Tehnoj Business 
Incubator Center
This center offers the 
necessary comprehensive 
support to new business 
enterprises and 
entrepreneurs. Furthermore, 
they organize a tourism 
exhibition and the “Horse 

culture airag (mare milk) 
tour”. Don’t miss the 
chance to experience true 
Mongolian traditions on a 
visit to Olympic champion 
Tuvshinbayar’s father 
Mr.Naidan and his brother 
Mr.Bataa’s residence in 
Saikhan soum, Bulgan 
province.

  Chingeltei district, Baga 
toiruu 15, “Ulaanbaatar” 
Business development 
center, room #610

  +(976) 7000-0700, +(976) 
7000-0800
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MONGOLIA 
IMMIGRATION 
AGENCY

 +(976) 1800-1832

 
 EMBASSIES 
 Embassy of Australia in 

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 
+(976) 7013-3001,  
+(976) 7000-4453

 Embassy of Canada in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
+(976) 11-332500 

 Embassy of Czech 
Republic in Ulaanbaatar, 
Mongolia 
+(976) 11-321886,  
+(976) 11-311053

 Embassy of the 
Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
+(976) 11-310432,  
+(976) 11-310728

 Embassy of the Federal 
Republic of Germany in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
+(976) 11-323325,  
+(976) 11-320908

 Embassy of the French 
Republic in Ulaanbaatar, 
Mongolia
+(976) 11-324519,  
+(976) 11-329633

 Embassy of Hungary in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
+(976) 7700-5600,  
+(976) 7700-5900

 Embassy of India in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
+(976) 11-329522,  
+(976) 11-329524

 Embassy of Japan in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
+(976) 11-320777

 Embassy of the 
People’s Republic of China 
in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
+(976) 11-320955,  
+(976) 11-323940

 Embassy of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
+(976) 11-345408 

 Embassy of the 
Republic of Korea in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
+(976) 11-321548,  
+(976) 11-328898

 Embassy of the Russian 
Federation in Ulaanbaatar, 
Mongolia
+(976) 11-327191,  
+(976) 11-312851

 Embassy of the State 
of Kuwait in Ulaanbaatar, 
Mongolia
+(976) 7744-4441,  
+(976) 7744-4442

 Embassy of the 
Socialist Republic of 
Vietnam in Ulaanbaatar, 
Mongolia
+(976) 11-498917,  
+(976) 11-454632

 Embassy of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
+(976) 11-458133

 Embassy of the United 
States of America in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
+(976) 7007-6001
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Ulaanbaatar City Tourism 
Department, Implementing Agency 

of The Mayor

Ulaanbaatar City Tourism Department is 
an implementing agency of the Governor’s 
Office of Ulaanbaatar tasked to promote 
Ulaanbaatar as a tourist destination 
to the world and to enhance travelers’ 
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*** 3 star hotel
**** 4 star hotel
*****             5 star hotel

Queen & Nomadman:
“Hi, I'm Queen. I’m Nomadman. We're 
here to give you cool tips and advice about 
Ulaanbaatar in this guide book. Be sure to 

follow them.”
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Annual  
average  
temperature 

Spring	 5°С

(most days are windy and 
warm, interspersed with 
some cooler days)

Summer	 30°С	

(hot, but please remember 
it can be cold when it 
rains)

Autumn	 7°С	

(warm days start to 
disappear and colder days 
with snow begin to arrive)

Winter		 -25°С	

(it is one of the coldest 
capitals in the world so 
you should bring some 
warm clothes) 

-0.7
°С

Main information
Welcome to Ulaanbaatar

Brief introduction 
Thank you for starting your journey from the capital and 
largest city of Mongolia, Ulaanbaatar. Founded as Urguu 
(Urga) in the year of 1639, it changed location twenty-nine 
times and was given five different names in its history.
The traditional city, full of Buddhist monasteries, temples 
and Mongolian gers, expanded about 300 years ago 
and has now developed into a modern metropolis with 
numerous skyscrapers, wide streets and squares, as well 
as comfortable apartments. Ulaanbaatar, which was a 
Buddhist monastic center, grew into a major center of 
culture, education, economy and politics. Development, 
change and movement still continue - new buildings are 
constructed, new businesses start up anywhere in the 
capital and nomads come to the city to live as citizens.
Since Ulaanbaatar is surrounded by sacred mountains, 
namely Bayanzurkh, Bogd Khan, Songinokhairkhan and 
Chingeltei, on its four sides, you can see the beauty of 
nature covered by forest and inhabited by wild animals 
from just several kilometers away from the city center. We 
encourage you to visit national parks with green facilities, 
as well as the Tuul and Selbe Rivers, running through the 
city during summertime. These activities will give you 
some rest from the busy metropolitan life. If you want to 
improve your mood, then the places you must go are the 
galleries, museums, theatres and clubs. We feel confident 
that you, the tourist, will be impressed with our traditional 
nomadic culture featuring Mongolian gers, drinks and 
cuisines, monasteries and temples, craftsmanship and 
music, besides the modern buildings and urban lifestyle.

 
ULAANBAATAR IS UNVEILING ITS BEAUTY, 
CULTURE, HIDDEN TALENT AND WISDOM TO YOU. 
PLEASE, SEIZE THIS OPPORTUNITY.   Labor age populat
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Territory size 

4.704.4 km2
 

Longitude and latitude   MASL 

1351 m 

Overall population:

Districts: 

Baganuur, Bagakhangai, Nalaikh, Bayangol, 
Bayanzurkh, Soningokhairkhan, Sukhbaatar, Khan-
Uul, and Chingeltei /suburban districts are Nalaikh, 
Baganuur and Bagakhangai

3mbps

220V 50HZ

National currency - Tugrik (₮) MNT 

1$ = 2848₮
Currency notes
1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 1000, 
5000, 10’000, 20’000

Electricity 

Internet speed

Governor of the capital city, 
Mayor of Ulaanbaatar

Timezone 

GMT +8
Country code 

+(976)
Postal code 

210 * * *

Highest point

Tsetsee Gun
Bogdkhan mountain /2268 м/

Population

1.491.375 
(as of 2018)

 Labor age populat
ion
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population 
92.000

43.3% 

Live in the ger  
peri-urban district

Live in apartment 
buildings

56.7%
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Amarsaikhan.S

   help.immobile.clapper
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- The city of Ulaanbaatar was first established as a 
movable monastery when the first Jebtsundamba 
Khutuktu, G.Zanabazar, was declared as spiritual
leader of Khalkha Mongols by convocation of
nobles in the year of 1639. 

- Seven aimags (monastic departments) were
founded in 1651 in Urga, which laid the foundation
for the 30 aimags established afterwards. 

- Khalkha Mongols surrendered to Manchu in 1691. 

- The city was set up as a
permanent religious center
named Ikh Khuree with the
restoration of Bat Tsagaan
temple in 1706. 

- Ikh Khuree moved to various
locations 21 times during 1719-
1778.

- Ikh Khuree made its permanent
home in the Altan Tevsh (Golden
Plate) Valley between four sacred 
mountains in 1778. 

- In 1838, the Gandantegchinlen
Monastery was built in Ikh
Khuree, establishing the
residence for Buddhist monks.

- Upon independence
in 1911, with both the
secular government
and the Bogd Khaan’s
kingdom present, the
city’s name changed to
Niislel Khüree (“Capital
Camp”) and it became
the political center of
Mongolia. 

- Ikh Khuree was re-
established as Niislel
Khuree in 1912 upon
the decree of the 8th       
Jebtsundamba Khutuktu 

- The People’s Revolution
of 1921 took place in
Niislel Khuree. 

- Bogd Khaan passed
away in 1924. 

History

17061639 1911
19111706 1924Ikh KhureeUrga (Urgoo) Niislel Khuree 

8
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1924 1990
1990 present1924 Ulaanbaatar

The capital city of independent, Mongolia
Democratic Mongolia 

- The municipality was formed in 
1921 and Moonongyn Bayar was 
appointed as the first mayor of the 
capital. 

- In November 1924, Niislel Khuree was 
renamed Ulaanbaatar (“Red hero”). 
In addition, the First Constitution was 
enacted and the People’s Republic 
of Mongolia was established. 

- The equestrian statue in honor of 
Damdin Sukhbaatar, one of the 
leaders of the People’s Revolution, 
was erected in the central square 
in 1946. This square was named 
Sukhbaatar Square. 

- The first comprehensive plan on 
developing the city of Ulaanbaatar 
was approved in 1954. 

- The first khoroolol (microdistrict) of 
apartment buildings in Ulaanbaatar 
was built in 1961. 

- The authoritarian government of 
People’s Republic of Mongolia 
resigned in 1990 and the present-
day democratic Mongolia was 
established (since 1992). 

- According to the 2004 Land Law of 
Mongolia, every citizen of Mongolia 
is legally entitled to own a plot of 
land. As a result, people began to 
have lands and private properties. 

- Ulaanbaatar reached a population 
of 1 million in 2007.

9
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History of the 
Ulaanbaatar
Back when Chinggis Khaan 
was uniting the Mongols, 
and stories of his warriors 
caused tremors of fear 
across the continent, 
the capital of Mongolia 
was called Khar Khorum, 
(Karakorum). The remains 
of the city lie in Kharkhorin 
soum, Uvurkhangai 
Province. The current 
capital, Ulaanbaatar, took 
root in 1639. At that time, 
the Mongol warriors had 
grown tired of their endless 
military conquests, gave 
up their weapons and 
sought peace, which led to 
the widespread popularity 
of Buddhism in Mongolia. 
Since that time, until 
the People’s Revolution, 
Mongolia was ruled by the 
dignitaries of the Yellow 
Hat Sect of Buddhism, who 
oversaw both religious 
and state affairs.  Ikh 
Khuree (Mongolia’s capital 
from 1691-1778) made 

its permanent home in 
the Altan Tevsh (Golden 
Plate) Valley, which was 
declared the center of the 
Yellow Hat Sect. The city 
was expanded to the point 
where a change of location 
was not feasible, and the 
Ulaanbaatar of today was 
first formed between four 
sacred mountains.

Origins of Ulaanbaatar
On October 29, 2019, 
the capital celebrated 
its 380th anniversary. If 
you are curious about 
what the city looked like 
before the emergence of 
socialist apartment blocks 
and modern high-rises, 
you may want to pay a 
visit to one of the few 
remaining monasteries 
in the city. The painting 
“Niislel Khuree” (which 
was the given name of the 
capital from 1912-1924) by 
Jugder, is kept at the Bogd 
Khaan Palace Museum 
and will give you a more 
vivid understanding of the 

evolution of Ulaanbaatar. 
Dating back to the early 
1900s, this is the only 
painting still in existence 
that provides accurate 
information about the 
layout, organization, 
appearance, and lifestyle 
of the capital at that 
time. The magnificence 
of the Yellow Palace, 
White Palace, Green 
Palace, and their adjacent 
monasteries devoted to 
Bogd Khaan, who was the 
head of state and religious 
affairs in the early 20th 
century, demonstrate 
the characteristics of the 
era. Also depicted in the 
painting are ordinary 
citizens, who are circling 
the Bogd Khaan’s Palace 
and prostrating, in 
accordance with religious 
tradition. The painting is 
strong evidence of the 
religious affiliations of 
Mongolians during that 
time.       

10
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Palace of the Last 
Emperor
Jugder’s painting also 
exhibits the authority 
vested in the Bogd Khaan, 
who was enthroned to 
oversee religion and 
the state. The specially 
protected area in which 
he lived was referred to 
as the “Area of Egg Herd”, 
because

of its off-limit status for 
ordinary citizens and 
highly protected natural 
habitat. The area is now 
surrounded by high-end 
residential properties. 
The stretch between the 
Tuul River and Dund River 
housed three large palaces 
belonging to the Bogd 
Khan. The palaces and 
surrounding monasteries 
of the Last Emperor 
of Mongolia were not 
only filled with religious 
artifacts and valuable 
treasures, but also housed 
exotic animals and birds, 
such as an elephant, 
monkeys, foreign breeds 
of cattle, and rare 
domestic dog breeds. 
“Niislel Khuree” distinctly 

features the Bogd Khaan 
Zoo, where the animals 
were kept. Located east 
of the Green Palace, the 
zoo was called Norovlin, 
and is considered to be 
the first zoo in Mongolia. 
You can see a collection 
of taxidermy of the 
exotic animals kept by 
Bogd Khaan in his palace 
museum.        
The City’s Commercial 
District
Colorful monasteries were 
not the only attractions 
in the early capital, as it 
also housed commercial 
districts where people 
exchanged news and 
fascinating goods. “Niislel 
Khuree” shows merchants 
who are transporting 
goods on poles and by 
horse-drawn carriages 
from Maimaa, a town 
settled by Chinese traders. 
You can see many people 
coming in and out of the 
marketplace on horses 
or camels. The painting’s 
intricate details make the 
history of Ulaanbaatar 
even more interesting. 
Although the city’s modern 
marketplaces are very 
different from their 

predecessors, they still 
remain some of the 
most popular places for 
Mongolians to visit, who 
are naturally very curious.
Historical Landmarks 
of the Capital 
Jugder’s painting also 
reflects landmarks that 
still remain standing, 
such as the Green Palace 
of the Bogd Khaan, and 
buildings constructed 
on top of the “Konsul” 
hills, all maintaining 
their original structure 
and appearance. We 
encourage you to enrich 
your travel experience by 
visiting the Bogd Khaan 
Palace Museum to see the 
painting in person, and to 
learn about the old capital 
and compare it to its 
modern incarnation. The 
rich history of Ulaanbaatar 
hides many exciting 
treasures. This guidebook 
will share some of those 
with yoU.

May your experience in 
Ulaanbaatar be fun, 
exciting, comfortable, and 
memorable! 

      Source: Ulaanbaatar city museum

11
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TEMPLES AND MONASTERIES

Gandantegchinlen Monastery 

The largest and most significant monastery 
of Mongolia resides among a ger (Mongolian 
traditional dwelling) district. It’s easy to 
visit from the south as Megjidjanraisag 
(Avalokitesvara) temple will guide you from 
afar. It has the tallest indoor statue in the 
world at 26.5 meters high. Do check out the 
wish tree, the biggest Buddhist library, and 
the religious schools to understand the 
general idea of Buddhism in Mongolia.

  Bayangol district, 16th khoroo 
   unto.doubt.meatball 
 +(976) 11-360354

Dashchoilin temple
This temple is closely related with the capital’s 
history. At the beginning of the 20th century, 
it was part of the former capital Ikh Khuree. 
During the Great Depression, the temple was 
destroyed or used as warehouses, circuses 
and for other purposes. However, in 1990 it 
was restored. Be sure to visit the temple in 
the mornings, when it’s busy with traditional 
rituals and orders. After lunch it will become 
very quite and peaceful.         

  Sukhbaatar district, Academician 
N.Sodnom Street 

 biked.highlight.varieties
  +(976) 11-350047, +(976) 11-352007

Ulaanbaatar city this year is celebrating its 380th 
anniversary and the first Bogd Jebtsundamba Khutuktu, 
the decision to settle in the golden trough valley and 
establish temples and monasteries in combining 
religious and state functions. Today, few of the 
remaining Mongolian Buddhist traditions and cultural 
heritage is present.

If you’re searching for an 
Insta spot, Gandantegchinlen 
Monastery is the place. Its 
buildings and colors are 
beautiful on photos. 

14
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Dambadarjaalin Monastery
The Dambadarjaalin Monastery, located at the northern 
district of Ulaanbaatar, is one of Mongolia's three largest 
monasteries and is also one of the first architectural 
monuments built in Ulaanbaatar. Since the monastery 
is 253 years old, its temples and houses are in a state of 
dilapidation. Come and see how Manchurian, Tibetan, 
Chinese and Mongolian temple styles are linked in one.  

  Sukhbaatar district, east of the Dambadarjaa Street, 9 
km east of the city center

 jaundice.universes.listen
Aglag Buteel Monastery   
Aglag meditation center is located approximately 100km 
from the Ulaanbaatar. This meditation center is open 
throughout the whole year; a lot of people visit there 
particularly during weekends. Inside the monastery, there 
are works by Buddhist artist and lama G.Purevbat and his 
disciples, including deities, sacred beings and appliques. 
Journeying outside the monastery is very interesting too.  

  Place called “Dalyn Am”, Nart bag, Bornuur soum, Tuv 
province 

 downshift.lowland.life
Manjusri Monastery and Museum 
Manjusri Monastery is a former Buddhist monastery 
established in 1733 and destroyed by Mongolian communists 
in 1937. Its ruins are located approximately 15 kilometers 
(43 kilometers by car) south of the Ulaanbaatar on the 
south slope of Bogd Khan Uul mountain. Most of the area 
surrounding the monastery is part of the Bogd Khan Uul 
Strictly Protected Area, which contains abundant wildlife, 
streams and cedar trees.  

  7km from the center of Zuunmod soum, Tuv province 
  boasting.glue.puny

Dolma Ling Nunnery
Dolma Ling Nunnery is the only one of its kind, established to 
train female lamas. The nunnery was originally built 230 years 
ago as an exquisite monastery, a gift from the emperor of the 
Qing dynasty. It had fifteen monumental three-story walls with 
very fine workmanship; however, it was greatly damaged in the 
1930s when many of Mongolia’s monasteries were destroyed. In 
the yard of the monastery there is an eleven-foot-tall collection 
of carved columns with animal and ornamental designs.

  Bayanzurkh district, 12th microdistrict, near the last Botanik 
bus stop 

 animal.poems.directors
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National Museum of Mongolia
One of the must-see museums in 
the city. The museum is famous for 
its collections of artifacts dating 
from 800,000 years BC to the end of 
the 20th century. Experience 60,000  
exhibits showing traditional costumes, 
ornaments and cultures.

Sukhbaatar district, the 8th 
khoroo, Sukhbaatar Square
fronted.oaks.wrenching
+(976) 7011-0911

 9.00am-5.30pm
 www.nationalmuseum.mn 

Mongolian Theatre Museum 
Here is where you can see the history of the 
Mongolian stage play, opera, ballet, puppet, 
circus, and a movie about Mongolia. There 
are also exhibits of classical and national 
arts from European countries. 

Sukhbaatar district, Sukhbaatar square, 
in the middle of the two arcs of the 
Central Cultural Palace 

 animal.poems.directors
+(976) 11-311320

Ulaanbaatar City Museum  
Between the high-rise apartments and 
service centers of the 13th microdistrict is 
a green one-story building with Russian 
architecture. This is the Ulaanbaatar City 
Museum, and it tells the whole story of the 
capital city. If you ask for G.Ochbayar, the 
researcher at the museum, he will explain 
the mysteries and myths of the city. 

Bayanzurkh district, 13th microdistrict, 
Peace Avenue 37 

 wanted.forgotten.snack
+(976) 11-450960, +(976) 11-456799

 www.ubmuseum.mn

Chinggis khaan Museum 
This museum was opened as a result 
of an illegal auctioning of the 
Tarbosaurus Bataar in the United States a 
few years ago. It was safely returned 
home and became the main exhibit of 
the museum. Here you can learn more 
about ancient creatures that lived millions 
of years ago. You can also learn about 
Mongolia’s ancient fauna and 
paleontological heritage.    Chingeltei district, Independence 

Square 
 withdraws.yards.respect

+(976) 7000-0171
 9.00am-6.00pm
 www.dinosaurmuseum.mn

the chinggis Khaan Museum has a total 
of 6,033 exhibits and artifacts in 15 halls.

16
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The museum’s collection 
includes many world famous, 
rare and precious exhibits. One 
example, ‘Puzzle Spaceship’ is 
composed of 673 different 
wooden pieces interlocked and 
requires 5000 locking tricks. 

The Marshall Zhukov House 
Museum 
The former Soviet Army General 
G.K.Zhukov played a crucial role in 
the Battle of Khalkhin Gol, and for his 
heroism, not only did Mongolians build 
a museum in his honor, but they also 
named a street after him. Here you can 
find rare pictures, documents, items, 
and family memorabilia collected in 
tribute to General Zhukov.

  Bayanzurkh district, right side of 
the Otgontenger University

  bordering.boosted.muddle
  +(976) 11-453781, +(976) 9169-6365
 10.00am-5.00pm, closed on 

Tuesdays

The International Intellectual 
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Human intelligence is enormous in 
capacity. However, not many can fully 
exploit this. By coming here you will be 
able to use the puzzle games to test 
your skills. Enjoy a variety of interesting 
items such as various toys, multi-
ethnic puppets, magician performances, 
materials used in Mongolian gers and 
statues of famous Mongolian people.  

     Bayanzurkh district, 13th microdistrict-2,    
Peace Avenue 10, on the right side of the 
East mall  

    codes.proven.villager
  +(976) 11-461470, +(976) 9918-6771
 10.00am-6.00pm, closed on Sundays 

 www.iqmuseum.mn

Mongolian Military Museum 
The Mongolian Military Museum has 
approximately 8,000 possessions relating 
to the history of the Mongolian army. The 
museum has two halls with more than 
3,000 exhibits on the army’s structure, as 
well as the regulations and formations of 
the countries that were dwelling in the 
territory of Mongolia from the new Stone 
Age until the present. Notable military 
artifacts include a tank, an armored car, 
artillery and a helicopter. 

  Bayanzurkh district, General 
Lkhagvasuren Street-2

  divorcing.fuels.heap
  +(976) 51-261782, +(976) 51-263843 
 9.00am-4.30pm, closed on Tuesdays 

The Chinggis 
Khaan wax 
museum
You can explore 
Chinggis Khaan's 
dwellings and 
ancient Mongolian 
heroes wearing 
kings’, queens’ and 
warriors’ costumes. 
You can also take 
a picture with 
them. Their unique 
chambers will whisk 
you away to ancient 
history.

 Gorkhi-Terelj, I 
khoroo, left side 
of the Post point

 beam.powers .
vacillation

 +(976) 11-327801, 
+(976) 7013-4013, 
+(976) 85405050, 

 +(976) 9345-505
 Mon-Sun 

9.00am-8.00pm
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Bogd Khaan Palace Museum 
The last monarch of Mongolia, Bogd Jebtsundamba the VIII, lived 
in a highly-guarded area with no public access called “Land of 
the Egg Herd”, located in the present-day Khan-Uul district. The 
construction of his Green Palace took approximately ten years 
from 1893 to 1903. The Green Palace has six temples and a winter 
palace, which was built as a gift from Nicolas II of Russia. You will 
be mesmerized by the thangka paintings with intricate details, 
Buddhist deities created by Öndör Gegeen Zanabazar, furniture, 
clothes, as well as items used by the VIII Bogd and rare collection 
of stuffed animals.

    Khan-Uul district, on the right side of the Zaisan Road

  routs.kitchens.dockers
  +(976) 11-342195, +(976) 11-343071
 9.00am-6.30pm
 www.bogdkhaanpalace.mn

The Fine Arts Zanabazar Museum 
The Museum was founded in 1966, has over 20,000 artifacts and 
is considered to be one of the biggest museums in the city. The 
Museum counhts with art collection from the Stone Age to the 
early 20th century, but it is renowned for its collection of works by 
G.Zanabazar (1635-1724), also known as the “Asian Michelangelo”.   

  Chingeltei district, Juulchin Street 
 inhabited.hampers.dove
  +(976) 11-326060, +(976) 11-326061
 9.00am-6.00pm 
 www.zanabazarfam.mn

Choijin Lama Temple Museum 
Built by 300 best craftsmen in Mongolia, the Choijin Lama Temple 
Museum resides among tall skyscrapers. The temple complex has a 
unique calming atmosphere, which will isolate you from busy urban 
life. It has several gilded bronze statues, impressive sculptures of 
the major Mongolian/Tibetan incarnations of Buddhist deities 
and a striking array of papier mache masks used for Tsam dance 
ceremonies.  

  Sukhbaatar district, Genden Street, in front 
of Blue Sky Tower 

 vast.hotspots.exile
  +(976) 11-324788 
 9.00am-7.00pm 
 www.templemuseum.mn
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VIII 150th anniversary of the birth of Bogd Jebtsundamba Khutuktu

This year marks the 150th anniversary of the 
birth of the Mongolian Khan, Eighth Bogd 
Jebtsundamba Khutuktu, the leader of National 
Liberty Revolution of the year of the White pig, 
which initiated the renaissance of 20th century 
Mongolia. The life of Eighth Bogd Jebtsundamba 
Khutuktu was dedicated to restoring Mongolia’s 
national independence, gaining international 
recognition, renewing Buddhist Lamaism and 
purifying the minds of Mongolians.

The 30 meters high 
Megjidjanraisag monastery 
was built in 1911, behind 
the Gandan monastery 
fence and it was the tallest 
building in Ikh khuree. 

The Zanabazar museum is one of the first 
buildings of European architectural design in 
Mongolia and the first ever department store 
was there. Choijin Lama was the younger brother 
of the Eighth Bogd Jebtsundamba Khutuktu and 
he established the monastery after becoming 
the Choijin monk, meaning Dharma protector, in 
order to defend Mongolian Buddhism. 

While visiting Bogd’s Winter Palace,  appreciate 
the painting called “Niislel khuree”, one of 
the masterpieces, which shows 20th century 
Ulaanbaatar and take a look at the exhibits on 
these marks.

Source: “Bogd Khaan Palace Museum” mark, 2014 
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30 GALLERIES 

The Mongolian National Art 
Gallery (MNAG) 
If you are an art lover, be sure 
to visit this gallery. It has been 
collecting, storing and exhibiting the 
best collection of Mongolian visual 
arts since 1921. For example, there 
are five paintings that are listed in 
Priceless Art Heritage.

  Sukhbaatar district, Central 
Cultural Palace, right side

  dreamers.parks.decanter
  +(976) 11-327177, 

       +(976) 11-331687
 09.00am-6.00pm /summer/,  

9.30am-5.30pm /winter/
 www.art-gallery.mn

"The Union of Mongolian Artists" Art Gallery 
This gallery is unique for its glass roof with a triangle top, 
brand new exhibitions on a weekly basis and services 
free of charge. The best artists in Mongolia join the 
Union of Mongolian Artists as a member.  

  Southwestern side of Sukhbaatar Square
 enrolling.royal.motor
   +(976) 11-327474 
 www.uma.mn

3

4   5

Here you will find some interesting 
works that praise Marxism and 
Leninism, which you won’t find easily 
elsewhere

There 
are new 
exhibition 
every 10 
days.

5 MUST-SEE PRICELESS ART HERITAGES AT MNAG
1. Portrait of V.I.Lenin by B.Sharav 
2. Old Fiddler by U.Yadamsuren 
3. Fighting of Stallions by O.Tsevegjav
4. A Household in the Steppe by N.Tsultem
5. After Work by G.Odon

1 2
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Art space 976+
This is an underground gallery in the capital Ulaanbaatar. Works of 
Mongolian and overseas contemporary artists are often exhibited 
here. Although the gallery is not spacious, there are, of course, 
creations that will make you feel surprised, even dazzled.

 Sukhbaatar district, B.Altangerel Street, 
     1st floor of Choijin Suite

 tower.appointed.bagpipes
+(976) 9905 -1127, +(976) 9405-1127

 11.00am-7.00pm
Norphei art gallery 
A comprehensive exhibition of paintings, photos and sculptures is 
held every 7-10 days. After watching the exhibition, you can have a 
cup of coffee or visit restaurants at the 2nd floor.  

Sukhbaatar district, in front of the 2nd Building of the National 
University of Mongolia, 1st floor of Bluemon Center 

 reclaimed.valley.pays
+(976) 9590-3067, +(976) 9906-3067

Sengeragi art gallery 
This gallery coexists with the “Union of Mongolian Artists” Art Gallery 
in the same building. This is a private gallery that was opened in 
Ulaanbaatar recently. You will be able to buy items that interest you 
at the exhibitions.  

Sukhbaatar district, southwestern side of Sukhbaatar Square 
 enrolling.royal.motor

+(976) 9980-9088
Altan Khaan Gallery 
Altan Khaan Gallery supports emerging artists from Greater
Mongolia. Its aims is to get the Art World to recognize their great
creativity and potential.

Sukhbaatar District, 1st Khoroo, 1 Jamyan Gun Street
 improve.nitrate.refrained
 +(976) 7017-1718 

Just seize the opportunity to meet Gantuya, 
who engages Mongolian artists in Venice Biennale 
and makes a huge contribution to the promotion 
of Mongolian art at a global level. 
Gantuya will have a fruitful discussion 
with youa about contemporary art.

Union of Mongolian Artists prize laureate, State Foremost Artist, 
sculptor A.Ochirbold and State Foremost Artist, 2018, ‘Consciousness’  
is placed near the UN Headquarters
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32 THEATRES 

The State Academic Theatre of Opera 
and Ballet 
Do you want to see how Mongolian artists 
perform world classics? The State Academic 
Theatre of Opera and Ballet has a repertoire 
of more than 100 national and global 
classical works, including 56 ballets and 54 
operas. Experience the inner atmosphere 
and culture of the theatre maintaining 
the original classical appearance.   
Sukhbaatar district, left side of Sukhbaatar 
Square 

 deposits.shallower.conned
  +(976) 7011-0389, +(976) 7011-0397
 www.opera-ballet.mn

Mongolian State Philharmonic
Mongolian State Philharmonic Orchestra is 
one of the biggest concert institutions of 
the country with over 180 staff members. 
The symphony orchestra, Bayan Mongol 
jazz orchestra and Morin Khuur Ensemble 
contribute to it. They aim to introduce and 
promote the best of both Mongolian and 
worldwide composers to the public. 

  Sukhbaatar district, Central Cultural 
Palace, А corpus

 headed.patching.simple
  +(976) 7011-8012 
   www.mglphilharmonic.mn

The State Academic Theatre of 
Drama 
The theatre was built in 1963. Of 
course, it’s not easy for the tourist to 
understand drama plays in Mongolian. 
However, if you’re interested in 
experiencing the theater for its stage 
decorations, music and actors, just 
come and follow the action. The 
Theatre of Drama does not work 
during the summer season, but opens 
its doors in autumn.    

     Sukhbaatar district, 
southwestern  side of Sukhbaatar 
Square

 arose.trooper.fewest
    +(976) 7012-8999    
   www.drama.mn

Mongolia is a leader in 
Asia in classical arts. 
That's why anyone who 
loves them should attend 
the The State Academic 
Theatre of Opera and 
Ballet.
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33FOLK ART 
Grand Theatre
In addition to folk dances, plays and modern works, world 
classics are also performed on the Grand Theatre’s stage. 
During summertime, they perform folk art concerts for tourists. 
Thus be sure to include it in your schedule.    

  Southwestern side of Sukhbaatar Square
 arose.trooper.fewest
  +(976) 8800-1047, +(976) 8802-3954
 www.grandtheatre.mn

The Tumen Ekh Ensemble 
The ensemble was founded in 1989 and has gone on to win 
awards throughout the world. It’s composed of artists who 
perform all types of Mongolian songs, dances and contortion 
shows. If you want to get an up close, deeper feeling of 
Mongolian folk art, visit them.   

  Sukhbaatar district, Chinggis Avenue, inside the National 
Amusement Park 

 exacts.innovate.sweat
  +(976) 9696-6667, +(976) 8807-1138

White Mussel Ensemble of National Art
A new theater was born in order to give you the opportunity to 
experience a national art wonder in your heart in a comfortable 
classical Mongolian environment. The theater will present 
paintings and photographs showcasing Mongolian heritage 
and traditions before national art performances and present 
national costume shows on a specific day of the month.
Showtime: every day 5 pm            ticket.mn 

  Railway Culture Center 
 shirt.lanes.outhouse
  1900-1800,     +(976) 9978-9839,    +(976) 8901-6641
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Sky Resort LLC, Bayanzurkh district, Khoroo 11, 

Khurkhree Valley, Bogd Khan Mountain, 

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

skyresortofficialinfo@skyresort.mnwww.skyresort.mn 7700-0909

Sky Resort LLC, Bayanzurkh district, Khoroo 11, 

Khurkhree Valley, Bogd Khan Mountain, 

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

skyresortofficialinfo@skyresort.mnwww.skyresort.mn 7700-0909
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- eeting and M Conference

- Training and workshop 

- VIP performances including music, dance, song 

  and drama

 - Exhibition

 - Tournaments and contest

 - Fashion show

- Filming for TV program

- Entertainment events 

-  Õóðàë , çºâëºãººí
-  Ñóðãàëò, ñåìèíàð
-  VIP òîãëîëò /õºãæèì, á¿æèã, äóó, æ¿æèã
-  ¯çýñãýëýí
-  Òýìöýýí óðàëäààí 
-  Çàãâàðûí øîó
-  Òåëåâèçèéí íýâòð¿¿ëýã õèéõ
- Á¿õ òºðëèéí ýíòåðòýéíìýíò àðãà õýìæýý

HUN 
THEATRE 
Õ¿í òåàòðò çîõèîí áàéãóóëàõ 
áîëîìæòîé àðãà õýìæýýí¿¿ä:

   

    Our Hun Ensemble is bringing a distinctive new genre 
into the entertainment field, combining Mongolian 
national folk music and traditional art with modern 
delivery at the Hun Theatre. They will be performing 
throughout the year.

   With a capacity of 300 people, the Hun Theatre is a 
unique modern facility that was built for entertainment 
performances such as corporate banquet and concerts 
and theatrics. The stage view and sounds settings are 
tailored to maximize viewers' satisfaction. It is also 
equipped with all the necessary equipment for hosting 
special events and can accommodate 120 to 150 
people. The theatre has ventilation systems and 
comfortable restrooms. 

   Õ¯Í ×ÓÓËÃÀ íü èíòåðòýéíìåíòèéí ñàëáàðò öîî 
øèíý ºíãº òºðõèéã á¿ðä¿¿ëýí Ìîíãîë ¿íäýñòíèé ºâ 
ñî¸ëûí ýõ óíäàðãà áîëñîí ¿íäýñíèé ÿçãóóð óðëàãàà 
îð÷èí ¿åèéí øèéäýëòýé íèéö¿¿ëýí ºíºº öàãèéí 
õýðýãöýý øààðäëàãûã õàíãàñàí ÃÝÐ ÒÅÀÒÐÒ æèëèéí 
äºðâºí óëèðëûí òóðø òà á¿õýíä ¿éë÷ëýõýä áýëýí 
áîëëîî.

     Õ¯Í ÒÅÀÒÐ íü 300 õ¿í çýðýãöýí ñóóæ êîíöåðò 
¿çýõ çîðèóëàëòòàé áºãººä ñòàíäàðòàä íèéöñýí 
àãààðæóóëàëò, òîõèëîã öýâýð àðèóí öýâðèéí ºðºº, 
òàéçíû õàðàãäàõ ºíöºã, àìüä  õºãæìèéí äóóãàðàëò 
çýðãèéã ¿çýã÷äèéí ñîíñîõ ìýäðýìæèä òóëãóóðëàí 
¿éë÷ë¿¿ëýã÷äèéí òàâ òóõûã ýðõýì áîëãîí 
öîãöëîîñîí. Ò¿¿í÷ëýí 120-150 õ¿íèé õ¿íäýòãýëèéí 
àðãà õýìæýý  çîõèîí áàéãóóëàõàä øààðäëàãàòàé 
á¿õíèéã á¿ðä¿¿ëñýí îð÷èí ¿åèéí øèéäýë á¿õèé 
ºâºðìºö áàéãóóëàìæ þì.

Our Hun Ensemble is bringing a distinctive new genre into the 
entertainment field, combining Mongolian national folk music 
and traditional art with modern delivery at the Hun Theatre. 
They will be performing throughout the year.
With a capacity of 300 people, the Hun Theatre is a unique 
modern facility that was built for entertainment performances 

such as corporate banquet and concerts and theatrics. The 
stage view and sounds settings are tailored to maximize 
viewers' satisfaction. It is also equipped with all the necessary 
equipment for hosting special events and can accommodate 
120 to 150 people. The theatre has ventilation systems and 
comfortable restrooms.
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CAVE O2 (Auditorium)
Cave O2 is a cave house that provides a comprehensive histo-
ry, culture and art performance service for tourism. 

By entering the cave hall, you can see about 30 paintings from 
the prehistoric, Neolithic, Bronze Age and Huns periods in 
Mongolia. 

The rock paintings can be understood as letters written by an-
cient nomads for today’s generation.  Therefore, the such con-
struction was created to introduce visitors and tourists who 
have passed on intangible heritage such as Mongolian folk 
art, folk and national art. The “Cave O2” historical and cultural 
performance will give tourists a sense of pride in the cultural 
heritage of their destination.

Additional services of “Cave O2” hall:
•	 Provide comprehensive Mongolian tourism information 

to tourists with the help of projectors, screens, sound and 
sound when needed, 

•	 Relieve tourists of the road in a quiet cave environment 
and the soft sounds of nature,

•	 Singing, short-term traditional folklore art training, • 
•	 Serving meals to tourists if asked / advance-order re-

quested / • 
•	 A rare opportunity to get acquainted with the develop-

ment and evolution of Mongolian culture and art in the 
19th and 20th centuries in the Mongolian theater museum 
environment, and to listen to and play ancient nomadic 
songs.

•	 • Use for meetings and seminars 

THINGS TO DO 

Terms and conditions for a tourist 
company:
Cooperation only based on contract.

Entertainment price: 
All foreign and domestic viewers 50K 
Contracting Parties 35K and 40K 
The price includes the price of the 
museums. 

Mongolia, Ulaanbaatar city, Sukhbaatar 
district, 8th khoroo, Amar street, “Cave 
О2” hall of Mongolian Theatre museum, 
Mongolian Cultural center.

boertemusic@gmail.com

auditoriummn

+976 99167471
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•	 • Use for meetings and seminars 

THINGS TO DO 

Terms and conditions for a tourist 
company:
Cooperation only based on contract.

Entertainment price: 
All foreign and domestic viewers 50K 
Contracting Parties 35K and 40K 
The price includes the price of the 
museums. 

Mongolia, Ulaanbaatar city, Sukhbaatar 
district, 8th khoroo, Amar street, “Cave 
О2” hall of Mongolian Theatre museum, 
Mongolian Cultural center.

boertemusic@gmail.com

auditoriummn

+976 99167471
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- eeting and M Conference

- Training and workshop 

- VIP performances including music, dance, song 

  and drama

 - Exhibition

 - Tournaments and contest

 - Fashion show

- Filming for TV program

- Entertainment events 

-  Õóðàë , çºâëºãººí
-  Ñóðãàëò, ñåìèíàð
-  VIP òîãëîëò /õºãæèì, á¿æèã, äóó, æ¿æèã
-  ¯çýñãýëýí
-  Òýìöýýí óðàëäààí 
-  Çàãâàðûí øîó
-  Òåëåâèçèéí íýâòð¿¿ëýã õèéõ
- Á¿õ òºðëèéí ýíòåðòýéíìýíò àðãà õýìæýý

HUN 
THEATRE 
Õ¿í òåàòðò çîõèîí áàéãóóëàõ 
áîëîìæòîé àðãà õýìæýýí¿¿ä:

   

    Our Hun Ensemble is bringing a distinctive new genre 
into the entertainment field, combining Mongolian 
national folk music and traditional art with modern 
delivery at the Hun Theatre. They will be performing 
throughout the year.

   With a capacity of 300 people, the Hun Theatre is a 
unique modern facility that was built for entertainment 
performances such as corporate banquet and concerts 
and theatrics. The stage view and sounds settings are 
tailored to maximize viewers' satisfaction. It is also 
equipped with all the necessary equipment for hosting 
special events and can accommodate 120 to 150 
people. The theatre has ventilation systems and 
comfortable restrooms. 

   Õ¯Í ×ÓÓËÃÀ íü èíòåðòýéíìåíòèéí ñàëáàðò öîî 
øèíý ºíãº òºðõèéã á¿ðä¿¿ëýí Ìîíãîë ¿íäýñòíèé ºâ 
ñî¸ëûí ýõ óíäàðãà áîëñîí ¿íäýñíèé ÿçãóóð óðëàãàà 
îð÷èí ¿åèéí øèéäýëòýé íèéö¿¿ëýí ºíºº öàãèéí 
õýðýãöýý øààðäëàãûã õàíãàñàí ÃÝÐ ÒÅÀÒÐÒ æèëèéí 
äºðâºí óëèðëûí òóðø òà á¿õýíä ¿éë÷ëýõýä áýëýí 
áîëëîî.

     Õ¯Í ÒÅÀÒÐ íü 300 õ¿í çýðýãöýí ñóóæ êîíöåðò 
¿çýõ çîðèóëàëòòàé áºãººä ñòàíäàðòàä íèéöñýí 
àãààðæóóëàëò, òîõèëîã öýâýð àðèóí öýâðèéí ºðºº, 
òàéçíû õàðàãäàõ ºíöºã, àìüä  õºãæìèéí äóóãàðàëò 
çýðãèéã ¿çýã÷äèéí ñîíñîõ ìýäðýìæèä òóëãóóðëàí 
¿éë÷ë¿¿ëýã÷äèéí òàâ òóõûã ýðõýì áîëãîí 
öîãöëîîñîí. Ò¿¿í÷ëýí 120-150 õ¿íèé õ¿íäýòãýëèéí 
àðãà õýìæýý  çîõèîí áàéãóóëàõàä øààðäëàãàòàé 
á¿õíèéã á¿ðä¿¿ëñýí îð÷èí ¿åèéí øèéäýë á¿õèé 
ºâºðìºö áàéãóóëàìæ þì.

Our Hun Ensemble is bringing a distinctive new genre into the 
entertainment field, combining Mongolian national folk music 
and traditional art with modern delivery at the Hun Theatre. 
They will be performing throughout the year.
With a capacity of 300 people, the Hun Theatre is a unique 
modern facility that was built for entertainment performances 

such as corporate banquet and concerts and theatrics. The 
stage view and sounds settings are tailored to maximize 
viewers' satisfaction. It is also equipped with all the necessary 
equipment for hosting special events and can accommodate 
120 to 150 people. The theatre has ventilation systems and 
comfortable restrooms.
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CAVE O2 (Auditorium)
Cave O2 is a cave house that provides a comprehensive histo-
ry, culture and art performance service for tourism. 

By entering the cave hall, you can see about 30 paintings from 
the prehistoric, Neolithic, Bronze Age and Huns periods in 
Mongolia. 

The rock paintings can be understood as letters written by an-
cient nomads for today’s generation.  Therefore, the such con-
struction was created to introduce visitors and tourists who 
have passed on intangible heritage such as Mongolian folk 
art, folk and national art. The “Cave O2” historical and cultural 
performance will give tourists a sense of pride in the cultural 
heritage of their destination.

Additional services of “Cave O2” hall:
•	 Provide comprehensive Mongolian tourism information 

to tourists with the help of projectors, screens, sound and 
sound when needed, 

•	 Relieve tourists of the road in a quiet cave environment 
and the soft sounds of nature,

•	 Singing, short-term traditional folklore art training, • 
•	 Serving meals to tourists if asked / advance-order re-

quested / • 
•	 A rare opportunity to get acquainted with the develop-

ment and evolution of Mongolian culture and art in the 
19th and 20th centuries in the Mongolian theater museum 
environment, and to listen to and play ancient nomadic 
songs.

•	 • Use for meetings and seminars 

THINGS TO DO 

Terms and conditions for a tourist 
company:
Cooperation only based on contract.

Entertainment price: 
All foreign and domestic viewers 50K 
Contracting Parties 35K and 40K 
The price includes the price of the 
museums. 

Mongolia, Ulaanbaatar city, Sukhbaatar 
district, 8th khoroo, Amar street, “Cave 
О2” hall of Mongolian Theatre museum, 
Mongolian Cultural center.

boertemusic@gmail.com

auditoriummn

+976 99167471
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Tuesday-Sunday      
10.00am - 07.00pm /May-Sept/
Monday, Wednesday      closed
+(976) 91038687

EVENTS &
FESTIVALS
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LUNAR NEW YEAR  

Mongolian Lunar New Year, commonly known as Tsagaan Sar 
(White Moon), is the biggest festival of the country, dating 
back to 1206. Its actual date varies, but is usually celebrated 
on the first through the third days of the first lunar month. 
This is the most important family holiday of the year and is 
akin to Christmas, where families come together. If you ever 
visit Mongolia during this time, we highly recommend that you 
visit a local family. The family will greet you with the best of 
wishes and will invite you to their jolly table filled with buuz 
(dumplings) and mutton stew accompanied by various dairy 
appetizers and small delectable side dishes. They will never 
forget to give you a gift on your way out. 

ULAANBAATAR WINTER FESTIVAL 

On the first Sunday of February, you can experience a traditional 
ankle bone shooting game on ice, an ice archery tournament, 
speed skating and figure skating shows, winter bike trips, dog 
sledding races, traditional clothing fashion shows, ethnic and 
modern band concerts, and horse and camel tours. All these 
and more during the Ulaanbaatar Winter Festival. 

 THE GOLDEN EAGLE FESTIVAL

The Eagle Festival, a traditional Kazakh holiday, is organiz not 
very far from the capital. During this festival, Kazakh men are 
all dressed up in their traditional clothes, and introduce guests 
to their culture of eagle hunting. While getting acquainted with 
the Kazakh culture, don’t forget to have your photo taken with 
an authentic hunting eagle sitting on your arm. 

Ulaanbaatar strives to welcome its visitors throughout 
the year with special and unforgettable experiences 
that inspire and educate about its rich culture and 
history. 
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Events and Festivals

THOUSAND CAMEL FESTIVAL

The Thousand Camel Festival is organized 
in the Gobi Desert aimed to protect and 
preserve the Bactrian camel population. 
The main events include camel polo, parade 
of camel riders, performances by traditional 
Mongolian musicians and dancers, and 
best dressed couple competition. Enrich 
your experience by also visiting significant 
paleontological and cultural sites of the 
Gobi. 

BOGDKHAN MOUNTAIN TRAIL 

The Bogdkhan mountain trail is a University of Texas Medical 
Branch qualifying race! Finishers can get three International 
Trail Running Association points for the completion of the 64km 
trail run. The winner of 64km trail run can get 500 points from 
the Asia Trail Master Championship organization. Also we invite 
you to take part in the Barefoot Run!
www.bmtrail.run

LIGHT STREET

As the country approach the summer season, thousands 
of UB residents and tourists gather on Seoul street which is 
the first car-free and nightlight street of Ulaanbaatar. Various 
entertainment events and shows are held every weekend. You 
can enjoy salsa, kizomba, bachata, flash mob events, rap battles 
and cover song competitions, as well as participate in these 
activities. You may as well enjoy a handful of food selections 
throughout the street as different food trucks line up to cater 
to you. 
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The International Marathon which takes place on the third Saturday of every May, 
brings together athletes from various countries. It allows both experienced and 
inexperienced runners to compete in their own age and distance categories. The 
race begins and ends at the Sukhbaatar Square after traversing an exciting and 
challenging track. The marathon aims not only to promote the city of Ulaanbaatar, 
but more to encourage running as a sport. 

STEPPE WIND 

The Steppe Wind Interational Moto Festival appeals to those 
who seeks adventurous challenges, as well as new outdoor 
experiences outside of one’s comfort zones. Adventuring from 
the Mongolian Gobi to the nation’s capital, Ulaanbaatar, and 
meeting fellow travelers  and riders along the way is a much-
anticipated event. Since 2014, the Steppe Wind Festival has 
expanded its venue from a local annual event t by conducting 
different kinds of activities and forums. 

SILENCE WHITE 

Every year, youth of the big city, dressed in all white, dance 
through an entire night to the music of Mongolia’s best DJs. 
Initiated by Mongol Mix Project, LLC, in 2006, the Silence White 
dance event is organized with the aim of promoting Peace, 
Freedom and Unity. Now this festival is one of the biggest 
electro music dance events in Mongolia. Each year more than 
20,000 young music lovers attend this dance movement. A 
unique stage, powerful lighting system, special effects, and 
fireworks electrify the night.

PLAYTIME LIVE MUSIC FESTIVAL 

Each summer Play Time music festival takes place in the 
natural scenic Gachuurt village in Hotel Mongolia, which is 30 
km away from Ulaanbaatar. This festival is one of the most 
anticipated live music events in Mongolia, attracting thousands 
of music lovers both from Mongolia and abroad. The festival 
has several sets and stages to perform indie rock, instrumental, 
metal, electronic and house music. The main stage showcases 
the headliners while the New Wave showcases upcoming new 
music groups. In addition to music and other performances, the 
Replay Art Market is open for public. 
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“MONGOLIAN NATIONAL COSTUME” FESTIVAL

Many events are held during the Naadam festival, which are noteworthy both in size 
and meaning, making the festival a big celebration with something for everyone to 
attend and enjoy together. A very festive parade of Mongolian National Costumes 
worn by both locals and tourists will give you a peek into the rich culture of Mongolia. 
The festival is held at the Sukhbaatar Square on July 10 with more than ten thousand 
tourists and visitors attending this parade every year. You may also enjoy traditional 
artistic performances that are shown to public.  

NAADAM FESTIVAL

One cannot fully enjoy or know Mongolia without experiencing 
the Naadam festival, which has been celebrated for centuries. 
The Naadam tradition is truly ancient in its origins, backdating 
perhaps by millennia to the rise of Chinggis Khaan (Genghis 
Khaan) in the early Thirteenth Century. Naadam can be equated 
to the original Olympic Games of ancient Greece. It is organized 
every year at the National Sports stadium to celebrate the 
national independence. The festival is also locally referred to 
as the “Three Manly Games”. These games include traditional 
wrestling, horse racing, and archery, where the latter two sports 
allow the participation of women and children. 

DANSHIG NAADAM 

"Danshig Naadam Khuree Tsam" is part of the nation’s biggest 
religious and cultural festival. The Danshig Naadam festival 
is organizing on the first week of every August. It represents 
religious importance and Buddhism’s influence on the people 
and culture of Mongolia. In addition to the variety of Buddhist 
rituals, spectators can enjoy many competitions and spiritual 
debates among monks.

MONGOLIAN STEPPE INTERNATIONAL MARATHON 

The 23th Mongolian Steppe International Marathon, initiated by 
Japanese citizens Fujawara and KonAya in 1996, will be held on 
8th of September  at Khui Doloon khudag. Traditionally, athletes 
run in junior, senior and master categories with distances of 3, 
5, 10 and 21 kilometers. While running alongside country under 
the blue sky you will encounter livestock such as goats, sheep, 
horses, camels and cows. For runners who love nature, it is a 
"must attend" event. Participants from Japan, China, Russia, 
South Korea and other countries are increasing every year. 
Run along the prairie with your family and friends, and let's 
establish international exchange!

  www.mongolia-marathon.org     kon-aya@hotmail.com 
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Ulaanbaatar International film festival is organized 
in October annually by The Arts Council of 
Mongolia. The festival has main four main 
components which are International Film Program, 
French Movie Nights, Mongolian Movies and The 
Ulaanbaatar International Film Forum. Most of the 
festival entries are internationally acclaimed and the 
festival organizers enable artists to share their ideas 
about films.

STEPPE HORSES WINTER FESTIVAL 
The annual “Steppe Horses of Mongolia” winter festival 
will be held in a location not far from Ulaanbaatar this 
November. Hundreds of horses are gathered at one 
location, creating spectacular scenery where the herders 
show their skills in catching and taming the horses. 

“SILVER NIGHT OF ULAANBAATAR” NEW YEAR 
CELEBRATION 
“The people of Ulaanbaatar gather at Sukhbaatar Square 
on the night of December 31st and welcome the New Year 
while enjoying a cultural event, watching fireworks, and 
having champagne together. Father Frost, with a light-
blue cape, give gifts to children in Mongolia, whereas in 
the West, kids send letters to Santa Claus.” –Val Farmer, 
U.S. traveler 

SKY RESORT SEASON OPENING 
Sky Resort is a recreation center where many winter 
celebrations and events take place on its magnificent 
snow-white fields. Sky Resort’s Season Opening 
is an annual winter sports competition for both 
professionals and amateurs that are usually organized 
in March. Competitions include mountain sled slalom, 
snowboarding, ski sprints, and a biathlon. 
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Dairy products as 
drinks: milk, eedem, 
airag, tarag, aarts, 
khoormog and distilled 
milk vodka etc. 

Milk 
The main raw material 
for dairy products is milk 
from cow, sheep, goat, 
mare and a female camel. 
Milk is the base of various 
dairy products and drinks 
and is even consumed for 
medical purposes. 

Zoohii
(cream)

Zoohii is a dairy product 
composed of the higher-
butterfat layer skimmed 
from the top of milk 
before homogenization. 

Urum 
(clotted cream)

Urum is produced by 
bringing cow, sheep or 
goat milk to a boil while 
continuously ladling up 
the liquid and pouring it 
back into the pot, causing 
the cream to separate 
from the milk and develop 
into froth. The pot is then 
set aside in a cool place 
until this foam solidifies.

Aarts 
(curds)

Curds obtained by 
pouring boiled yoghurt or 
tsagaa into a cloth sack 
and leaving it until the 
whey has dripped away.  

Mongolian traditional drinks and foods 
are deeply tied to the extreme climate 
conditions, nomadic culture and animal 
husbandry back over a thousand years. 
Influenced by modern urban lifestyle, 
the culture associated with traditional 
foods and drinks has changed. However, 
you can still see the overall nomadic 
style that still dominates. For instance, 
Mongolians mostly consume beef, 
mutton, flour and rice daily. During 

winter, horse meat is consumed in 
addition to beef and mutton. During the 
summertime, typical food is consisted 
are dried meat known as “borts” and 
dairy products. Vegetables and fruits 
are popular items in autumn. Milk tea 
is a traditional Mongolian drink. In 
particular, dairy products can be served 
as foods, drinks and even snacks (a more 
modern invention).

MONGOLIAN CUISINE

DAIRY PRODUCTS 
Dairy products are sacred in Mongolia. Over the years, Mongolian nomads have 
developed a great number of unique dairy products to last long. 

Dairy products as food
aaruul, eezgii, byaslag, urum, 
zoohii and tsutsgii etc. 
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Aaruul 
(dry curds)

Aaruul is produced by 
cutting drained Aarts with 
a string, then setting them 
to dry in the sun. In order 
to increase the flavor, 
texture and fat content 
of the Aaruul, extra milk 
can be added to the 
tsagaa before it is boiled 
and filtered. Some of the 
popular aaruuls include 
milk кhuruud, khorkhoi 
aaruul, sweet and non-
sweet aaruuls. 

Airag 
(fermented mare’s milk) 

Airag is a fermented dairy 
product traditionally made 
from mare’s milk. Airag is 
considered as traditional 
light alcoholic drink or 
“beer”.

Eezgii 
(dried mass of cheese)

Eezgii is made by cooking 
milk and adding a little 
yoghurt. After curdling, the 
substance is kept cooking 
until all liquid is gone. 
After, the dried mass is 
roasted until it turns into 
small, golden-colored 
pieces. The final product is 
dry enough to be stored in 
a sack of cloth. 

Byaslag 
(cheese)

Cheese is produced with 

raw milk. The milk is heated 
over a gentle fire, and then 
a curdling agent such as 
whey or yoghurt is added 
gradually to the milk, 
causing it to separate. 

Shimiin arkhi 
(distilled milk vodka)

Distilled milk vodka is 
a traditional Mongolian 
vodka made from milk, 
usually about 20% ABV. As 
it comes from dairy, the 
taste and aroma are almost 
blank, compared to wheat 
vodka. 

Wild fruits 
Blackberry, cowberry, 
hawthorn, black cherry, 
blueberry, sea buckthorn, 
blackcurrant, strawberry 
and redcurrant etc. 

Tea 
Milk tea, non-milk tea, 
simple rice tea and tea with 
“borts” etc. 

Borts 
Borts is an air-dried 

meat cut into long strips. 
Cedar nut 
Mongolians like to have 
a taste of delicious cedar 
nuts. You can find packs 
of cedar nuts at shops and 
supermarkets in addition 
to outdoor stands. Fresh 
cedar nuts mature fully in 
the autumn. 
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Tsuivan 
Tsuivan is a Mongolian noodle dish 
that includes meat, fried noodles and 
vegetables. 
Khuushuur 
Khuushuur is a kind of meat pastry 
or fried dumpling. It includes meat 
(either beef or mutton) mince, onion, 
salt and other spices. While eaten 
daily, khuushuur is also the main dish 
for the Naadam Festival. 
Buuz 
Buuz is a type of steamed dumpling filled with meat 
mince. The cuisine is traditionally eaten at home on 
Tsagaan Sar, the Mongolian Lunar New Year. 
Bantan 
Bantan is a Mongolian dish with a low fat content. It is 
a soup with flour lumps and small cut meat. It is given 
to small children as their first solid food. 
Khorkhog 
Khorkhog is a barbecue dish in Mongolian cuisine. 
Khorkhog is made by cooking pieces of meat inside 
a container which contains hot stones and water and 
which is often also heated from the outside. Khorkhog 
is traditionally eaten during trips and outdoor 
gatherings. 
Banquet  
(foods and cuisines) 

Mongolians prepare ceremonial foods and drinks 
during the traditional holidays including Tsagaan Sar, 
Naadam, first haircut ceremony and old age feast. The 
banquet includes a plate of traditional large cookies 
(kheviin boov), a cooked sheep’s back and tail (uuts) 
and a variety of dairy products. 
A pyramid of traditional large cookies (usually 5, 7 or 9 
levels) is assembled on a large dish. Kheviin boov (Ul 
Boov) are traditional cookies stamped in the form of 
a shoe sole. 
Uuts is cooked sheep back and tail. Mongolians try to 
cook a sheep with as big a tail as possible, a symbol of 
family wealth and prosperity. 

DISHES
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Modern Nomads
Modern Nomads is a chain 
of restaurants based in 
the capital Ulaanbaatar. 
If you would like to enjoy 
traditional Mongolian 
cuisine, start with the 
Modern Nomads. The 
menu explains its offerings 
in great detail with colored 
illustrations. Even cals 
are estimated. Since the 
opening, Modern Nomads 
has caught the hearts and 
attention of locals and 
foreigners using modern 
food techniques to prepare 
authentic Mongolian 
traditional food. Apart 
from serving traditional 
Mongolian cuisines, it   
also offers a wide range 
of international cuisines. 
 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Baga Toiruu, opposite 
of the Children’s 
Creative Center 

 found.bared.
salmon 

   +(976) 11-318744
 Sukhbaatar district, 

Baga Toiruu, 
behind the Central 
Cultural Palace 

 bullion.observe.salads
  +(976) 7012-0808
 Sukhbaatar district, 

northwestern side of 
Government Palace, 

 simmer.sang.
direction 

   +(976) 11-330633

 nomadsgroup
Mongolians
The Sansar branch has 
a traditional Mongolian 
“ger” inside it and is also 
surrounded by ancient 
artifacts that give you a 
museum-like atmosphere. 
In contrast, the Shangri-
La branch features a 
modern interior design 
and unique showpieces, 
which definitely attract the 
attention of any visitor. 

 Chingeltei district, 
Sansar khoroolol,  
2nd floor of Barilga 
Mega Store 

 carrots.month.clubbing
 Sukhbaatar district, 

Shangri-La Mall,  
4th floor 

 idealist.sang.volcano
 +(976) 9909-7716,  

+(976) 9999-4682
 Mongoliansrestaurant

Hoh uur /Хөх-Үүр/
This restaurant serves 
airag (fermented horse 
milk) all year round. Fresh 
orom (soured cream) and 
homemade pastry that can 
normally only be found at 
herder’s homes in rural 
areas are also served. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
west side of 
Sukhbaatar Square,  
1c floor of City Center 

 newsprint.heat.pools
 +(976) 8011-8980, 

+(976) 7607-0505
 hohuur  

Asiana Buddha Vista 
Dine in mini Mongolian 
yurts! This is a restaurant 
with very interesting 
Mongolian-style interior 
design. Their authentic 
Sichuan, Shandong and 
traditional Mongolian 
cuisunes are much 
appreciated by expats. 
Pleasant service and 
atmosphere.  

 Khan-Uul district, 
Zaisan road, Buddha 
Vista, 1st floor 

 formally.conveys.dares
 +(976) 7715-1010           
 MGCASIANA

MONGOLIAN RESTAURANTS

The Modern 
Nomads chain 
of restaurants 
has six branches 
in Ulaanbaatar. 
Therefore, be 
advised to visit the 
nearest Modern 
Nomads restaurant 
without going any 
further. 
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Tsuivan 
Tsuivan is a Mongolian noodle dish 
that includes meat, fried noodles and 
vegetables. 
Khuushuur 
Khuushuur is a kind of meat pastry 
or fried dumpling. It includes meat 
(either beef or mutton) mince, onion, 
salt and other spices. While eaten 
daily, khuushuur is also the main dish 
for the Naadam Festival. 
Buuz 
Buuz is a type of steamed dumpling filled with meat 
mince. The cuisine is traditionally eaten at home on 
Tsagaan Sar, the Mongolian Lunar New Year. 
Bantan 
Bantan is a Mongolian dish with a low fat content. It is 
a soup with flour lumps and small cut meat. It is given 
to small children as their first solid food. 
Khorkhog 
Khorkhog is a barbecue dish in Mongolian cuisine. 
Khorkhog is made by cooking pieces of meat inside 
a container which contains hot stones and water and 
which is often also heated from the outside. Khorkhog 
is traditionally eaten during trips and outdoor 
gatherings. 
Banquet  
(foods and cuisines) 

Mongolians prepare ceremonial foods and drinks 
during the traditional holidays including Tsagaan Sar, 
Naadam, first haircut ceremony and old age feast. The 
banquet includes a plate of traditional large cookies 
(kheviin boov), a cooked sheep’s back and tail (uuts) 
and a variety of dairy products. 
A pyramid of traditional large cookies (usually 5, 7 or 9 
levels) is assembled on a large dish. Kheviin boov (Ul 
Boov) are traditional cookies stamped in the form of 
a shoe sole. 
Uuts is cooked sheep back and tail. Mongolians try to 
cook a sheep with as big a tail as possible, a symbol of 
family wealth and prosperity. 

DISHES
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MONGOLIAN RESTAURANTS
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Nomads chain 
of restaurants 
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Therefore, be 
advised to visit the 
nearest Modern 
Nomads restaurant 
without going any 
further. 
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Khulan Restaurant

Professional Mongolian chefs with master’s degrees prepare 
high-quality beef, mutton, and food, as well as traditional 
Mongolian cuisine and more than 50 Asian and European 

dishes at #Khulan Restaurant. Among these, you’ll be able 
to marvel at Mongolian cuisine’s charms by trying the restau-
rant’s signature dish, “Smoked lamb thigh.”
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Mongolians restaurant

Mongolian’s restaurant is located on 4th floor 
of Shangri-La Mall 200 m far from Sukhbaatar 
square.  

Since 2008 “Mongolian’s” serves traditional 
Mongolian and European cuisine in the museum 
like atmosphere for a sophisticated dining expe-
rience.

For special celebrations or intimate 
meetings, Mongolian’s offers pri-
vate dining options for groups as 
small as two and as large as 150.

At once grand and intimate, with 
exceptional cuisine and attentive 
service
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Red Rock Resort 

Located in the heart of magnificent alpine scenic Gorkhi-Terelj 
National Park only 49 kilometres north of the Mongolian 
capital Ulaanbaatar.  
A Red Rock Resort is the ultimate location for pure romance 
and relaxation at Gorkhi-Terelj National Park as well as during 
your trip, visit this hotel’s restaurant to add a bit of flavor 
and excitement to your day. Serving a delightful combination 
of traditional Mongolian and classic Western culinary styles, 
the restaurant focuses on local, sustainable and organic 
ingredients.

Restaurant offers umptuous breakfast, lunch and dinner and 
will definitely please your taste buds.
An atmosphere of the Anar restaurant is marvelous: the 
restaurant bathes in natural light and offers magnificent 
views of surrounding rocks through the window as well as 
giving direct access to outdoor terrace.
Outstanding option for dining in the Red Rock Resort and 
Conference Centre offers à la carte and buffet options.

Hours and days of operation may vary and are sub-
ject to changes. Do not hesitate to call us at +976 
7700 0111 for more information.
Address: Gorkhi-Terelj National park, 6th khoroo, 
Terelj road, Nalaikh district, 612790 Ulaanbaatar, 
Mongolia

TIMETABLE:
Breakfast: 
 Monday – Friday:  08:00-10:00 
 Saturday, Sunday: 07:00-10:00 
Lunch: 
 Monday – Sunday: 12:00-16:00 
Dinner: 
 Monday – Sunday: 18:00-22:00
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Asiana Central restaurant 

The Asiana central is located in a 3rd floor of the Central tower 
building in a down town area of the city that resembles Asian 
styles. The restaurants serves with Contemporary Japanese, 
Traditional Mongolian, Authetic Sichuan & Shandong meals. 

Our restaurant created and opportunity to taste Mongolian 
traditional breakfast for peoples have a work for morning 
hours.

Address: Sukhbaatar district – 8, 
Central tower building, 3rd floor 
Tel: 7713-1111 /1/

FB page: Asiana Central restaurant 
Ulaanbaatar 
Email: Gantulga.sh@mgc-restaurants.mn
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“KHUKH-UUR TOUR” LLC

“Khukh-Uur Tour” LLC was established in 2016 in the field of catering, 
tourism and restaurants. In 2017, we opened the Khukh-Uur Airag & 
Restaurant, which offers traditional Mongolian food and drink Airag 
in all four seasons of the year.
In 2017, we built our first restaurant with our own funds.
In 2018, we opened a second branch on the 1st floor of the City 
Center on the east side of Sukhbaatar Square. The industry was the 

first attempt to turn a cafeteria into a restaurant.
In the 4th quarter of 2018, the 1st branch was transferred to the 
Mandukhai Hotel, which has tripled its capacity to a total of 60 seats 
and is still operating successfully.
Also, since 2019, “Khukhuuriin airag” and since 2020, “Terigun” airag 
project have been initiated and successfully implemented.

“KHUKH-UUR AIRAG ZOOG” RESTAURANT
“Khukh-Uur Airag Zoog” restaurant differs from other restaurants in 
that it prepares raw materials from the initial preparation to the final 
product, so it has an additional preparation workshop. As for the food, 
it is served with Mongolian national food and dairy products.
Mongolian national dishes, food and beverages are traditionally pro-
cessed and delivered to consumers fresh without any flavors or side 
dishes. Traditional methods are best suited for the processing and stor-
age of food in a healthy and high quality
Our main product is AIRAG. We supply the best airag in Mongolia from 
Saikhan and Mogod soums of Bulgan aimag. In addition, it produces 
many products such as vodka, curd, wild fruit juice, milk tea and curd 
juice. We also serve liquid products such as white vodka, beer and 
soft drinks.
In 2021, we renewed our business model and became a franchise res-
taurant. In doing so, it redesigned the look and style of the restaurant. 
When redesigning a restaurant, we have three main goals: to create 
our own unique style, to ensure the comfort of the customers, and 
to create an atmosphere for the activities that take place among the 
customers.
Each part of the environment has a national character, and tables and 
chairs allow you to play the national game without any obstacles.
The stage section is especially important as “Khukh Uur Airag & Zoog” 
restaurant regularly organizes various events. In addition to being 
unique, each unit of the hall is unique in that it allows you to see the 
stage without any obstacles. There are also terraces on the outside and 
VIP rooms on the inside, allowing customers to choose according to the 
specifics of the time.
Branch 1: On the 2nd floor of the Mandkhai Hotel behind the State 
Department Store
Branch 2: On the 2nd floor of “Suzana” supermarket, crossing the Tuul 
river bridge on Terelj road

AIRAG
Airag (Ayrag) is the traditional 
Mongolian fermented milk drink. 
This is the mildly alcoholic drink. 
As the traditional national bev-
erage of Mongolia you cannot miss it while traveling to the country. 
For many people outside of Mongolia, Airag is better known as KUMIS, 
which is the name given to all fermented mare’s milk beverages through-
out Central Asia.
Airag usually has up to only 2% alcohol and has a slightly sour, yet deli-
cious taste that’s agreeable to most people. The exact taste varies a bit, 
depending on the method of production.
It’s one of the few alcoholic beverages in the world that’s also a potent 
source of vitamins and minerals.
1 liter of fermented milk contains 0.3-0.4 mg of vitamin A, 95-100 mg 
of vitamin C and 100-200 mg of ascorbic acid. Fermented milk is a prod-
uct rich in vitamin D. Breeding vitamin E is 0.65-1.05 mg per liter of 
milk. Fermented milk contains B vitamins. About 2% of fermented milk 
is protein.
Fermented milk is superior to cow’s milk in minerals such as calcium, 
phosphorus and cobalt.
We produce 5 liters and 1 liter of fermented milk drink for ordinary con-
sumption and 1 liter limited edition for luxury consumption.
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PUB & RESTAURANT

By being served at our BUD restaurant located at the 
center of the city, you can enjoy European & Mongolian 
traditional dishes cooked by master chef and having 

the draft beer and we will make your 
unforgettable memories about 

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

/BUDVARPUB/ +(976) 7777-2828
SUKHBAATAR DISTRICT, RIGHT SIDE OF SUKHBAATAR SQUARE
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Goimon baatar 
This is a very suitable place if you're looking 
for a friendly atmosphere while having 
Japanese ramen and drinking sake. Try their 
kimchi noodles after a good night out. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Sukhbaatar Square, 
back door of Central tower 

 office.increases.entitles
 +(976) 7777-1117
 11.00am-12.00am
 goimonbaatar.mn

Sakura 
Sakura is a restaurant with a large, loyal customer base, though it is relatively small. 
Although environment is not upscale, it is well-known for its shelves of manga books, 
cheesecake, crepe cake and Udon noodles.      

 Sukhbaatar district, Tserendorj Street, west side of the Fountain
 matchbox.linguists.joyously
 +(976) 8822-5796 

Arig & Anya
Why not try ramen for breakfast? Handmade noodle and bone broth ramen boiled for 
24-36 hours is so delicious that you won't be able to get enough. In addition to bone 
broth ramen, there is a wide range of desserts.  

 Branch I: Sukhbaatar district, west side of Blue Sky tower 
 sleeper.dilute.chuck
 +(976) 7000-7020 
 7.00am-11.00pm
 Branch II: Sukhbaatar district, Seoul Street, opposite of the first secondary school
    wizards.deflated.laces 
 ArigRamenRestaurant

Ajisen Ramen
This is a branch of a Japanese chain restaurant. Prices are slightly higher than those of 
other ramen restaurants. Since it is open 24 hours, you can visit here if you feel hungry 
at midnight. 

 Khan-Uul district, Chinggis Avenue, Gegeenten entertainment center, 1st floor 
 storm.market.hence
 +(976) 7555-6600
 24/7
 Ajisenramenmongolia

INTERNATIONAL CUISINE44
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INDIAN
Delhi Darbar
This restaurant has 
multiple sections 
separated with curtains. 
You can enjoy various 
Indian cuisines flavored 
with pure natural 
seasonings, as well as 
smoke shisha.  

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Tserendorj Street, 
east side of the 
Fountain 

 mocked.flop.migrants
 +(976) 11-326543
 Delhi-Darbar-india-

restaurant-1 

Namaste
W a i t e r s / w a i t r e s s e s 
in traditional Indian 
costumes welcome you 
and makes you to have 
the impression that you 
are in India. There is a 
wide selection of cuisines 
and snacks including 
four kinds of oven-
baked flatbreads (naan), 
saffron-flavored rice and 
Namaste kebab. There 
are three branches you 
can visit.

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Baga Toiruu, 2nd 
floor of Khatan Suikh 
Impex Building

 bounded.slurping.
tentacles

 +(976) 7555-2020, 
+(976) 9927-0957

 NamasteMongolia

KOREAN
Yuna
The Park Side branch of 
the Yuna restaurant chain 
is possibly the best place 
for large groups of people 
who want to spend a night 
of great entertainment. 
VIP rooms, about 200 
kinds of wines, pool and 
snooker billiards say 
it all. Four branches in 
total differ in terms of 
tariffs, depending on the 
location. 

    Narhan branch:
Khan Uul district,
Mahatma Gandhi street,
building #59 / on the
right side of the Mint
Club /

 fear.cheerily.surfed
  Park Minister 

Branch: 
Bayanzurkh district, The
capital city avenue, Park 
Minister A block II,
behind the National
Park/

 arts.committee.land
   Diplomacy Branch:

Sukhbaatar district,
UNESCO Street , Natur's
secondary road,  

 chickens.dish.tasteful
   Twin Tower branch:  

Sukhbaatar district,
in front of the 1st school,
2nd floor of the Twin
Tower

  Diplomatic center 2nd 
floor 
/Natur's secondary     
roads at the Pizza 
Hat's floor /

  happen.peroxide.
redeeming

 Shoe 22 Branch: 
Chingeltei  district,  shoe 
22,  in front of the GIA

 snail.ethic.themes
  11:30-22:00   
  +(976) 7740-1111

Sura 
Korean people living in 
Ulaanbaatar recommend 
this very comfortable, 
clean restaurant. Two 
branches are located in 
the downtown, thus, you 
might want to have a meal 
while organizing business 
meetings. Most Korean 
restaurants offer a wide 
range of meat-heavy 
dishes since Mongolians 
prefer protein-heavy 
meals.  

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Seoul Street, 2nd 
floor of Brauhaus 

 prefix.spiking.
photocopy

 +(976) 7014-3333
 Sura Korean   

Restaurant
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Choijin Temple restaurant
This restaurant features interior design 
combining modern Mongolian and classic 
Italian styles. You can choose from a 
great deal of Mediterranean dishes that 
come on a large cutting board and share 
with the people in your party. In addition 
to Mediterranean cuisines, you can buy a 
variety of dried meats and cheeses. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Downtown, 
west side of Choijin Lama Temple 
Museum 

 verb.puzzles.plots
 +(976) 7703-4499,  

+(976) 8033-4499
 12.00pm-12.00am
 choijintemple

Terrazza and Veranda restaurant
Called Veranda in downtown and 
operating as Terrazza in Zaisan region. 
As they are part of the same branch, the 
menu is same and both have lounges. 
We suggest that you taste aromatic 
pasta and tomato soup with meatballs 
dishes. During the summertime you can 
have dinner at the terrace outside in the 
Terrazza branch.

 Terrazza: Khan-Uul district, Zaisan 
Square mall, 8th floor 

 height.blurs.stew
 +(976) 7710-2992
 TerrazzaOfficial
 12.00pm-12.00am
 Veranda: Sukhbaatar district, 

Jamiyan Gun Street, near the Choijin 
Lama Temple Museum 

 thankful.obstruction.decking
 +(976) 11-330818
 12.00pm-12.00am
 VerandaOfficial

Rosewood Kitchen+Enoteca
Business people in Ulaanbaatar usually 
choose this restaurant as a special place 
to invite their business partners from 
abroad to a meal. Enjoy the brunch served 
10.00am-3.00pm on weekends and a new 
seasonal menu for the summer. If you 

have the opportunity to meet with the 
founder of the restaurant, chef Cliffe, 
you may have a fruitful discussion about 
restaurant business in Mongolia.  

 Sukhbaatar district, Seoul Street, MGG 
office building

 prayers.pollution.enclosing
 7.30am-10.00pm
 +(976) 9402-0561
 Rosewood Kitchen Enoteca

Ali Baba
Ali Baba brings the centuries-old art of
Arabian and Mediterranean cuisine to
Mongolia for the first time. Ali Baba’s
Executive Chef is the first and only
authentically trained Moroccan Chef in
Mongolia, having previously worked
in Morocco, Europe and the U.S.A. 
Blending a classic menu with unique
atmosphere. 

 I floor of New juulchin company, 
Embassy Road 

 savers.flop.asset
    12:00 PM - 2:00 AM 
   +(976) 8800-7261
   Ali Baba Arabian and Mediterranean 

cuisine
Guru lounge restaurant

   radar.glee.hillsides
   +(976) 9011-1774
   ГҮРҮ lounge and restaurant

MEDITERRANEAN
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Bosco verde Italian vegan 
restaurant 
Since founder of the restaurant lived 
in Italy for several years, he strives 
to provide perfectly Italian-style 
services with great cuisine, a relaxing 
environment, and coffee and cake. 
Mongolian vegan foods are also 
available.  

   +(976) 7011-7715,
       +(976) 9909-2015

   Sukhbaatar district, west side of                             
      Circus Palace, 1st floor of 1a building

 escalates.gaps.buffoon
    11.00am-9.00pm
    Bosco Verde Italian vegan       

restaurant

Luna blanca
Luna blanca is the first vegan restaurant 
in Ulaanbaatar, operating since 2008. 
Kotlety Russkiye is the most demanded 
vegan food. 

+(976) 11-319953
Chingeltei district, Tourist Street, 1st 
floor of Buddhist Center 

 tests.toothpick.offshore
 11.00am-8.00pm
 LunaBlancaRestaurant

Govinda’s healthy café
Govinda’s healthy café offers Asian and 
European cuisines. It provides delicious 
and sophisticated cuisines such as 
brown bean cutlet rich with protein, 
pilau (Australian-grown rice flavored 
with pepper and cedar nuts), spinach 
tsuivan (Mongolian noodles with beef 
and vegetables) and sweet meatballs. 

Sukhbaatar district, on the way to 
the north from Mongolian Natural 
History Museum 

 tests.toothpick.offshore
+(976) 9908-6676

 10.00am-7.00pm
 Govindas.mn

Loving Hut Mongolia
Loving hut /tourist/ is the first and 
biggest loving hut in UB which serves 
most diverse healthy whole 100% vegan 
international cuisines. Also the Loving 
hut serves vegan and lohas shop inside.

+(976) 7717-2929   8011-1737
Chingeltei district, Tourist Street, 1st 
floor of Center 34
 allies.beauty.depended
 08.00am-10.00pm
Loving hut mongolia           

“Foody” lohas cafe
Foody is the newest and best vegan
fast slow food in town which is not only
vegan but also whole and healthy
You can enjoy a nutritious food in
Shangri-la mall while you are shopping.

+(976) 8011-9392 
III floor of Shangri-La Mall

 idealist.sang.volcano
 08.00am-10.00pm

FOODY Mongolia  

VEGAN/ VEGETARIAN

When you come to Foody, 
take a fish avocada 
burger with a chef and a 
perfect detox smoothie.
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New Avenue grill restaurant & bar
Beef, chicken and salmon steaks versus 
grilled meats. Cocktail versus Hungarian 
wine. Mini and pool billiards versus live 
concert. Which one will you choose?

 Sukhbaatar district, Genden street, 
left side of Choijin Lama Temple 
Museum

  lavender.allowable.author
 +(976) 7702-1133,  

+(976) 8009-4045
 11.00am-12.00am
 NewAvenueUB

Grand Khaan Irish 
Book a table next to the window and 
enjoy the outside view. Always crowded 
with people, this place is noisy. Services 
might be slow. Waiters/waitresses are 
good at speaking English. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Sеoul Street, 
next to the State Academic Theatre 
of Drama   

 comedy.evidence.haunt
 +(976) 11-336666,  

+(976) 11-330993
 gkirishpub

Budvar 
By being served at our BUD restaurant
located at the center of the city, you
can enjoy European & Mongolian
traditional dishes cooked by our master 
chef and having a draft beet. And we will
make your unforgettable Memories
about Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia.

   Sukhbaatar district, right side of
       Sukhbaatar square 

 punctual.records.expert
   +(976) 7777-2828 
   Budvarpub

Hamburg Jack's Grill & Bar
Hamburg Jack's Grill & Bar is a new
premier destination for you and your
friends tom  spend your time. The
Coziness, high quality service, cocktails,
great food, 24K golden burger and
largest terrace with UB city view.

   Zaisan Hill complex, III floor 
 stumpy.kickbacks.kingpin
   +(976) 7711-1691;  +(976) 9900-1691 
   Hamburg Jack's Mon
   Sun: 10:00 am - 02:00 am

Vinyl music lounge
The unique Vinyl music lounge in 
Ulaanbaatar has created a comfortable 
environment that you can be yourself. 
You can enjoy any of their collection of 
eight boxes of Vinyl music plates which 
are the combination of ancient rare 
collections and latest albums.

   Khuukhdiin 100, Light street, Seoul  
       Plaza, III floor   +(976) 9999-6881 

   plotting.locate.subplot
   Mon- Sat 10.00am-02.00am 

       Sun 02.00pm-02.00am   
   Vinyl Music Lounge

There are no rules or 
restriction in the service 
area, so that you may stay 
yourself and enjoy your 
time with your beloved 
ones, you can even play 
cards with your friends.  
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left side of Choijin Lama Temple 
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  lavender.allowable.author
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+(976) 8009-4045
 11.00am-12.00am
 NewAvenueUB

Grand Khaan Irish 
Book a table next to the window and 
enjoy the outside view. Always crowded 
with people, this place is noisy. Services 
might be slow. Waiters/waitresses are 
good at speaking English. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Sеoul Street, 
next to the State Academic Theatre 
of Drama   

 comedy.evidence.haunt
 +(976) 11-336666,  

+(976) 11-330993
 gkirishpub

Budvar 
By being served at our BUD restaurant
located at the center of the city, you
can enjoy European & Mongolian
traditional dishes cooked by our master 
chef and having a draft beet. And we will
make your unforgettable Memories
about Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia.

   Sukhbaatar district, right side of
       Sukhbaatar square 

 punctual.records.expert
   +(976) 7777-2828 
   Budvarpub

Hamburg Jack's Grill & Bar
Hamburg Jack's Grill & Bar is a new
premier destination for you and your
friends tom  spend your time. The
Coziness, high quality service, cocktails,
great food, 24K golden burger and
largest terrace with UB city view.

   Zaisan Hill complex, III floor 
 stumpy.kickbacks.kingpin
   +(976) 7711-1691;  +(976) 9900-1691 
   Hamburg Jack's Mon
   Sun: 10:00 am - 02:00 am

Vinyl music lounge
The unique Vinyl music lounge in 
Ulaanbaatar has created a comfortable 
environment that you can be yourself. 
You can enjoy any of their collection of 
eight boxes of Vinyl music plates which 
are the combination of ancient rare 
collections and latest albums.

   Khuukhdiin 100, Light street, Seoul  
       Plaza, III floor   +(976) 9999-6881 

   plotting.locate.subplot
   Mon- Sat 10.00am-02.00am 

       Sun 02.00pm-02.00am   
   Vinyl Music Lounge

There are no rules or 
restriction in the service 
area, so that you may stay 
yourself and enjoy your 
time with your beloved 
ones, you can even play 
cards with your friends.  
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Nogoon Tagt restaurant & terrace
Do you want to drink beer on open balcony, have delicious grilled meal, and watch 
movie or sport games on live stream in Ulaanbaatar? It is a pleasure for the tourists 
to enjoy the most relaxing moment at the “Green Balcony” restaurant which located 
on the currency exchange street Naiman Sharga near Urt Tsagaan. You can also order 
your favorite meal from a variety of menus.

   Urt Tsagaan street, Naiman Sharga Center, Floor VI
 banks.radiating.footsteps
    +(976) 7711-0003, 

       +(976) 9595-2388     
   NogoonTagtRestaurant                  
   10.00 am - 12.00 am 

Square Lounge
That place has been kept under the radar for ages but we finally discovered it! Relaxing 
atmosphere, panoramic view, tasty food, gin & tonics, concerts. Bring your partner for 
dinner, your colleagues for a lunch, and a bunch of friends for drinks or to party because, 
well, there is even a club upstairs!

   Chinggis Avenue - Business Tower 21st floor (across the road from Monnis) 
 files.joys.painters
   +(976) 7000-2244 
   Square Lounge
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Ziferblat 
Have you ever visited a café in which you 
pay only for your stay but receive a free 
coffee, tea and biscuit? Vintage overall in 
atmosphere. Harry Potter’s room makes 
you feel like you're a student at Hogwarts. 
Ziferblat also organizes portrait painting 
courses, lectures and live concerts on a 
regular basis. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Baga Toiruu, 2nd 
floor of Mongolian Youth Federation 

  slide.unzipped.chair
 ziferblat.ulaanbaatar

Cue+
Tuvshin, a member of Mongolian first DJ 
group MMP, opened this restaurant. Because 
of his background, you can enjoy various 
electro music tunes. "Cue" on a deck means 
playing only for as long as you press the 
button. And Cue+ means everything else: 
pool billiard, bar, cozy atmosphere and 
chilled people. 

 Gegeenten entertainment center, 3rd 
floor

 storm.market.hence
 +(976) 7707-7878
 cueminimalbar

Republik
When coming in, the first thing you might 
notice is the graffiti on the walls created by 
talented artists. When going to the 2nd floor, 
broken skateboards hang from the wall. 
Interesting events are organized here once 
in a while. 

 Seoul Street, left side of the Grocery 
Store No. 50 

 rags.breeze.faded
 +(976) 7700-4040 
 11.00am-3.00am 
 republikub

The Green zone
Small space but friendly atmosphere. You 
will be impressed by the plants on walls, 
bean bag chairs on the 2nd floor and healthy 
cuisines. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Builders’ Square, 
west side of G.Zanabazar Fine Arts 
Museum

 aliens.breached.satellite
 +(976) 9595-9766
 10.00am-12.00am
   thegreenzoneub

La Balance Restaurant & Wine 
Lounge 
You know well that getting the nutrients 
you need through a healthy diet is es-
sential for wellbeing and overall health. 
La Balance Restaurant & Wine Lounge is 
the first healthy well-balanced meal res-
taurant in Mongolia. Consistent with the 
healthy lifestyle of its customers, they 
serve healthy and well-balanced dishes 
of Mediterranean and European cuisine, 
Italian wine and other drinks. Surely, this 
place is in the list of places you shall visit.

    Khan Uul district, southwest of   
Peace Bridge. New Morning Town, next to 
Yamaha Music Store

 proud.grins.sharper
   +(976) 7700-4019;  +(976) 9902-0515
   La Balance Restaurant Wine Lounge     
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LOCAL FAST FOOD
CU Mongolia
CU is the biggest 24/7 convenience store 
chain, located all around UB city, where 
you can take a break and find comfort. 

CU is always nearby, ready to provide 
you with the best products and quality 
services. See  map

      +(976) 7733-0101

Burger King Mongolia  /See  map/
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you need through a healthy diet is es-
sential for wellbeing and overall health. 
La Balance Restaurant & Wine Lounge is 
the first healthy well-balanced meal res-
taurant in Mongolia. Consistent with the 
healthy lifestyle of its customers, they 
serve healthy and well-balanced dishes 
of Mediterranean and European cuisine, 
Italian wine and other drinks. Surely, this 
place is in the list of places you shall visit.

    Khan Uul district, southwest of   
Peace Bridge. New Morning Town, next to 
Yamaha Music Store
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LOCAL FAST FOOD
CU Mongolia
CU is the biggest 24/7 convenience store 
chain, located all around UB city, where 
you can take a break and find comfort. 

CU is always nearby, ready to provide 
you with the best products and quality 
services. See  map

      +(976) 7733-0101

Burger King Mongolia  /See  map/
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Oriental Treasure
Would you like to eat fried, 
baked, boiled, vegetarian 
or shrimp dim sum ? The 
open kitchen is always clean 
and well-organized. Aside 
from Taiwanese dim sum, 
this restaurant additionally 
offers hot and sour soups.

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Tserendorj Street, 
Building 48

 compelled.var iet ies .
easily

 +(976) 7013-5055,  
+(976) 9908-9908

 10.00am-12.00am
 Oriental Treasure 

Restaurant 
Bluefin The Steakhouse
The founder of the restaurant, 
Ganbat, is one of the most 
famous cooks in Ulaanbaatar. 
Wide range of selection 
including American steak, 
all kinds of roasted/fried 
meats, Italian pasta, risotto, 
Japanese sushi and fresh 
sea foods. Thanks to the 
restaurant's special attention 
to consistency and premium 
quality dishes, you will feel 
full satisfaction after visiting 
any of the four branches out 
there.    

 Bluefin The Steakhouse: 
Bayanzurkh district, 
Namyanju Street, 
Building of “Bayasakh 
Trade” LLC 

 clef.trees.split
 +(976) 7575-2277
 11.00am-12.00am

 BlueFinMN
 Bluefin Le Bistro: 

Sukhbaatar district, 
Chinggis Avenue 23, 
“UBH” Center, 1st floor 

 lunch.pedicure.tadpoles
 bluefin le bistro 

mongolia
 Bluefin Cuisine d’Art: 

Sukhbaatar district, 
Chinggis Avenue, “Union 
of Mongolian Artists” 
Building, #20A

 enrolling.royal.motor
 CuisinedArt
 Bluefin Sushi Bar:  

Khan-Uul district, 
Zaisan street, Kyukushu 
building, 1st floor 

 throwaway.gained.
obliging

 SushiBar75752277
Khaan Deli
This restaurant serves 
breakfast, lunch and dinner 
American-style. The owner 
of this restaurant, an 
American, delivers quick, 
consistent service. You 
might enjoy the soft ice 
cream for dessert.   

 Branch II: Sukhbaatar 
district, Khanddorj 
Street, Building 41, apt 
34, eAst of the Embassy 
of Russia 

 starting.nearing.
importers

 8.00am-8.00pm
 +(976) 8846-3354
 khaandeliUB

Mandu house 
You can have fresh 
and healthy dishes at 
a reasonable price at 
Mandu House, which is 
an international fast food 
chain restaurant. Mongolian 
dumplings (Buuz) set 
includes multiple side 
dishes, a mini soup and a 
cup of tea.

 Southeastern side of 
Sukhbaatar Square, 
Building of Avzaga 
Office 

   rail.nipped.furniture
 +(976) 7718-0909
 8.00am-10.00pm
 ManduHouse

Jignuur Buuz
Although buuz,a type
of Mongolian steamed
dumpling filled with meat,
is considered to be the
main dish of the Mongolian
Lunar New Year, Tsagaan
Sar, it is sold everywhere
just like fast food. 
Mongolians normally 
prefer big, slightly greasy, 
juicy buuz. Jignuur buuz 
is one of the fast food 
chain restaurants that 
offer these delicious 
and addictive buuzs. Try 
some buuzs steamed on 
the bamboo steamers.

  Opposite of the 
      Building I for the
      National University of
      Mongolia

 formally.conveys.dares

OTHERS
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BAKERIES
Mon Éclair
It has been a year and a half since Mon 
Éclair Bakery first introduced 12 different 
flavors of éclairs, handmade according to 
French techniques. They’ve been adding 
flavors and varieties - now 20 types of 
éclairs are freshly baked every morning 
and sold at three of their bakery shop 
outlets. Locals, foreigners, and anyone 
with a “sweet tooth” enjoy their quality 
products.

 Branch I – Khan-Uul district, Buddha 
Vista 

 formally.conveys.dares
 Branch II- Khan-Uul district, 

Rivergarden Rivertower’s 1st floor
 wanting.blush.flames
  +(976) 7734-0293
 Branch III – Shangri-La mall, 3rd 

floor
 idealist.sang.volcano
 +(976) 7706-0293, +(976) 9909-0293
 moneclairub

Sweetland dessert boutique 
Sweets are not meant to same quantity
as main dish and fill someone’s
stomach. Thus, it is a key to unlock the
door called “slice of life”, which you
can enjoy for the moment being there
You can order various type of pastries,
macarons, cakes and special drinks.

   Sukhbaatar district, South from
  Conservatory of Music and Dance
  Mon-Sun 08.00am-08.30pm 

 budding.agency.paddock
  +(976) 7500-3900, +(976) 9918-3098   
  sweetlandmongolia 

Tous Les Jours
Bakery products combining French and
Asian techniques. Tous Les Jours, a
South Korean bakery franchise owned
by CJ Group, has four branches in
Ulaanbaatar and over 1300 worldwide.

   Branch I - Sukhbaatar district, Seoul     
Street

 sushi.newsprint.basin
    Branch II – Shangri-La mall, 1st floor
 idealist.sang.volcano
   +(976) 9410-5808
    8.00am-11.00pm
    Tous Les Jours Huuhdiin 100

Jur Ur Bakery  /Жүр Үр/
Jur Ur Bakery serves a variety of breads, 
cakes and bakery products that are 
reasonably priced, yet fresh and tasty. No 
wonder school students next to you are 
enjoying themselves. Children and adults 
alike often visit here. In addition to this, 
bakery products of Jur Ur Bakery are sold 
at all supermarkets. 

  Sukhbaatar district, right side of 
secondary school No. 23 

 commutes.orange.ready
 +(976) 7004- 5555
 jururbakery

If you are an expat, you will be 
able to order éclairs for any 
event. They are simply one of 
the best choices on any holiday 
table.
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Naran Mall offers to meet your every desire and choice with our top global brands’ boutiques, 
premium restaurants, unique coffee shops and high-end beauty salons. Naran Mall, a modern 
shopping center in the heart of the city, gives locals and tourists a full scale world standard 
experience.

 Fashion boutiques:
Timberland, Esprit, Adidas 
Originals, Adidas Sports, 
FOX, Celio*, Zara, Cortefiel, 
Adam and Eva lingerie 

 Electronics store:
Sony, Samsung, Sharp

 Homeware stores:
Esprit home, Victorinox, 
Kutahya, Luminarc, Hisar, 
WMF, Schafer, Zara-home

 Travelware store:
Naran Travel World 
brands Samsonite, Delsey, 
American Tourister, 
Kamiliant

 Watch boutiques:
Swatch, Swiss Watch Shop, 
Seiko, Tag Heuer, Rado, 
Longines, Tissot

 Fashion accessories store:
Swarovski
 Shoes store:
Gino, Staccato
 Beauty store:
Tulip Store, Yves Rocher, 
Thann

 Children’s’ store:
Naran Kids brands – Fox, 
Barbie, Hot Wheels, Fisher 
Price, Thomas & Friends, 
Monster High, Play Doh, 
Doh Vinci, Disney Cars, 
Nerf.

 Restaurants:
La Griglia Di Milano - Enjoy 
the real taste of the Italian 
cuisine.
Shibuya Teppanyaki - 
Japanese gastro wonders 
dedicated to you.
 Beauty Salons:
Yves Rocher
Thann Sanctuary Spa
 Coffee Shop:
The Coffee Bean and Tea 
Leaf

NARAN MALL
  Monday-Sunday:  

9:30AM - 21:30PM

  Seoul Street 42/1,  
Sukhbaatar District

  +(976) 7505-7505
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Roc Caffeine Bar 
Roc Caffeine Bar prepares coffee with a 
scientific process. You will feel excited when 
you watch your  coffee being prepared in a 
large glass pot similar to one in a laboratory. 
As for dishes, the burgers are well-known to 
the public. 

 Khan-Uul district, Gerelt town 
 certified.grain.tutorial
  Left to the UN House, United Nations 

Street-14, Sukhbaatar District
 peachy.routine.departure
 +(976) 9904-1165, +(976) 9999-0563
   ROC Caffeine bar 
   roc_caffeine_bar

UBean Coffee House and Roasterie
With friendly staff and a convenient location, 
UBean lends an energetic atmosphere for 
both the community and visitors exploring 
downtown Ulaanbaatar. You can enjoy 
delicious breakfasts, lunches and baked 
meals, in addition to a variety of fresh 
roasted coffees from Kenya, Ethiopia, Brazil 
and Colombia.

  Behind the Blue Sky Tower and just north 
of the Choijin Lama Museum 

   wages.escapades.respect
  +(976) 7707-1188  
  ubeancoffeehouse                    
  7.00am-9.00pm

Cafe Camino
Coffee beans are picked up, roasted and turn 
into a fresh coffee daily. If you want  to work 
in a peaceful environment in the downtown 
area, this place is the perfect choice. 

 Sukhbaatar district, downtown, behind 
the Mungun Zaviya shop, 1st floor of 
Denver office 

 speakers.shine.worksheet
 +(976) 7000-7972
 8.00am-9.00pm

Double Shot Coffee & Cocktails
Double Shot Coffee & Cocktails serves 
breakfast between 8 and 11 in the morning. 
One free breakfast for every four breakfasts. 

 Khan-Uul district, southeastern side 
of Peace Bridge, 1st floor of Khurd 
khoroolol 

 firming.success.shredder
 +(976) 7711-2662 
 8.00am-12.00am

Nayra Café 
They roast Brazilian and Indonesian coffee 
themselves. You can purchase whole and 
ground coffee or tea from Chile and 
Sri-Lanka from their shop on the 1st floor. 

  Branch I: Chingeltei district, Juulchin 
street, right side from the Builders' Square.

  condition.fetch.between 
  +(976) 11-317098
  Branch II /Nayra Shoppe/: Khan-Uul 

district, 15th khoroo, Hunnu2222 residence.
 vintages.machine.petal
  +(976) 7707-1361

O’cha Green Tea & Book Cafe
Mini café that serves Japanese Sayama tea, 
desserts and other dishes. New dishes are 
available for you every week. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Tserendorj Street, 
east of the Fountain 

 arise.flushed.abundance
 +(976) 9524-0511

COFFEE, TEA, WINE
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World Wine Vinotage 
If you would like to have 
an unforgettable dinner 
with wine in a luxurious 
environment, come here to 
World Wine Vinotage. World 
Wine LLC is one of Mongolia’s 
pioneers in wine import, and 
its restaurant chain offers 
delicious cuisines combined 
with perfect wines. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 1st 
floor of Shangri-La Mall 

 idealist.sang.volcano
 10.00am-12.00am 

9.00am-12.00am daily  
  Vinotage Shangri-La Mall 

World Wine
Xanadu Wines
The owner of this place, 
Graham, is a well-known expat 
in Ulaanbaatar. His family has 
been in the wine business for 
centuries. Graham’s company 
Xanadu Wines is a pioneer 
wine importing company in 
Mongolia. Enjoy a glass of 
wine here. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
behind the UB Mart, 
Temple View Residence 
1A

 presses.havens.rollover
 +(976) 7000-1045

Chayovna
A mini café inside the 
Bioamidral shop which 
promotes organic products 
and zero waste style. It has 
been compared to a place 
of meditation. You can 
choose from a wide range of 
selections including organic 
teas and coffees. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
University Street, 
opposite of the Building 
VI for the National 
University of Mongolia 

 hatter.machine.doubt
 +(976) 8022-5799

La Toscana Italian wine 
shop
You can select from a range of 
big names: 54 kinds of Italian 
natural wines by Cecchi, 
Campana, Toso, Cantina di 
Soave, Cormons and Tommasi, 
as well as Cattier champagnes 
made in France. Have a taste 
of wine in this sophisticated 
environment with excellent 
amenities. 

 Khan-Uul district, Zaisan, 
Galaxy tower

 homes.packages.
confident

 +(976) 9405-3224
The Coffee Bean & Tea 
Leaf
The first Mongolian coffee 
shop chain that imports its 
coffee and tea from USA, 
the place distinguishes itself 
from its peers with skilled 
baristas, tasty coffee and 
sandwiches.

 Branch I: Sukhbaatar 
district, Seoul street, 
Naran Mall’s 1st Floor

 pumpkin.briefing.
waistcoat

 +(976) 7011-8303
 Mon-Thu  

8.00am-9.30pm, Fri 
8.00am-11.30pm, Sat 
9.00am-11.30pm, Sun 
9.00am-9.00pm

 Branch II: Chingeltei 
district, Urt Tsagaan road, 
Tuul Restaurant’s 1st 
floor 

 norms.giraffes.examine
 Mon-Fri 8.00am-9.30pm, 

Sat 9.00am-9.00pm, Sun 
9.00am-8.00pm.

 Branch III: Sukhbaatar 
district, Olympic Street, 
Shangri-la Mall’s 4th 
floor

 idealist.sang.volcano
 Mon-Fri 8.00am-10.00pm, 

Sat & Sun 10.00am-
10.00pm

 Branch IV: Sukhbaatar 
district, right side of the 
State Department Store, 
Naran Centre 1st floor

 opts.rush.paintings
 Mon-Fri 7.00am-9.00pm, 

Sat 8.00am-9.00pm, Sun 
9.00am-9.00pm

 Branch V: Sukhbaatar 
district, Chinggis Khaan 
Avenue-5, Bayangol 
Hotel’s 1st floor

 motion.eyeliner.posting
 Mon-Fri 7.00am-9.00pm, 

Sat 8.00am-9.00pm, Sun 
9.00am-9.00pm

 Branch VI: Bayanzurkh 
district, 13th 
microdistrict, Building 3, 
Naran Shop’s 1st floor

 joys.purely.speak
 Mon-Fri 8.00am-10.00pm, 

Sat & Sun 10.00am-
10.00pm

  +(976) 8008-0821
  CoffeeBeanMN
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HOTEL

The Ulaanbaatar 
Hotel*****
The Ulaanbaatar Hotel is 
Mongolia’s first five-
star luxury hotel. It is 
located in a restored 1959 
landmark building and it is  
surrounded by the bustling 
crossroads of the city’s most 
popular downtown area. 
It has a business center, 
sauna, massage room, 
fitness room, duty-free shop 
and a souvenir gift shop. 

 Downtown, 
B.Altangerel street-7 

 w o o d s t o v e . w o r t h .
adding

   +(976) 11-320620,  
+(976) 7011-6688

 www.ubhotel.mn
Best Western Premier 
Tuushin Hotel*****
With premium location 
, just 100 meters from  
Sukhbaatar Square, this 
hotel has a total of 193 
rooms ranging from regular 
to presidential suites, three 
fine dining restaurants, 
as well as two halls for 
meetings and conferences. 

Prices can vary by the US 
Dollar rate of the day. 

 Downtown, Prime 
Minister Amar Street-15

  froze.drifting.launcher
   +(976) 7000-9915,  

+(976) 11-323162
 www.

bestwesternmongolia.
mn

Shangri-La*****
The Shangri-La Hotel has 
a total of 290 spacious 
luxurious rooms with floor 
space of 42 square meters or 
bigger. Combining modern 
styles with traditional 
features, all guestrooms 
offer special views of the 
National Amusement Park 
towards the south and 
Sukhbaatar Square towards 
the north. 

 Downtown, Olympic 
Street-19 

 outsmart.tour.towel
   +(976) 7702-9999
 www.shangri-la.

com/ulaanbaatar/
shangrila/ 

Blue Sky*****
The Blue Sky Hotel is a 
business concept hotel. It 
has 200 guestrooms with 
the latest interior designs 
and amenities, as well as 
an Executive Club Lounge 
to provide VIP guests with 
express services. 

 Downtown, Peace 
Avenue 17 

 device.jetliner.howler
   +(976) 7010-0505
 www.blueskytower.mn

Kempinski*****
The Kempinski Hotel Khan 
Palace is a Mongolian 
branch of the European 
luxury hotel chain. Here 
you can have a taste of a 
wide variety of international 
cuisines. Special cuisines 
include those of Cuba, 
Turkey, Mongolia and 
Russia, which are served at 
its restaurant every Sunday. 

 Bayanzurkh district, 
Eastern Cross Roads 

 houseboat.scout.ratty
   +(976) 11-463463
 www.kempinski.com

Ulaanbaatar hotel, 1970 
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Grand Hill****
The Grand Hill Hotel is 
located only 10 minutes 
from the central train 
station and 30 minutes from 
the International Airport. 
If you place a 2 to 3-day 
order through its website, 
some additional services 
including taxi pickup at 
the international airport, 
museum and restaurant 
vouchers will be provided. 

 Bayangol district, 4th 
khoroolol, Jalkhanz 
Khutagt Damdinbazar 
Street-52 

 tribe.bottom.mealtime
   +(976) 7711-5599
 www.grandhillhotel.mn

Bayangol****
Opened in 1964, Bayangol 
Hotel is one of the first 
hotels in the capital 
Ulaanbaatar. Hollywood 
stars like Richard Gere, 
Jackie Chan and Daniel Craig 
stayed in this hotel. Inside 
the hotel, five restaurants 
provide services. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Chinggis Avenue-5 

 m o t i o n . e y e l i n e r .
posting

   +(976) 11-312255
 www.bayangolhotel.mn

Ibis Styles Hotel****
This is a trendy hotel with a 
modern interior. The closest 
hotel to the airport. At Ibis 
Styles Ulaanbaatar, guests 
enjoy three different types 
of rooms: suite, standard 

king and standard twin. The 
price is always inclusive.

 Khan-Uul district, 
Chinggis Avenue-81  

 charts.cheeks.reading
   +(976) 7010-0707
 www.ibis.accorhotels.

com
The Corporate 
Hotel****
The Corporate Hotel has two 
branches: The Corporate 
Hotel Ulaanbaatar and The 
Corporate Hotel & Nukht 
Resort. The Corporate Hotel 
Ulaanbaatar is conveniently 
located in the downtown 
of Ulaanbaatar, while, The 
Corporate Hotel & Nukht 
Resort is located in the 
“Nukht Valley” of Bogd 
National Reserves. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Khoroo 1, Chinggis 
Avenue 

 presuming.bins.mixer
   +(976) 7000-2030
 www.corporatehotel.

mn
Chinggis Khaan 
Hotel****
Within 15 minutes from the 
major government, business 
and cultural centers, the 
4-star Chinggis Khaan Hotel 
enjoys a quiet location in a 
primary residential area. It 
houses an indoor swimming 
pool, massage and sauna 
services, a trendy nightclub, 
karaoke rooms and a variety 
of dining options. 

 Bayanzurkh district, 

Tokyo Street 10 
 packet.crackling.

quintet
   +(976) 7000-0099
 www.chinggis-hotel.

com
 Sunjin Grand****
The Sunjin Grand Hotel is 
within 3km of the central 
square. This luxurious hotel 
boasts a traditional Korean 
sauna, body and foot 
reflexology center, fitness 
club, 3D golf club and a 
souvenir shop. 

 Bayanzurkh district, 
Khoroo 13, Peace 
Avenue, in front of 
Officers’ Palace 

 digesting.tent.vessel
   +(976) 7015-1111,  

+(976) 11-457711
Ramada****
The Ramada Ulaanbaatar 
City Center Hotel is a four-
star international hotel in 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. The 
hotel offers spectacular 
views of the first sacred 
mountain Bogd Khan of 
Mongolia and glamorous 
city street views. Ramada 
Ulaanbaatar City Center 
Hotel boasts a mall, 
restaurant, bar, café, 
lounge, spa and a fitness 
center. 

 Bayangol district, 
Western Cross Roads, 
Peace Avenue 35/1 

 grants.belt.driveways
   +(976) 7014-1111,  

+(976) 7010-7777 
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SOYOL HOTEL****
Soyol Hotel is only 3.7 
km from Sukhbaatar 
Square and 11.8 km from 
International Airport 
Chinggis Khaan. It features 
free Wi-Fi in all areas and 
numerous leisure options 
including a Soyol spa sauna, 
water massage pool, and 
enjoys soothing massage 
treatment of professional 
Thailand and Mongolian 
therapist. Pick up service 
is available free of charge. 
Rooms here will provide 
you with air conditioning, a 
minibar, and a seating area. 
Complete with a refrigerator. 
Featuring a hairdryer, 
private bathrooms also 
come with a bathrobe and 
free toiletries. Some rooms 
offer mountain views

   Engels street-4, 3rd 
khoroo, Khan-Uul district

 blinks.decorator.trades
   +(976) 7700-9967,  

       +(976) 7700-9966
   www.soyol.mn

Novetel***
Novotel Ulaanbaatar is 
a modern hotel located 
at the heart of the city 
centre, within walking 
distance from the famous 
Government House, Great 
Chinggis Khaan Square, 
offices and embassies. It is 
30 minutes from Chinggis 
Khaan International Airport 
and 15 minutes from UB 
Railway.

 Right on the Children's 

creation Center, Baga 
toiruu

 skinning.round.joggers
   +(976) 7010-1188
 Novotel Hotel 

Ulaanbaatar
Bishrelt*** 
Featuring European 
architecture with Mongolian 
traditional patterns, 
Bishrelt Hotel is one of the 
best-located luxury hotels 
in the heart of Ulaanbaatar 
city. Guests can enjoy 
a meal at the on-site 
restaurant. Booking price 
starts from 250’000 MNT.  

 Chingeltei 
district, 4 khoroo, 
Sambuu Street-43, 
Independence Square

 craters.dissolves.
incoming

   +(976) 11-313786,  
+(976) 11-313784

 www.bishrelthotel.mn
Holiday Inn 
Ulaanbaatar**** 
Holiday Inn was established 
in 1952, known as first US 
hotel brand. They offer 
modern rooms with free 
WiFi, a fitness centre 
and a spa, in the heart 
of the Mongolian capital, 
Ulaanbaatar. There’s an 
open lobby with a café and 
a restaurant, and kids stay 
and eat free. 

 Chingeltei District, 5th 
Khoroo, Sambuu Street 
24

 cycle.alarming.sapping
  +(976) 7014-2424

 www.ihg.com
Hotel Nine***
The Hotel Nine exists within 
just 2 to 4-minute walk from 
the Sukhbaatar Square. You 
can enjoy delicious cuisines 
at one of the following: 
H9 restaurant, Modern 
Nomads, Double Shot 
Coffee and Cocktail. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Prime Minister A.Amar 
Street 

 nothing.gamer.
downfield

   +(976) 7711-4334

    www.hotelnine.mn 
RESORT, CAMP 
Chinggis Khaanii Khuree 
The mini naadam for the 
11th ASEM Summit was held 
at Chinggisiin Khuree Ger 
Camp. Feel free to have a 
taste of delicious cuisines 
at 2-storey ger restaurant 
and have a good time at 
surrounding gers. 

 Southeast of Buyant-
Ukhaa, Jargalant valley 
of Bogd Khan Mountain 

 traitor.chirp.imagined
   +(976) 9595-1727,  

+(976) 9428-1727
 Chinggis Khaanii Khuree

The 13th century 
complex 
This is the most interesting 
complex close to 
Ulaanbaatar. The complex 
was established to show 
the environment of the 
13th century lifestyles and 
cultural impacts of the 
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SOYOL HOTEL****
Soyol Hotel is only 3.7 
km from Sukhbaatar 
Square and 11.8 km from 
International Airport 
Chinggis Khaan. It features 
free Wi-Fi in all areas and 
numerous leisure options 
including a Soyol spa sauna, 
water massage pool, and 
enjoys soothing massage 
treatment of professional 
Thailand and Mongolian 
therapist. Pick up service 
is available free of charge. 
Rooms here will provide 
you with air conditioning, a 
minibar, and a seating area. 
Complete with a refrigerator. 
Featuring a hairdryer, 
private bathrooms also 
come with a bathrobe and 
free toiletries. Some rooms 
offer mountain views

   Engels street-4, 3rd 
khoroo, Khan-Uul district

 blinks.decorator.trades
   +(976) 7700-9967,  

       +(976) 7700-9966
   www.soyol.mn

Novetel***
Novotel Ulaanbaatar is 
a modern hotel located 
at the heart of the city 
centre, within walking 
distance from the famous 
Government House, Great 
Chinggis Khaan Square, 
offices and embassies. It is 
30 minutes from Chinggis 
Khaan International Airport 
and 15 minutes from UB 
Railway.

 Right on the Children's 

creation Center, Baga 
toiruu

 skinning.round.joggers
   +(976) 7010-1188
 Novotel Hotel 

Ulaanbaatar
Bishrelt*** 
Featuring European 
architecture with Mongolian 
traditional patterns, 
Bishrelt Hotel is one of the 
best-located luxury hotels 
in the heart of Ulaanbaatar 
city. Guests can enjoy 
a meal at the on-site 
restaurant. Booking price 
starts from 250’000 MNT.  

 Chingeltei 
district, 4 khoroo, 
Sambuu Street-43, 
Independence Square

 craters.dissolves.
incoming

   +(976) 11-313786,  
+(976) 11-313784

 www.bishrelthotel.mn
Holiday Inn 
Ulaanbaatar**** 
Holiday Inn was established 
in 1952, known as first US 
hotel brand. They offer 
modern rooms with free 
WiFi, a fitness centre 
and a spa, in the heart 
of the Mongolian capital, 
Ulaanbaatar. There’s an 
open lobby with a café and 
a restaurant, and kids stay 
and eat free. 

 Chingeltei District, 5th 
Khoroo, Sambuu Street 
24

 cycle.alarming.sapping
  +(976) 7014-2424

 www.ihg.com
Hotel Nine***
The Hotel Nine exists within 
just 2 to 4-minute walk from 
the Sukhbaatar Square. You 
can enjoy delicious cuisines 
at one of the following: 
H9 restaurant, Modern 
Nomads, Double Shot 
Coffee and Cocktail. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Prime Minister A.Amar 
Street 

 nothing.gamer.
downfield

   +(976) 7711-4334

    www.hotelnine.mn 
RESORT, CAMP 
Chinggis Khaanii Khuree 
The mini naadam for the 
11th ASEM Summit was held 
at Chinggisiin Khuree Ger 
Camp. Feel free to have a 
taste of delicious cuisines 
at 2-storey ger restaurant 
and have a good time at 
surrounding gers. 

 Southeast of Buyant-
Ukhaa, Jargalant valley 
of Bogd Khan Mountain 

 traitor.chirp.imagined
   +(976) 9595-1727,  

+(976) 9428-1727
 Chinggis Khaanii Khuree

The 13th century 
complex 
This is the most interesting 
complex close to 
Ulaanbaatar. The complex 
was established to show 
the environment of the 
13th century lifestyles and 
cultural impacts of the 
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Great Mongolian Empire. 
 96km from the capital 

Ulaanbaatar, Erdene 
soum, Tuv province 

 retract.comedies.
doormats

   +(976) 11-328960,  
+(976) 11-321705

 www.genco-tour.mn
Terelj lodge
Terelj lodge offers wooden 
houses with showers and 
toilets, and traditional 
Mongolian gers. Good 
quality cuisines and 
services are provided. You 
can visit a ger museum, go 
hiking, go trekking and ride 
a horse, as well as play a 
game of Wood Ball during 
your stay. The museum, 
furnished as a traditional 
Mongolian herding 
household, gives you a 
clear understanding of the 
nomadic lifestyle. 

 55km from 
Ulaanbaatar, Gorkhi-
Terelj National Park

  sighting.expanses.
pivotal

   +(976) 11-344488,  
+(976) 9911-3150,  
+(976) 9900-6935

 www.tereljlodge.com
Hotel Mongolia 
Hotel Mongolia is a hotel in 
the form of a mock castle 
near Gachuurt village 
in Bayanzurkh district, 
Ulaanbaatar. It was built 
with an architectural style 
based off on 13th century 
Karakorum, the ancient 
capital of the Mongol 

Empire. 
 20km from 

Ulaanbaatar, Gachuurt 
Village 

 fittings.watchable.
specifications

 +(976) 7049-0042
Resort World Terelj 
Hotel
Choices are studio suite, 
family suite, ger-house 
and president suite rooms. 
Prices start from 250.000 
MNT. 

 62km from 
Ulaanbaatar, opposite 
of the mountain 
behind the Melkhii 
Khad (Turtle Rock) 

 comradely.sparkle.
tripping

   +(976) 7777-7775,  
+(976) 7015-0088

 www.resortworldterelj.
com

Red Rock Resort TERELJ 
With contemporary designs 
and amenities, Mongolian 
gers, cottages and hotel 
rooms are waiting for 
you. Other service options 
include two fine dining 
restaurants, a ger-lounge, 
sauna and spa, tennis 
court, basketball, volleyball 
and football courts, fitness 
club and a karaoke room.  

 49km from 
Ulaanbaatar, Gorkhi-
Terelj National Park 

 qualify.irksome.
renounce

   +(976) 7700-0111,  
+(976) 9999-7572

 www.redrockresort.mn
Ayanchin Four Seasons 
Lodge
The Ayanchin Four Seasons 
Lodge boasts hotel rooms, 
cottages, Mongolian gers, 
American-style gers and 
ger-luxurious rooms. By 
staying in the lodge, you 
can go hiking, ride a bicycle 
and horse, play golf and go 
fishing around the special-
marked area. 

 50km from 
Ulaanbaatar, Terelj 
basin area 

 qualify.irksome.
renounce

   +(976) 9909-9127,  
+(976) 9912-0208 

 www.ayanchinlodge.
mn

Terelj Mountain Lodge 
Terelj Mountain Lodge was 
established in 2017. We 
offer conference room, mini 
movie theater, karaoke room, 
billiards, table tennis, library, 
game room, children's 
playground, comfortable 
restaurants, cafes, bars, 
fireplaces or terraces. 
We can serve 120 people 
simultaneously in one shift.

 Gorhi-Terelj National 
park, 51 km 

 gadgets.darts.
privileges

   +(976) 8090-5588

  TERELJ MOUNTAIN LODGE
Voyage Unique
Mongolie LLC 
Since 2009 the company 
has been successfully 
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operating the “Dream 
Gobi” tourist camp, in 
Bulgan soum of South 
Gobi province, “Dream 
Terelj” lodge, in the Gorkhi 
Terelj National Park, 1 
hour from UB, and “Dream 
Khuvsgul” Lodge, located 5 
km from the Khatgal soum, 
200 m from the Khuvsgul 
lake. Their hotels have 
European and Mongolian 
cuisine restaurants, and 
other facilities.  

 Chingeltei district, 
Peace Avenue, 
Peace Tower #1608, 
Ulaanbaatar 14250

 d e c i d i n g . g o g g l e .
refrained

   +(976) 7000-5379
 +(976) 11-315379
 info@uniquetravel.mn
 www.uniquetravel.mn
 Voyage Unique 

Mongolie

GUEST HOUSE
Khongor Guest House

 Downtown, 50 
myangat, Bldg 15, #4, 5, 
6 and 9 

 reinforce.fastening.
ballots

 www.khongor-
expedition.com

Golden Gobi Guest 
House

 Downtown, 1st 40 
myangat, Bldg 13 

 towels.protests.deciding
    +(976) 9665-4496
 www.goldengobi.com

Sara’s Guest House 
 Chingeltei district, 

Sambuu Street 19а,  
Bldg 13 

 retrieves.thumps.
showed

   +(976) 9908-3229
The Garage Hostel

 Bayangol district, 
Khoroo 9, 4km from 
downtown 

 sentences.regrowth.
diet

   +(976) 8810-3054

 thegaragehostel
Top Hostels and Tours

 Chingeltei district, 
Tourist Street, Bldg 35, 
Apt 10 

 goodbyes.savings.
remodels

   +(976) 7703-7200,  
+(976) 9900-1041

 www.
toptoursmongolia.com

Travel Mongolia 
Guesthouse

   +(976) 9119-1960 
 www.travel-mongolia.

com
Wonder Mongolia 
Guesthouse 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Peace Avenue, UB town 
38-85

 spoke.revamping.piled
   +(976) 9995-1333
 www.wonder-

mongolia.com

Gana’s guest house 

 Gandan Street, Gandan 
tuul 2-22

 trailing.birdcage.lads
   +(976) 11-367343,  

+(976) 9911-6960
 www.tomongolia.

blogspot.com
Vast Mongolia Tour 
Guest House & Tour

   +(976) 8803-2255 
 vastmongoliatour

LG Guest House & 
Hostel

 Bayangol district, 
Transporters Street 

 pavilions.format.basin
   +(976) 9912-1096,  

+(976) 9100-2311
 www.lghostel.com

Sunpath Mongolia 
Guest House

 Baga Toirog 37-49
 c o n f i n e d . s p o u t .

showering
   +(976) 9914-3722
 www.tourinmongolia.

com
Azara Guest House

   Prime Minister      
Tserendorj Street, 21/1-2

 cheaply.backfired.
reinvest

   +(976) 9911-4974
   AzaraGuestHouse

The world’s biggest

CASHMERE 
FACTORY 

STORE

+(976) 11-342598,
+(976) 9995-3027

evsegcashmere

LARGEST FACTORY STORE
Southwest to the Bogd 
Khan’s palace museum

EVSEG | NIRUN STORE
North of The National 
Library of Mongolia

STATE DEPARTMENT STORE
State department store
2nd floor

EVSEG CIRCUS STORE
In front of State 
department store
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King Guest room 140.000₮
deluxe King room 165.000₮
deluxe twin room 185.000₮

ikh toiruu street, 
chingeltei district-5, 
Улаанбаатар 15150 

standart room 
 55.000 - 60.000 - 65.000₮

With compartment 1bed room 
 65.000, 70.000, 75.000₮

With compartment 2bed room 
 98,000-108,000₮

era hotel

70153848



nomada boutique

amarsanaa rd 48/2, 
Улаанбаатар 16040

last King decorated 
Premium room presented 
•	 Mini - suit 165.000₮ 
•	 Premium room – 250.000₮ 
•	 decorated -300.000₮

976-7777 7769  976-8016 7777

www.Nomadohotel.com

contact@nomadohotel.com



summer house   4 bed in per capita 4 food 80.000-90.000₮
hotel room  2 bed 100.000-120.000₮
share house  13-14 person including 1 food 90.000₮
  1 bed 1 person 100.000₮
  3 bed 1 person 100.000₮

nalaikh district 6 th khoroo, 
terelj national park

Jiguur resort

88891810

price information:
•	 2 bed room - 180.000₮
•	 2 bed house - 250.000₮
•	 4 bed house - 950.000₮
•	 12 bed share house 950.000₮
the breakfast free

khishig mongol

Khan uul district fron 
of bogd uul mountain

khishigarvin@gmail.com86550818 
89181295 



standart room 
 1 bed 70.000
  2 bed 100.000

semi-deluxe 110.000
standart room  
 1bed room 77.000
  2bed room 88.000

munkh khustai
hotel

paradise 
guest house 

7011 4994 
9909 61528

bayanzurkh district, 5 th khoroo, 

micro district 15 th, peace avenue 62 

bayangol district, 4 Khoroo, 2 
Khoroolol, Peace avenue 68, 
ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

99995035



standart room 
 1 bed 70.000
  2 bed 100.000
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“CHINGGIS KHAANII KHUREE” 
TOURIST COMPLEX

“EXPERIENCE THE ANCIENT CULTURE OF MONGOLIA”

“Chinggis Khaanii Khuree (Palace)” tourist complex, resort 
was established in 1992 and since has been continuously 
accommodating tourists and local customers year-round. Our 
main goal is to create a comfortable Mongolian traditional 
environment for our guests, making them feel as a “Khan”.

 We are located in the Bogd Khan Mountain’s Jargalant valley, 
Khan-Uul district, 8th khoroo, which is 20 kilometers from 
the UB city center, and 8 kilometers from the Chinggis Khaan 
international airport. 
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gers  (Mongolian traditional 
dwellings) spacious for 200-250 
guests

Features

big restaurant gers, banquets and 
other kinds of events

92 

5
• 800 guests -“Great Palace” restaurant

• 500 guests - “King Palace” restaurant

• 250 guests - “Leopard Palace" restaurant

 50 guests - “Golden palace” VIP restaurant 

 40 guests - Silver palace” karaoke ger

 In total we can cater to a group of 
1500-2000 local and foreign tourists.

• Eagle Festival
• Mini Naadam
• Bonfire
• Horse riding
• Archery
• Photo session wearing traditional 

costumes
• Basketball, snooker billiards, 

table tennis, children’s’ 
playground

• Sauna, shower
• Parking for 500 cars
• During winter, we have an 

ice skating rink for skiing and 
sledging.

Services

• Close to Ulaanbaatar city
• Very close to the airport
• Well developed infrastructure
• Paved road route
• Comfortable and convenient setting
• Experience in organizing large scale 

events and state receptions
• Skilled, professional and friendly 

staff.

+(976) 11-311783  
+(976) 9910-1727, +(976) 9595-1727,  
+(976) 9428-1727, +(976) 7510-1727

chinggiskhaaniikhuree@gmail.com 
ChinggisKhaaniiKhuree  

ChinggisKhaaniiKhuree 

CAPACITY
We have

We have

Contacts
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YOURGATEWAY

WHAT 3 WORDS 

EVSEG
Mongolian Premium Cashmere

Tour 1 
Start

Tour 2 
Start

FinishEVSEG
Mongolian Premium Cashmere

Branch 1: Government Building No.4

Branch 2: Tourist information Ger center at Light street 

Branch 3: Central Post Office Building

Branch 4: Zaisan Hill Complex 

Official Tourist Information Center

supreme.traslated. aboard

supported.singer.follow

performed.keen.positive

unscathed.cutback.tensions

We offer you the most highlighted sightseeing 
tours around Ulaanbaatar
Tickets avialable at Tourist Information Center and 
Tour bus
Tour time table: 
Tour 1: 10AM-5PM
Tour 2: 9:30AM-1PM, 2PM-5:30PM

976-7010 8687, 7013 8687 
UB City Tour Bus
www.visitulaanbaatar.net 
ubtourbus@gmail.com
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EVSEG
Mongolian Premium Cashmere

Tour 1 
Start

Tour 2 
Start

FinishEVSEG
Mongolian Premium Cashmere

Branch 1: Government Building No.4

Branch 2: Tourist information Ger center at Light street 

Branch 3: Central Post Office Building

Branch 4: Zaisan Hill Complex 

Official Tourist Information Center

supreme.traslated. aboard

supported.singer.follow

performed.keen.positive

unscathed.cutback.tensions

We offer you the most highlighted sightseeing 
tours around Ulaanbaatar
Tickets avialable at Tourist Information Center and 
Tour bus
Tour time table: 
Tour 1: 10AM-5PM
Tour 2: 9:30AM-1PM, 2PM-5:30PM
    976-7010 8687, 8006 8867

UB City Tour Bus
www.visitulaanbaatar.mn
ubtourbus@gmail.com

CITY TOUR
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RECOMMENDED 7-DAY ITINERARY
Ulaanbaatar is a colorful nomadic city filled with 
unique and wonderful sites to see and experience. This 
7-day itinerary includes many must-see attractions in 
Ulaanbaatar. You can follow the whole itinerary, or just 
choose parts of it. 

DAY 1 
Turtle complex raised for the 355th anniversary of the 
capital Ulaanbaatar 
Ulaanbaatar is a city of nomads. In 1778, in order to symbolically 
declare the establishment of the capital, Mongolians built 
stone figures in Human Stone Hollows, which was located near 
the present-day central square. In 1994, a tortoise limestone 
monument was built at the center of the former Human Stone 
Hollows for the 355th anniversary of the capital. 

   Sukhbaatar district, in front of Central Tower. 
   protected.rang.described 

D.Sukhbaatar Square or Central Square 
Mongolia’s revolutionaries established Central Square of 
Ulaanbaatar in 1921.
/See also Chinggis Khaan monument complex, State Academic 
Theatre of Opera and Ballet, Mongolian Stock Exchange, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, National University of Mongolia and 
National Library of Mongolia/

Mongolian Statehood History Museum 
This museum showcases Mongolia’s diplomatic relations. Furthermoro, 289 out 
of 612 objects in from Mongolia are listed as priceless cultural, historical and/or 
archaeological are kept at the museum. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Sukhbaatar Square, 1st floor of Government Palace
  report.memo.blogging
 10.00am-5.00pm from Monday to Friday, closed on Saturday and Sunday 
 +(976) 51-266435
 Free

National Museum of Mongolia see page  26

Photographers in the Square
Some of the photographers found in the square have been 
providing photo service for more than 20 years. They will have 
your photos developed within 5-10 
minutes. 
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DAY 2
Prime Minister Tserendorj Street or the Fountain 
Here, you can find the first modern 4-storey apartment blocks 
in “40 myangat” (1958-1961), State Department Store (1961), 
Circus Palace (1941) and the Beatles Statue. 

 Sukhbaatar district, south of Central Square
 kindest.travel.mystified

Chin Van Khanddorj Palace 
It was once home to Chin Van M.Khanddorj, a well-known 
political figure who was the first Minister of Foreign Affairs of 
Mongolia. It is now a museum.

 Sukhbaatar district, Seoul Street, across the street from 
School No. 1

 rationing.haunts.hook
Gandantegchinlen Monastery (Gandan) see page 24

Dinosaur Museum see page 26

The Fine Arts Zanabazar Museum  see page 29

DAY 3 
Choijin Lama Temple Museum see page 29

Tumen Ekh Ensemble see page 33

Souvenir house of State Department Store see page 112
The biggest souvenir house on the sixth floor of State 
Department Store. You can come and choose from over 8,000 
products.
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Bogd Khaan Palace Museum  see page 29

Zaisan Memorial and the garden of Medicine Buddha see page 91

Wedding Palace
The large, white square building located just 
southwest of the Victims of Political Persecution 
Memorial Museum is called the Wedding Palace. 
Built in 1976 by the Russians, it has since been 
used for tens of thousands of wedding ceremonies, 
including the marital vows of a few foreigners.

  Behind the Shangri-La Hotel
 baking.stiffly.notice
  +(976) 11-320515
  www.weddingpalace.mn

DAY 4 
Dashchoilon Monastery see page 24

Ulaanbaatar City Museum see page 26

Tara or Dolma Ling Temple see page 25

“Narantuul” Market see page 109 

Narantuul is the largest market not only in Mongolia but also Central Asia, and the 
selection of goods is countless.

    Bayanzurkh district, Khoroo 14 10.00am-8.00pm, closed on Tuesdays

 conclude.stylists.overheard
A permit is required 
to prepare and sell 
food on the street. 
Many vendors are not 
licensed, so eat at your 
own risk. Also be care-
ful of fruits and other 
products that are eas-
ily sold in an open air. 
Do not buy water that 
was exposed to direct 
sunlight for too 
long. 
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DAY 5 
Bogd Khan Mountain 
Go hiking during the last two days of your itinerary. Bogd Khan Mountain was the first area 
in the world to be specially protected, and it remains untouched and beautiful despite its 
location next to crowded Ulaanbaatar.

 Protection Authority for the Bogd Khan Mountain Specially Protected Area Khan-Uul 
district, Naran Town, Khoroo 2, Bldg 21, Block B 

 tearjerker.pout.balanced
 +(976) 11-342137, +(976) 11-342620
 www.bogdkhanuul.mn

Do your shopping and eating in the city.  
Please see our Where to Eat and Drink and Shopping 
sections.  
“Chinggis Khaan Palace” Tourist Complex 
see page 68
When you arrive here you can see the largest Mongolian 
ger and the golden statue of Chinggis Khaan. 

DAY 6 
Gorkhi-Terelj National Park 
This is a place of unique mountain formations and natural 
beauty. Natural formations resemble funny shapes, such 
as a man reading a book and turtles. Not many places in 
the world have such unique formations, but thanks to the 
exposure of the granite plate on the surface, this park has 
plenty. 

 50km from the capital Ulaanbaatar 
 canoes.persists.decorations

The 13th Century Complex Theme Park see page 68

Chinggis Khaan Statue Complex see page 87
   53km from Ulaanbaatar, Tsonjin Boldog in Erdene 

soum, Tuv province 
 bargaining.skincare.saving

DAY 7 
Hotel Mongolia 
Hotel Mongolia is a hotel in the form of a mock castle near 
Gachuurt village in Bayanzurkh district, Ulaanbaatar. It is built 
with an architectural style based off of 13th century Karakorum, 
the capital of the Mongol Empire. 

 20km from Ulaanbaatar, Gachuurt Village 
 fittings.watchable.specifications
 +(976) 7049-0042

Grand Theatre see page 33
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TRAVEL INFORMATION 
WEBSITE
Juulchin Tourism Corporation of Mon-
golia 
www.juulchin.com
Juulchin World Tours
www.juulchinworld.mn 
Tsolmon Travel 
www.tsolmontravel.com 
Nature Tours 
www.naturetours.mn 
Nomadic Expeditions
www.NomadicExpeditions.com 
Active Adventure Tours Mongolia LLC
www.tourmongolia.comn 
Discover Mongolia Travel
www.discovermongolia.mn 
Ar Mongol Travel LLC
www.mongoliatourism.info 
Great Genghis Tours and Expeditions 
www.greatgenghis.com 
Tenger Travel
www.tengertravel.mn 
Let’s Travel 
www.letstravelmongolia.com 
A Star Mongolia 
www.mongolia-travel.com 
Mongolia Expeditions and Tours 
www.mongolia-expeditions.com 
Ayan Travel 
www.toursmongolia.com 
Genco Tour Bureau 
www.genco-tour.mn 
ETI 
www.eti.mn 
DMD Tours 
www.dmd-mongolie.com 
Ger to Ger Agency 
www.gertoger.org 
Juguur 
www.visit2mongolia.mn     
Iris Tour 
www.enjoymongolia.com 
Shuren Travel 
www.shuren-travel.com
 

Look Mongolia Travel Group
www.lookmongolia.com 
Nomadic Journey 
www.nomadicjourneys.com 
Nomads Tours and Expeditions 
www.nomadstours.com 
Premium Travel Services 
www.mongoliatravelmarket.com 
Panoramic Journey 
www.panoramicjourneys.com 
Selena Travel
www.selenatravel.com 
Gobi Tours  
www.gobitour.com 
Wandering Tribe of Mongolia
www.wtmongolia.com 
Steppe Fox Travel  
www.mongolei.com 
Tenuun Tours 
www.toursmongolia.mn  
Mongolian Railway’s Tour Bureau 
www.mongolianrailtour.mn 
Mongolian Adventure Tours 
www.adventuretours.mn 
Birga Tour 
www.birgatour.com 
AB Travel
www.mongolia7days.com 
Taiga Guest House and Tours
www.itravel.mn   
Blue Bandana
www.activemongolia.com 
Gobi Discovery
www.GobiDiscovery.mn   
HIS Mongolia
www.his-j.com 
Amicus Travel
www.amicusmongolia.com 
Khongor Expedition
www.khongor-expedition.com 
Nomadic Tourism
www.nomadictourism.com 
Monreve Tours
www.monrevetours.com
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Chinggis Khaanii Khuree see page 68
The “Golden Urguu” situated above the ger carriage is decorated in silver and gold. It 
features the mirror used by VIII Bogd Jebvzundamba, the last khan of Mongolia, XIV-XVI 
century carriage tires, armour, hunting accessories, and houseware used in ancient time-

making it a museum-restaurant.
Mongol Nomadic
The ‘Mongol Nomadic’ complex was established in 2011 and has been successfully 
operating in the 9th year for composing the chance to feel the experience of the Mongolian 
lifestyle and culture in one place for foreign and domestic tourists and travelers.

   55km in the west from Ulaanbaatar city, is located in the area called as Ar-dulaan of    
Argalant soum, Tuv aimag 

   movements.formidably.unimproved
   +(976) 9811-8573, +(976) 8319-8573 
   www.mongolnomadic.com 

TOUR OF MONGOLIAN CULTURE

If you are going to ride horses, camels and yaks you can also 
try their milk., Feel the everyday living of the nomads, 
please come here.
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Nargie’s 
Mongolian Cuisine 
serial food show 
gets you to 
explore a unique 
Mongolian food 
culture. They 
already have 
134,000 
subscribers and 
their content at-
tracts thousands 
of visitors. 

ARTGER
ARTGER Tours is a customized Mongolia experience project 
designed specifically for a novice or intermediate adventure 
travelers. Get a first-hand feel for nomad life with the 
knowledge that this team has a wealth of experience in deal-
ing with international visitors. Your hands might get dirty, but 
they’ll be safe! “Live like nomads, eat like Mongols!” Please visit 
the 
Youtube channel. 

   +(976) 9909-3126
  ARTGER  

   ARTGER  

The 13th Century Complex Theme Park see page 68
Herder’s camp presents the everyday life of herders, pastoral 
culture, the way of breeding in the life-stock, the methods of 
producing dairy products, horse training and catching horses 
with lasso pole, processing the leather straps, riding horses, 
yaks and camels are available with your choice to experience 
the life of XIII century in Mongolia.
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What’s your name?
My name is…
How old are you?
I’m… years old
Where are you from?
I’m from…
America
Russia
Korea
China 
Do you speak English?
Please, take a picture?

Where is…?
Department store
Sukhbaatar square
Post office
Bus stop
How much is it per km?
Please take me to…
downtown
airport
hotel
How long does it take to?
Does this bus go to…?
Zaisan
Sansar
Library
I want to buy U money card
I want to charge my card
Please stop here
How much I owe you?

How much is it?
I’d like to see this one
I’ll take this
Do you take credit cards?
Can I try it on?
Discount?
Can I pay in dollars?
Where is the souvenir shop?
I want to buy cashmere 
product

Таныг хэн гэдэг вэ?
Намайг... гэдэг
Та хэдэн настай вэ?
Би... настай
Та хаанаас ирсэн бэ?
Би...ирсэн
Америкаас
Оросоос
Солонгосоос
Хятадаас
Та англиар ярьдаг уу?
Зураг аваад өгөөч?

… хаана байдаг вэ?
Их дэлгүүр
Сүхбаатарын талбай
Шуудан 
Автобусны буудал
Нэг км нь хэдээр явах вэ?
Намайг... хүргээрэй 
хотын төв рүү
нисэх буудал руу
зочид буудал руу
Хэр удаан явах вэ?
Энэ автобус...явдаг уу?
Зайсан руу
Сансар руу
Номын сан руу
U money карт авъя
Картаа цэнэглүүлье
Энд зогсоорой
Хэдийг төлөх вэ?

Энэ ямар үнэтэй вэ?
Энийг үзмээр байна
Энийг авъя
Карт унших уу?
Энийг өмсөж үзэж болох уу?
Ярих уу/Үнээ буулгах уу
Доллараар төлж болох уу?
Бэлэг дурсгалын дэлгүүр 
хаана байдаг вэ?
Ноолууран эдлэл авмаар 
байна.

Taniig hen gedeg ve?
Namaig… gedeg
Ta heden nastai ve?
Bi...nastai
Ta haanaas irsen be?
Bi… irsen
Americaas
Orosoos
Solongosoos
Hyatadaas
Ta angliar yridag uu?
Zurag avaad uguuch?

... haana baidag ve?
Ih delguur
Sukhbaatariin talbai
Shuudan
Avtobusnii buudal
Neg km ni hedeer yvah ve?
Namaig… hurgeerei
hotiin tuv ruu
niseh buudal ruu
zochid buudal ruu
Her udaan yvah ve?
Ene avtobus… yvdag uu?
Zaisan ruu
Sansar ruu
Nomiin san ruu
U money card avay
Cardaa tsenegluuley
End zogsooroi
Hediig tuluh ve?

Ene ymar unetei ve?
Eniig uzmeer baina
Eniig avay
Card unshihuu? 
Eniig umsuj uzej bolohuu?
Yrihuu/Unee buulgahuu? 
Dollaraar tulj bolohuu?
Beleg dursgaliin delguur 
haana baidag ve?
Nooluuran edlel avmaar 
baina.

Questions and answers

Transportation

Shopping
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ENGLISH

Hello
Nice to meet you
Goodbye
Yes/No
Thank you
You’re welcome
Excuse me/I’m sorry
I am fine/good
Bad
Ok
Nice
I
You
See you later
I don’t know
I don’t understand
I understand

Help!
Stop!
Please, call the…
doctor
police
an ambulance 
I lost my…
bag/luggage
money
I’m ill 
I’ve lost my way 
I wish to contact my embassy
 
I want to exchange money
Where is the toilet? 

I have a pain here.
My blood type is A.
Please, give me a medicine.

MONGOLIAN

Сайн байна уу
Уулзсандаа баяртай байна
Баяртай
Тийм/Үгүй
Баярлалаа
Зүгээр ээ
Уучлаарай
Би дажгүй/cайн байна
Mуу
За
Гоё
Би
Та
Дараа уулзъя
Би мэдэхгүй
Би ойлгохгүй байна
Би ойлгож байна

Туслаарай!
Зогс!
… дуудаарай
Эмч
Цагдаа
Түргэн тусламж  
Би... алдчихлаа
цүнхээ/ачаагаа
мөнгөө
Миний бие өвдөж байна 
Би төөрчихлөө 
Би элчин сайдын яамтайгаа 
холбоо барьмаар байна 
Мөнгөө солиулъя
Бие засах өрөө хаана байгаа 
вэ? 
Энд өвдөж байна.
Миний цусны бүлэг А.
Эм өгөөч.

SPELLING

Sain baina uu
Uulzsandaa bayartai baina
Bayartai
Tiim/Ugui
Bayarlaa
Zugeer ee
Uuchlaarai
Bi dajgui/sain baina
Muu
Za
goy
Bi
Ta
Daraa uulzay
Bi medehgui
Bi oilgohgui baina
Bi oilgoj baina

Tuslaarai!
Zogs! 
...duudaarai
Emch
Tsagdaa
Turgen tuslamj  
Bi… aldchihlaa
tsunhee/achaagaa
munguu
Minii biye uvduj baina 
Bi tuurchikhluu
Bi elchin saidiin yamtaigaa 
kholboo barimaar baina 
Munguu soliulay
Biye zasakh uruu khaan 
baigaa ve?
End uvduj baina.
Minii tsusnii buleg A.
Em ugooch.

Greetings and Common Courtesy

Emergencies 

PHRASE BOOK
Sain uu!

Hello!
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Please, give me a menu
Do you have a menu in 
English?
I would like to have tsuivan
Bon appetite
Waiter!
Cheers!
It’s delicious 
Check, please

Do you have any vacancies?
I would like to stay one more 
night
What time is the breakfast?
I want a wake-up call at 7 a.m

Could you clean my room, 
please?
Can you keep my luggage?

Hello?
I’m… 
Is there anybody who speak 
English?
I want to buy a SIM card
I want to buy a phone card

Цэсээ өгөөч
Англи хэл дээр цэс байгаа 
юу?
Цуйван захиалъя
Сайхан хооллооорой
Зөөгч өө
Тогтооё 
Амттай байна
Тооцоогоо хийе

Сул өрөө байгаа юу?
Би дахиад нэг хоног 
байрламаар байна
Өглөөний цай хэдэн цагт вэ?
Намайг 7 цагт сэрээгээрэй

Өрөөг маань цэвэрлэж 
чадах уу?
Ачаагаа хадгалуулъя

Байна уу?
Би... байна
Англиар ярьдаг хүн байна 
уу?
Би СИМ карт авмаар байна
Нэгж авъя

Tsesee uguuch
Angli hel deer tses baigaa 
yu? 
Tsuivan zahialay
Saihan hoollooroi
Zuugchuu
Togtooy
Amttai baina
Tootsoogoo hiiy

Sul uruu baigaa yu?
Bi dahiad neg honog 
bairlamaar baina
Ugluunii tsai heden tsagt ve?
Namaig doloon tsagt 
sereegeerei
Uruug maani tseverlej 
chadahuu?
Achaagaa hadgaluulay

Baina uu?
Bi… baina
Angliar yridag hun baina uu?

Bi SIM card avmaar baina
Negj avay

Restaurant

Phone

Hotel

Numbers

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Нэг
Хоёр
Гурав
Дөрөв
Тав
Зургаа
Долоо
Найм
Ес
Арав

Neg
Hoyor
Gurav
Duruv
Tav
Zurgaa
Doloo
Naim
Yus
Arav

100
500
1000
10’000
20’000

Зуу
Таван зуу
Мянга
Арван мянга
Хорин мянга

Zuu
Tavan zuu
Myanga 
Arvan myanga
Horin myanga
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Phrase Book
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Chinggis Khaan Statue Complex 
How can one not visit the highest equestrian statue in the world, the Chinggis Khaan Statue 
Complex? This may be the way to prove that you came to the home of Chinggis Khaan, a 
man of the millennium. This is a 40-metre tall statue of Chinggis Khaan on horseback, 
situated on the bank of the Tuul River. The museum and exhibition hall dedicated to 
Chinggis Khaan and the conquest of the 13th century are located on the base of the statue. 
Visitors can walk to the head of the horse through its chest and neck, where they have a 
panoramic view. 

 53km from Ulaanbaatar, Erdene soum of Tuv province, “Tsonjin Boldog”
   stress.tweak.gullibility

WHAT TO SEE
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STATUES AND MONUMENTS 
Sukhbaatar statue 
D. Sukhbaatar was one of the leaders of the Mongolian 
People’s Revolution of 1921 and commander-in-chief 
of the Mongolian People’s Partisans. In addition to the 
Sukhbaatar Statue, the Mongolian bank note of 100 MNT 
(tugrik) features an image of Sukhbaatar and the district of 
Ulaanbaatar named after him. As you see, D. Sukhbaatar is 
depicted on horseback, raising his right hand and making 
a speech for his army. The Sukhbaatar Statue was the first 
modern statue built by a Mongolian, and we strongly advise 
you to visit there. 

 Sukhbaatar district, at the heart of the Central Square 
 protected.rang.described

Chinggis Khaan Complex 
This complex was built in 2006 on the 
occasion of the 800th anniversary of Great Mongolian Empire. 
The equestrian statue of Chinggis Khan stands at the center of 
the complex. His successors Ogedei Khan and Kublai Khan are at 
right and left wings of the complex, respectively. The equestrian 
statue of Mukhulai, a trusted and esteemed commander under 
Chinggis Khan stands at southeastern side; meanwhile, the 
equestrian statue of Bo’orchu, one of the first and most loyal 
friends of Chinggis Khan, is at southwestern side. The forty five 
steps to the Chinggis Khan statue symbolizes the age of 45, 
when Temujin was proclaimed “Chinggis Khaan”. Aside from the 
statues, you can also enjoy paintings made of glass (glass art) on 

the façade of the Government palace. 
  Sukhbaatar district, behind the Central Square, in  front of the Government palace
  hydration.pounces.loose

Russian Memorial at Zaisan 
Russian Memorial is located at the top of a mountain where you are rewarded with 
a panoramic view of the whole capital. On the 50th anniversary of the Revolution, in 
honor of the Soviet soldiers, a Russian memorial was built on Zaisan Hill. You can see 
a long fresco in memory of the friendship between USSR 
and Mongolia. You can also see the monument of a Soviet 
soldier, 22m diameter round walls symbolizing Mongolian 
traditional hearth, cups symbolizing eternal flame and 
a gathering area. Outside the round walls, there are 
orders and medals dating back to the People’s Republic 
of Mongolia and the Soviet Union. Inside the round walls, 
a mosaic represents the friendship between Soviet and 
Mongolian people. 

   Khan-Uul district, left side of Zaisan Street, Zaisan 
Tolgoi  

    scatters.stocks.vipers
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Turtle complex in Human Stone Hollows 
The current location of Ulaanbaatar is called “Human Stone 
Hollows”. As a declaration of settlement of Ulaanbaatar 
(known as Ikh Khuree in 1778) in Altan Tevsh valley, which 
is surrounded by four sacred mountains, Mongolians built 
stone figures in Human Stone Hollows. In 1994, a limestone 
monument in the shape of a tortoise was built at the center 
of the former Human Stone Hollows. The turtle is worshipped 
as a symbol of peace and longevity. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Eastern Park 

 fluffed.proofread.drilling

Stone Lions in front of Natural History Museum 
There are several entrances to buildings in Ulaanbaatar that 
have stone lions in front. These stone lions, created during 
the 19th century, used to be on the sides of entrances to the 
Yellow Palace, one of four grand palaces of the last emperor 
of Mongolia, Bogd Khan VIII. Lions are traditionally worshipped 
as protectors. 

 Chingeltei district, Khoroo 4 

    embedded.tastier.shred 
Beatles Statue 
A group of friends who were avid fans of The Beatles erected 
this statue. During the socialist regime, western music was 
banned in Mongolia. People who secretly listened to The 
Beatles during the socialist regime remembered their past 
and dedicated this statue as a symbol of their musical 
rebellion. Near this statue, you can see extreme sports 
performances. 

 Sukhbaatar district, on the way from State Department Store to Tserendorj Street 

 port.cabinets.grasp

Statue for the Victims of Political Persecution 
During the Stalinist repressions in Mongolia, thousands of 
individuals were persecuted and organizations were perceived 
as threats to the Mongolian revolution and the Soviet influence 
in the country. Thus, this statue depicts political persecution, 
particularly a man escaping darkness and seeking for the bright 
future. The statue is also the first modernist-style statue built in 
Ulaanbaatar since 1990. 

 Chingeltei district, Khoroo 4, in front of Natural History 
Museum 

 expel.podcast.next
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Russian Memorial is located at the top of a mountain where you are rewarded with 
a panoramic view of the whole capital. On the 50th anniversary of the Revolution, in 
honor of the Soviet soldiers, a Russian memorial was built on Zaisan Hill. You can see 
a long fresco in memory of the friendship between USSR 
and Mongolia. You can also see the monument of a Soviet 
soldier, 22m diameter round walls symbolizing Mongolian 
traditional hearth, cups symbolizing eternal flame and 
a gathering area. Outside the round walls, there are 
orders and medals dating back to the People’s Republic 
of Mongolia and the Soviet Union. Inside the round walls, 
a mosaic represents the friendship between Soviet and 
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Yavuukhulan Garden 
The garden of B.Yavuukhulan, one of the most renowned poets 
in Mongolia, is the best spot in the city center to chill out. The 
garden, built in the shape of an open book, depicts unique 
features of traditional architecture and boasts the statue 
of B.Yavuukhulan (famed as the Great Poet of East). Within 
the garden, there is also a fountain with three silver bowls 
symbolizing past, present and future, and a map of Mongolia 
with carved lines of his famous poem, “Where I was born”. 

 Chingeltei District, in front of 23rd school
 excellent.cities.ending

Buddha Park 
There is a reason behind why the 23-meter tall Buddha, created 
with South Korean investment, is facing towards Ulaanbaatar. 
The Buddha is watching over the entire city to ensure peace 
and harmony. The site is a popular destination and place of 
reverence for couples on their wedding day and students on 
their graduation day. 

       Khan-Uul District, 11 khoroo, west side of the Zaisan                
Monument 

 hobbit.roadblock.himself
 

Central Tower 
Located in the city’s central business district in the heart of 
Ulaanbaatar, Central Tower is perfectly positioned within 
easy reach of reliable support services and recreational 
activities. Here you can find a fountain, walkways, squares, 
greenery, as well as multiple statues and monuments 
promoting Mongolian culture. For example, a child in 
traditional Mongolian boots, wrestling children and a “mini 
version” of a famous painting “horse tamer” on the fountain 
at the center of the Central Tower area. 

   Sukhbaatar District, on the southeast of Sukhbaatar Square
   gave.prongs.momentous

National Amusement Park 
National Amusement Park, known to almost everyone as 
“Children’s Park”, is a favorite place for people to spend time 
and have fun together, no matter their age. The National 
Amusement Park features a roller coaster among other rides, 
as well as games and paddle boats in a lake. Events and plays 
are organized every night at a castle in the middle of the lake. 

 Sukhbaatar District, 1 khoroo, Olympic Street
 jolt.pigs.covers
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“Horse Tamer” sculpture 
Mongolian men in the countryside traditionally tame 
any untamed horse to ride. Witnessing this, sculptor N. 
Jambaa created the “Horse Tamer” as a sculpture in 1948. 
This monumental copper sculpture was placed on a one-
meter high stone ground in the middle of a round-shaped 
fountain. 

 Sukhbaatar district, southeastern side of Central 
Square, in front of Central Tower 

 enrolling.pizza.camper

National Recreational Park 

The National Recreational Park is the largest recreational area in Ulaanbaatar and 
constitutes 23% of all green facilities in the city. During the summertime, the park is 
crowded with people chilling out or having fun together. You can enjoy basketball, 
football and tennis with your friends and family. Mongolians flock to the park over 
the weekend to ride bicycles and take strolls. Don’t forget to see the sculpture named 
“Wolf Envoy”, profoundly illustrated and meaningful. In addition to this, you can find 
fast food cafes and cafeterias. 

  Bayanzurkh District, Ikh Khuree Street
  haunt.smelter.control

PARKS
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Center for Childhood Creativity
Center for Childhood Creativity was initially named 
“Pioneer Palace” and was established in 1958 using 
construction scheme of Pioneer Palace in Russia, built in 
1957. The construction scheme of the building made by 
architect I.P.Antipov was reused many times and there are 
many buildings in Russia that are similar to the Pioneer 
Palace. The castle on top of Pioneer Palace in Mongolia 
was replaced by Mongolian pioneer badge. This is a good 
example of how new elements can be integrated in to 
classical architecture. Interior design work was done by 
Mongolian artists and craftsmen. 

   750 meters northwest of Sukhbaatar square
 butterfly.hostels.gazed

National University of Mongolia
The National University of Mongolia was established 
during World War II time and is the first higher education 
institution of the country. Construction scheme was 
developed by Soviet architect N.I.Shepetilnikov. Main 
structure of the building was based on classical 
architecture and the main entrance was designed to be a 
semi-circle with grandiose colonnade columns. Columns 
are arranged according to the Corinthian order and a glass 
rotunda is placed on the top.

   300 meters northeast of Sukhbaatar square
 legroom.fend.unclaimed

National Sport Stadium of Mongolia
The Central Stadium, built in 1958, has a capacity to seat 
20’000 people. Naadam, one of the key celebrations in 
Mongolia, takes place here with a grand opening and 
closing ceremonies, wrestling matches, and archery 
events. Although, the tickets are sold out months ahead, 
you can still walk around the stadium, try festival-specific 
dishes and take pictures with Mongolians in their colorful 
costumes. 

  Khan-Uul district, 15th khoroo, Mahatma Gandhi’s street, 
behind the KH apartment  

 wool.spark.encodes
  +(976) 9990-6639     
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Stone Flower
This was carved in 1976 when the Wedding Palace was 
completed, and to this day still remains in its original spot. 
Painter Ts.Narangerel completed the semi-precious stone 
mosaic. This is the only Florentine mosaic in Mongolia. 
The mosaic depicts edelweiss, a flower of eternal love, 
surrounded by a pair of horses and fish.   

   Next to Choijin Lama Museum, at Wedding Palace
 unheated.ozone.diagram

Workmanship
This massive mosaic series was created in 1987 by a 
number of artists throughout the year according to 
the original designs created by the MUST's painter N. 
Sandshemuren. The mosaic created at the time of the 
workers' working area, or the XIX district of present and 
120,000 apartment buildings, can be seen directly from 
the socialist construction and the work of the mammoth.

  Right to the 120.000 bus station
   upholding.mindset.pilots

Chinggis Khaan mosaic at Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs
This mosaic, based on a painting by Ya.Urjinee, a state-
honored artist, was completed in 1991. The portrait is 350 
x 170 cm while the walls to the side are 270 x 120 cm. The 
wall on the left states “Diplomatic relations are the golden 
compass of the state” while the wall on the right reads “If 
my body dies, let it be. But, do not let my country die” 
written in golden letters are quotes from Chinggis Khaan.

  South of Central tower
  outdoors.assess.reserve

Zaisan Monument
Picture of the statue of the statue that was erected in 1971, 
the interior of the mosaic was painted by Y.Urjnee. The 
statue is 20 meters in diameter, 3.2 meters in diameter 
and 70 cm in thickness. It is a symbol of the Mongols 
and the people of the Soviet Union. It is a member of the 
Soviet Army, cooperation and rallies in over 170 square 
meters. along with a series of historical paths.

 unicorns.horizons.treatment
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CLUBS
Zu Club
In the ISO ROOM of the club, an 
underground mix of Techno, Tech House, 
Electronica and Deep House dominates, 
whereas in the MAIN ROOM a commercial 
theme characterized by Hip Hop (Old & 
New School), EDM and Nu-Disco plays. Top 
DJs from all over the world are invited to 
perform their sets at the club.  

 Sukhbaatar District, Seoul Street, 
Solongo Center

 grow.impulses.afflicted
 +(976) 9906-4546
 Zuclub100

 
Choco Metropolis Club
One of the best night clubs in the city of 
Ulaanbaatar. They start ASIAN SESSION in 
June. Famous DJs from Asian metropolitan 
cities are invited for this event. Taku 
Hirayama is a popular invitee that people 
love. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Seoul Street, 
Seoul Plaza, 11th floor

 plotting.locate.subplot
 +(976) 9999-9439
 chocometropolisclub

Eon Club 
eOn Clublex is a place where the reality 
more than matches the hype. The 
ultimate destination for the new clubbing 
experience in Ulaanbaatar.

  Zaisan Hill complex, II floor 
  stumpy.kickbacks.kingpin
  +(976) 9999-0851 08.00pm-04.00am 
  eOn.zaisan

 
Mint Ulaanbaatar
Mint features four interconnected rooms: 
the club, the lounge, VVIP Art and the 
garden (summer only). Every room has 
a unique atmosphere, decoration, music 
and service. Powered by VOID Acoustics 
and JBL by Harman.

 Khan-Uul district, 15th khoroo, Home 
Plaza, 3rd floor

 musical.dirt.modifies
 +(976) 9700-0444
 mintclub.ub

Factory
Factory is a music bar and a party place. 
Although it is not a fully-equipped night 
club with a sophisticated environment, 
young people, who love urban life and 
music, like to party here. You’ll enjoy its 
friendly atmosphere and energy.  

 Chingeltei district, near the Tengis 
cinema, next to the Olympus sports 
goods store 

 +(976) 9924-2214

Club Temple
Club Temple furnishes 
a unique environment 
with exquisite interior 
characterized by two different 
styles: Celebrity member club 
and Main club. A series of 
programs including Music 
Project, Fashion Project and 
Dance Project occur on a 
weekly basis. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 1st 
khoroo, UNESCO Street, 
Diplomat Building B1 floor

 chickens.dish.tasteful
 +(976) 9911-9177
 templeclubub
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UB Comedy Club
UB Comedy Club is Mongolia’s one and only full-time Stand Up Comedy club started by local 
comedy fans in 2014 with the purpose of developing a local comedy scene. Now the club is 
considered one of the best, if not the best venue for live stand-up comedy in Asia, hosting 
Mongolian and English shows every single week. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Seoul street, Sant Asar, 2nd floor
 eyeliner.hosts.guitar
 +(976) 7722-4242  
    www.ubcomedy.mn     For more information on shows, please visit

Beer House Chain Bar 
Beer House Chain Bar was 
established in November 
2014 with the objective 
to introduce the largest 
collection of beers on the 
Mongolian restaurant and 
pub market. Currently Beer 
House offers 75 beer brands, 
complimented by daily 
live music performances 

and quality international 
cuisine served until late, 
drawing an army of loyal 
customers. The company’s 
mission is to become the 
largest restaurant and pub 
chain in Mongolia, prepare 
professional service 
personnel and, furthermore, 
lead the HoReCa /
beverages/ industry in the 

long term. During 4 years 
of operations, they have 
been expanding and getting 
recognition for treating their 
customers like “kings”. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Seoul street, Twin 
tower-1, 1st floor

 dunk.skirting.limit
 +(976) 9192-9495

Grand Circus pub & restaurant
Interesting solution, like a fairy tale and 
luxury environment. Amazing 
performances of clowns with colorful 
costumes, wonderful guitarist, and 
contortionist girls. This is the “Grand 
Circus”. You will find an amusing 
environment in an American circus style 
and modern circus performances. You will 
fully enjoy the circus at any day of the 

week. In other words, you can enjoy deli-
cious restaurants, treat yourself with fine 
wines and cocktails in the performing 
symphonic art and live music.

  Sukhbaatar district, III khoroo, ACA   
      circus, east extension

 firework.dares.groups
  +(976) 7740-1111; +(976) 9000-3353
  Grand Circus Pub and Restaurant 
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CLUBS
Zu Club
In the ISO ROOM of the club, an 
underground mix of Techno, Tech House, 
Electronica and Deep House dominates, 
whereas in the MAIN ROOM a commercial 
theme characterized by Hip Hop (Old & 
New School), EDM and Nu-Disco plays. Top 
DJs from all over the world are invited to 
perform their sets at the club.  

 Sukhbaatar District, Seoul Street, 
Solongo Center

 grow.impulses.afflicted
 +(976) 9906-4546
 Zuclub100

 
Choco Metropolis Club
One of the best night clubs in the city of 
Ulaanbaatar. They start ASIAN SESSION in 
June. Famous DJs from Asian metropolitan 
cities are invited for this event. Taku 
Hirayama is a popular invitee that people 
love. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Seoul Street, 
Seoul Plaza, 11th floor

 plotting.locate.subplot
 +(976) 9999-9439
 chocometropolisclub

Eon Club 
eOn Clublex is a place where the reality 
more than matches the hype. The 
ultimate destination for the new clubbing 
experience in Ulaanbaatar.

  Zaisan Hill complex, II floor 
  stumpy.kickbacks.kingpin
  +(976) 9999-0851 08.00pm-04.00am 
  eOn.zaisan

 
Mint Ulaanbaatar
Mint features four interconnected rooms: 
the club, the lounge, VVIP Art and the 
garden (summer only). Every room has 
a unique atmosphere, decoration, music 
and service. Powered by VOID Acoustics 
and JBL by Harman.

 Khan-Uul district, 15th khoroo, Home 
Plaza, 3rd floor

 musical.dirt.modifies
 +(976) 9700-0444
 mintclub.ub

Factory
Factory is a music bar and a party place. 
Although it is not a fully-equipped night 
club with a sophisticated environment, 
young people, who love urban life and 
music, like to party here. You’ll enjoy its 
friendly atmosphere and energy.  

 Chingeltei district, near the Tengis 
cinema, next to the Olympus sports 
goods store 

 +(976) 9924-2214

Club Temple
Club Temple furnishes 
a unique environment 
with exquisite interior 
characterized by two different 
styles: Celebrity member club 
and Main club. A series of 
programs including Music 
Project, Fashion Project and 
Dance Project occur on a 
weekly basis. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 1st 
khoroo, UNESCO Street, 
Diplomat Building B1 floor

 chickens.dish.tasteful
 +(976) 9911-9177
 templeclubub
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LIVE MUSIC
Hard Rock Café Ulaanbaatar
This place is the official branch of Hard 
Rock Café in Mongolia. Listen to Mongolian 
live music bands and get funky with the 
World Burger Tour. 

 Bayanzurkh district, Manlaibaatar 
Damdinsuren Street, Naran Place 
Shopping Complex  

 rental.golden.earlobe
 +(976) 7015-7625

 Hard Rock Cafe Ulaanbaatarvv
Niciton Club
This club houses the living legends of 
Mongolian rock music, Niciton band. 
Come and enjoy their live performance 
on Sundays and their cover band 
performances during weekdays. 

 Sukhbaatar district, Olympic Street, 
National Amusement Park

 villas.flush.birds
 +(976) 7733-600

Gandan View
This place is easily found by the eye of a 
deity painted on its exterior. Live music 
performances are occasionally held here. 
In addition to this, Gandan beer is well-
known. 

 Bayangol district, Modny 2, Amarsanaa 
Street, west side of Gandan Denj 

 presumes.result.comfort
 +(976) 7010-4040
 GandanLiveHouse

UB Jazz Club
Feel UB’s jazz scene here. You can listen 
to the Pause band, who combine multiple 
music genres including jazz, pop, rock and 
rock n’ roll. They also perform Mongolian 
songs by remixing within the elements of 
swing, blues, bossa nova, rock n’ roll and 
funky. 

 Sukhbaatar District, Seoul Street, 
Brauhouse Building

 airliners.motivations.search
 +(976) 8600-9950
 ubjazzlivemusicclub

 
Fat Cat jazz club  
Even though the history of Mongolian jazz  
music is quite limited compared to the rest of 
the world, you will spend the joyful  evening 
with the Mongolian  young generation who 
love jazz music. Their  passion, skills and 
warmth may surprise you.

  Fat Cat in the basement floor of Veranda 
restaurant  

 unhelpful.hotel.neater
  +(976) 8800-4205; +(976) 8810-8706   
  Fat Cat Jazz Club Ulaanbaatar
  6.00pm-2.00am

Before coming, visit Fat  
Cat Facebook page for 
concert schedule. The 
inner space is small, so 
you should come as soon 
it opens.
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Beauty Queen Clinic
Beauty Queen clinic is the first beauty clinic in Mongolia operating non-stop since 1997 
with our experienced team of professionals to provide the latest, world class service 
and products in a comfortable and luxury environment. We do non - surgical and non 
- invasive face, body and hair treatments such as Ulthera, Nd-Yag, Accusculpt, LPG, 
Liposuction, Botox, Filler, Hair transplant, PDO thread and many more services using 
globally known, top laser and equipment.
        Branch I –Sukhbaatar District, Altai construction building, II floor 
        +(976)  7010-8080

 outnumber.bound.dilute
        Branch II –Khan-Uul district, Star mall, III floor      
        +(976) 7701-8080 

  dress.sweetened.spindles
         Beauty Queen Clinic

Wellness Med Clinic
The hospital with the slogan “Good 
health, excellent service” offers a non-
pharmacologic therapies and services 
/filler, liquid lifting, human placenta 
injection, PRP, PRP + ozone/. It offers all 
kinds of beauty services using famous 
Israeli beauty products, wax, eyelash 
extensions as well as injection for all kinds 
of fatigue and massage for relaxation.

   In front of Marshall Town, Great  
       Mongolian plaza, IV floor

     sharpens.bother.regard
   Mon-Fri 9.00-21.00   Sat-Sun 11.00-

18.00
 +(976) 9406-0077, +(976) 7611-0077

Skin House Beauty Clinic
The Skin House Beauty Clinic has the 
motto “Let’s keep ourselves healthy” 
and renders specialized services for 
skin refreshment and beauty. It recently 
began to provide  garlic treatment against 
fatigue and other diseases. 

 Khan-Uul district, Enkhjin town, Bldg 
103

 palettes.second.grace
 +(976) 7720-9999 

SALON, BEAUTY CENTER
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Goo Organic Spa
Goo Organic Spa provides bath bombs, 
sea buckthorn oil, Jamts salt and thyme 
powder, all of which are manufactured 
by Mongolian brand “Goo”. 

 Bayangol district, 13th microdistrict, 
Dund Zam, left side of “Nature” 
Shopping Center 

 conga.overgrown.shaped
 +(976) 7777-7755

 
Thann Shop & Sanctuary Spa
Thann Shop & Sanctuary Spa serves 
with “Thann” natural skincare and 
aromatherapy products. Professional 
therapists, who graduated from Thann 
Academy of Thailand specializing in 
massage therapy provide massages 
according to your body’s energy with the 
help of aromatherapy products. 

     Branch I: Khan-Uul district, Peace 
Bridge – 1, “Naran Plaza”

 candy.tame.implanted
 +(976) 7010-7683
     Branch II: Sukhbaatar district,        

Seoul Street, “Naran Mall”
 pops.held.pianists
 +(976) 7012-7683

Soyol Wellness Center
Guaranteed Soyol Wellness Center 
offers its honorary customers access 
to a multi-service hub, which includes 
a hotel, restaurant, spa, fitness, beauty 
salon, Thai and Mongolian professional 
therapy. Customers are able to 
experience different kinds of saunas 
– Turkish steam, Finnish and Japanese 
salt, as well as hot and cold Jacuzzis. 

 Engels street 4, 3rd khoroo, Khan-
Uul district, Ulaanbaatar 17060

 blinks.decorator.trades
 +(976) 7700-9966, +(976) 7700-9967

River Club 
River Club is fully equipped with smart 
equipment and devices from the MATRIX 
brand from USA. You can create your own 
private account, save your information 
about your daily exercises and analyze it 
by using the smart device. 

 Khan-Uul district, River Tower, 3rd 
floor 

 texts.reds.briefing
 +(976) 7610-2222

Gold’s Gym 
This is the 715th branch of the global 
fitness chain. Instructors and trainers 
are trained according to international 
standards. 

 Bayanzurkh district, Hunnu Street, 
Ikh Mongol Center, 2nd floor 

 fried.trending.violin
 +(976) 7711-1111,  

+(976) 8007-7000       

Ulaanbaatar Fitness 
Ulaanbaatar Fitness offers exercises that 
are appropriate for a diverse array of 
physiques and mentalities. Additional 
programs include “put a smile on your 
stomach” and “best way to lose weight”. 

 Khan-Uul district, Jargalan town, #23, 
“B production”

 loosens.eased.walkway
 +(976) 7702-6666,  

+(976) 8800-4444

Soyol Fitness club 
guarantees quality service and customer 
satisfaction with highly qualified trainers 
and equipped with modern equipment by 
popular brands. 

 Engels street 4, 3rd khoroo, Khan-Uul 
district, Ulaanbaatar 17060

    blinks.decorator.trades
   +(976) 7700-9966, +(976) 7700-9967 

SPA/ FITNESS 
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BIKING Eruul Mongol Hiking 
Club
Members of Eruul Mongol 
Hiking Club go hiking around 
the mountains and spend 
time together every weekend. 
There is no strict fee for 
people who join, events and 
costs vary depending on the 
hiking itinerary. 

   +(976) 9911-7388
 EMHClub

RAFTING AND 
KAYAKING 
Mongolian Rafting 
Federation
The Mongolian Rafting 
Federation is an official 
member of the International 
Rafting Federation and 
collaborates with the 
National Emergency 
Management Agency. The 
federation offers short and 
long rafting trips. 

 Chingeltei district, right 
side of Tengis cinema, 
in front of Bldg 4

  storms.gushes.lyrics
   +(976) 8811-8388,  

+(976) 9609-4361
 mongolrafting 

Mongolia River 
Adventures 
Offers day trips and other 
long distance tours from 
July to August. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Erkhuu Street, Macro 
Center Bldg 7/1, Door 
#102

 loud.dabbing.factoring
   +(976) 11-354662

Nomadic Off-Road 
Nomadic Off-Road is a leading 
prime enduro tour operator 
in Mongolia and also an 
official importer & dealer of 
Husqvarna bikes. They offer 
tours to Orkhon waterfall, 
Gobi and Khuvsgul lake, as 
well as weekend tours. 

 Khan-Uul district, 4th 
khoroo, Viva city Complex 
S3

 surprised.bedspread.
roost

   +(976) 8606-0404,  
+49 30 36749414 /
Germany/

 www.nomadicoffroad.mn
Mongolia Expeditions 
Provides trekking, 
mountaineering, mountain 
biking, horse riding and jeep 
tours. Their tours are carefully 
planned to ensure your best 
travel experience. Can request 
an individual tour.

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Jamyan Gun Street, Bldg 
5-2 

 hardback.nicknames.
sunk

  +(976) 11-329279
 www.mongolia-

expeditions.com
Mongolia Trekking 
Offers a handpicked selection 
of cycling, trekking, horseback 
riding, nature, wildlife 
watching tours, as well as less 
active options that include 
family tours, day trips and 
jeep travels.

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Jamyan Gun Street Bld 
5-2, District Office 106

 hardback.nicknames.
sunk

   +976 7011-9002
 www.mongoliatrekking

MB /Mongolian Bike 
International Bike Tour 
Association 
MB International Bike Tour 
Association offers three 
different tours: bike tour 
(with boats), ice bike tour (to 
be accompanied by vehicles) 
and the “Khuvsgul” Ice Bike 
Challenge (to be accompanied 
by vehicles). 

 www.mongolianbike.com
 MONGOLIANBIKE 

HIKING
Ulaanbaatar Railway 
Ulaanbaatar Railway offers 
hiking within the zones of 
Khangai, Gobi, Gobi-Khangai 
and Khentii, as well as 
other domestic tours with 
different itineraries. If you are 
interested in hiking around 
the Elsen Tasarkhai sand 
dune, visit the website below 
for details. 

   +(976) 21-242-640,  
+(976) 21-242-643 

 www.railtour.ubtz.mn 
 ubtzrailtour

UB Hiking Club 
UB Hiking Club organizes hiking 
around the mountains  every 
Sunday. An announcement 
with more details is posted 
on its Facebook page every 
Wednesday. 

   +(976) 9101-2345,  
+(976) 9905-1012 

 UbHikingClub
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  www. mongolia 
riveradventures.com

SPORT 
COMPLEX
Red Star Billiard & 
Karaoke
This is a place where you 
can enjoy delicious cuisines 
and fresh drinks while 
playing pool and snooker 
billiards, tennis, darts and 
table football. Of course, 
if you would like to sing 
and dance, you should 
definitely try out karaoke. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 8 
khoroo, right side of 
BlueMon, 3rd floor of 
former Archive Building 

 dare.major.insulated
   +(976) 7704-0808,  

+(976) 8988-6060
 11.00am-2.00am
 RedStarClub.UB

Encanto Sports 
Complex
This is a sports complex 
consisting of climbing walls, 
swimming pool, fitness 
center, billiard and squash 
tennis. Additional services 
include a sauna, a Jacuzzi 
and reflexology treatment.   

 Khan-Uul district, 
Great Mongolian 
Empire Street 

 sketch.glance.polo
   +(976) 7707-2244
 www.

encantosportcomplex.
mn

Ursa Sport Club

At Ursa Sport Club, you 
can climb artificially 
constructed walls and play 
basketball and table tennis. 
Additionally, taekwondo, 
judo and boxing clubs 
operate here. 

 Khan-Uul district, 
left side of Zaisan 
Memorial, Golden Vill 
town 

 extent.gateway.lectured
  +(976) 9111-9211
 9.00am-9.00pm
 URSA-Sport-Club

GOLF 
Mt. Bogd Golf & 
Country Club
In addition to Mongolians, 
golfers from Korea, China 
and Japan visit here to 
play golf. Mt. Bogd Golf & 
Country Club has an 18-
hole links-style golf course. 
Aside from golf, you can 
also enjoy restaurants, 
hot and cold water spas 
(outdoor and indoor) and 
a sauna to refresh yourself. 

 13 km to the southeast 
of downtown 
Ulaanbaatar

 colleague.thanks.youths
   +(976) 7700-0909
 www.skyresort.mn

OTHERS 
Grand Team Club
Grand Team Club is a 
place to play paintball. 
Paintball is a competitive 
team shooting sport. Teams 
must have more than four 
members. The  individual 

price per hour is MNT 
20.000 (includes protective 
equipment and clothing. 
Bullets are unlimited). 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
opposite of the 
Center for Childhood 
Creativity, in front of 
Khan Karaoke 

 rise.hardback.pebbles
   +(976) 9914-1188,  

+(976) 7717-1188
 Grandteamclub

Nisleg Center
Nisleg center While you can 
soar on an air balloon in 
Turkey, in Ulaanbaatar you 
are able to fly on an autogiro 
or extra light airliner. Nisleg 
(flight) center gives you 
the opportunity to enjoy 
the natural beauty, large 
monuments around the 
city from above the sky 
on the magical cruiser 
MTO-914, high class 
Cavalon and speed wonder 
Calidus autogiros. Cruisers 
are driven by highly 
experienced professional 
pilots, who will let you enjoy 
all of the four seasons’ 
magnificent colors. Let’s 
glaze at the world from a 
different angle…

 “Nisleg” extra light 
aircrafts development 
center, behind the 
Bayan davaa, Erdene 
soum, Tuv (Central) 
province

 imperiously.tadpoles.
allocation

   +(976) 9904-5965,  
+(976) 9919-5965 

 www.nisleg-center.mn
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State Department 
Store 
The State Department Store 
was established in 1924 as the 
Central Store and moved to its 
current building in 1961. You 
can find virtually everything 
under one roof, including 
overseas and domestic 
brands, souvenirs, book 
stores, international cuisines, 
coffee shops, supermarkets, 
an iCinema movie theatre, 
mobile operators, Konica 
Minolta photo studio, 
foreign exchange and a 
tourism information center. 
For instance, you’ll find all 
brands of Mongolian wool 
and cashmere on the second 
floor, while you can enjoy 
traditional souvenirs and 
calligraphy on the 6th floor.   

 Chingeltei district, 3 
khoroo, Peace Avenue 25 

    requiring.shipped.startles 
Shangri-La Mall
Shangri-La Mall boasts a 
variety of overseas and 
domestic brand shops for 
luxurious and daily needs, 
as well as restaurants, 
cafés, banks, beauty shops, 
spas, an indoor playground 
for children and an IMAX 
cinema. Shangri-La Mall is 
conveniently located in the 
vicinity of Shangri-La Hotel. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Olympic Street 19

i d e a l i s t . s a n g . v o l c a n o 
Naran Mall
Naran Mall sells products of 
top-quality global brands 

such as Seiko, Esprit, Tissot, 
Hisar, Staccato, Omega, 
Adidas, Yves Rocher and 
Timberland with an exclusive 
pass. In addition to famous 
brands, the American coffee 
chain “The Coffee Bean & Tea 
Leaf” is conveniently located 
here. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Seoul Street, former 
Huuhdiin 100

 pops.held.pianists

Ulaanbaatar 
Department Store 
Ulaanbaatar Department 
Store sells perfumes and 
fragrances of world-famous 
brands including Chanel, 
Gucci and Hugo Boss. 
Moreover, other notable 
brands that are sold are 
Tommy Hilfiger, Sketchers 
and United Colors of 
Benetton, as well as several 
Italian shoe brands. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
Peace Avenue 57

 priced.routs.renews
Hunnu Mall
Hunnu Mall is located 10km 
from the city center in the 
Nisekh and Yarmag areas. 
Aside from brand shops, 
you can see a skating rink, 
movie theatre, children’s 
playground, Go Kart arena, 
and Hunnu Park featuring 
the skeleton of Sauropoda. 
Various interesting events 
are held at Hunnu Park 
during weekends. 

 Khan-Uul district, 4 
khoroo, Naadamchid 
Road 

 couches.lungs.unloading

Galleria Ulaanbaatar
Galleria Ulaanbaatar, is 
located right in the heart 
of the city centre, nearby 
Government House and 
Great Chinggis Khaan 
Square. It is an ideal base 
for reaching Mongolian 
luxury cashmere brands 
all at one, souviner store, 
shopping, international 
dining and Airlines as well.

  Next to the the 
Parliament house of 
Mongolia

 gave.harshest.tornado

Zaisаn Hill complex
The complex, consisting 
of 10 floors with sprawling 
28,500 square-meter area, 
contains every venue 
a customer may need 
under one roof including 
international cuisines, 
coffee shops, retail stores, 
make up salons, fitness 
center, wedding chapel, 
event hall, museum, the 
first 4DX movie theater in 
Mongolia, etc. One of the 
highlights of this project 
is that we developed the 
public area preserving 
the historical and cultural 
attractions, and built Zaisan 
Musical Fountain to be open 
to locals and tourists.

  Khan-Uul district, at 
Zaisan Tolgoi

 stumpy.kickbacks.kingpin
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MARKET
If you are not interested in 
department stores and malls, 
then why not visit shopping 
centers and markets…? You’ll 
find handcrafted items, food, 
clothes and accessories 
all made in Mongolia at a 
reasonable price. If you’re 
going on a long-term trip, 
you should stock up on food 
and other necessities at 
the following markets and 
shopping centers.  It’s a great 
way to save some money. 
 
Narantuul 
Narantuul is the largest 
market in Ulaanbaatar. Almost 
everything is sold here at 
the cheapest price possible. 
Besides the local products, 
the majority of items sold 
here are from China. Please 
beware that the traffics 
around Narantuul market is 
always congested due to the 
market’s popularity. 

 Bayanzurkh district, 14th 
khoroo

 certainly.sings.odds
 Open 10.00am-8.00pm 

Closed on Tuesdays 
Khar Khorum 
Khar Khorum is the largest 
market in the western part of 
Ulaanbaatar and the second 
largest in the entire capital 
after Narantuul. This 7-storey, 
19,000 square meters market 
offers everything you need. 

 Soniginokhairkhan 
district, 15th khoroo, 1st 
khoroolol 

 super.aunts.marathon
 Open 10.00am-8.00pm 

Closed on Mondays 
Bumbugur 
This is the place where 
you can find food items, 
consumer goods and 
commodities with a much 
cheaper price compared to 
that of shopping centers 
and markets located in the 
city center. It includes three 
buildings: New, Old and 
Altjin Bumbugur. 

 Chingeltei district, 2nd 
khoroo 

 people.absorb.enough
 Open 9.00am-8.00pm

       Closed on Wednesdays
Dunjingarav 
Located to the south 
of Narantuul market, 
Dunjingarav has a spacious 
parking lot and market 
stalls. It is the most 
convenient market due to 
its neat categorization of 
its products. The prices are 
relatively higher than the 
markets mentioned above. 
Its selection of traditional 
goods and food items are 
limited. However, it has a 
food court featuring many 
international cuisines. 

 Bayanzurkh district, 26th 
khoroo 

    comic.ports.exporters
   Open 10.00am-8.00pm 

       Closed on Mondays

•   Beware of 
pickpockets. 
•   Refrain from 
making purchases 
from individuals 
who have no 
particular set up 
location or stall. 
•   Remember that 
the tourists are 
usually offered 
relatively higher 
prices, so haggle.  
•   Bargaining is 
possible with any 
type of product. It 
will definitely work. 
•   Do not consume 
food items being 
sold in open areas. 
•   Pay attention 
to the date of 
manufacturing for 
some products. 

Mercury market
Find all sorts of veggies, 
spice plants, spices 
and dressings from 
this market. A lot of 
restaurant owners are 
their loyal customers. 
Prices might be a little 
high from other markets 
and shops, but the 
quality is worth the 
money.  

   Open 10.00am-         
7.00pm
     Closed: on Mondays

   deflated.measures.
method
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Gobi 
If you want to buy 
something special from 
Mongolia, cashmere 
products are the obvious 
choice. Gobi, the leading 
local brand favored by 
foreigners and locals alike, 
is famous for its cashmere 
coats.

 Galleria Ulaanbaatar 
Center, Left side of 
square Sukhbaatar 
district 

 comic.ports.exporters
 +(976) 7004-8888
 www.gobi.mn

Goyo
In its designs, Goyo strives 
to combine luxurious 
cashmere with cutting 
edge  design and style. 
They aspire to redefine 
the traditional use of 
cashmere by creating 
exquisite, fashionable, 
seasonal collections.

 Galleria Ulaanbaatar 
Center, Left side of 
square Sukhbaatar 
district 

 comic.ports.exporters
 +(976) 7711-5353
 www.goyo.mn

Erdenet cashmere
Textile and animal-
related materials (goat 
cashmere and camel wool) 
at “Erdenet Cashmere” 
are certified pure, non-
allergenic, premium 
products with no bad 
health effects. Notable 

items are soft, warm 
blankets, shawls, and 
cloaks made from wool 
and cashmere. 

 Sukhbaatar district, 
State Department 
Store, 2nd floor

 requ i r ing . sh ipped .
startles

 +(976) 9404-7889
 erdenetcashmere

 
Evseg
This is a major outlet of 
the Evseg factory which 
specializes in a variety 
of sewn and knitted 
garments using Mongolian 
goat cashmere and camel 
wool. Classic items are 
printed shawls, coats and 
cardigans. 

 Khan-Uul District, 
15th khoroo, Chinggis 
Avenue, southwest of 
Bogd Khaan Palace 
Museum

 couches.veered.node
   EVSEG/NIRUN 

cashmere store on Chinggis  
Avenue in the CBD 1 Jamyan 
Gun Street 1 st Khoroo,       
Sukhbaatar District,

 crowned.front.incurring
 +(976) 11-343595, 

       +(976) 9995-3027
  www.evsegcashmere.

mn
 

Bodio’s
Bodio’s is the Mongolian 
brand of luxury knitwear 
from 100% natural fibres. 
The fashion garments 
of Bodio’s are made of 
cashmere, baby camel 
wool and yak down. 

  “The Yak House”  
flagship store, on tourist 
street 

 m a s t e r i n g . r u l e r .
surnames

  +(976) 9511-3348, 
      +(976) 9595-3348 

  www.bodios.mn 
Mogol
You’ve been heard of 
Mongolia has started to 
produce carpets using 
Mongolian sheep wool, and 
construction insulation 
materials to export, but 
today we are informing 
you that “MOGOL” brand 
is introducing its new 
Mongolian Fine Wool 
products.

  State Department 
Store  II Floor, VI floor 
Mogol boutique shop

   requiring.shipped.
startles 

  +(976) 7611-9977
  www.mogol.mn 

 

MONGOLIAN WOOL & CASHMERE

You've heard 
about Mongolia's 
wool and 
cashmere. Make 
sure that you have 
the best choice in 
your wardrobe at 
affordable prices.
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Erdenet Cashmere, 2nd floor,
State Department Store

+(976) 7577-7889, +(976) 9404-7889
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Brief Introduction

The world’s biggest

CASHMERE 
FACTORY 

STORE

+(976) 11-342598,
+(976) 9995-3027
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Bus
Stop

N

PEACE

Mary & Martha
50 Meters

Central Post Office
Sukhbaatar Square

Russian Embassy

WE ARE
HERE

Broadway Cashmere
House

State
Dept

Accessories & Clothing - Yak, Camel, Cashmere, Silk
Footwear - Felt Slippers and Yak / Camel Socks
Mongolian Kazakh Inspired Home Décor
Luxury Leather Products
Vintage Wall Hangings
Small Quirky Gifts
Hand Made Jewellery
Mongolian Deel Jackets & Shirts
Seasonal Decorations and Nativities
Amazing Paper Cut and Calligraphy Pictures
Vast Range of Embroidered Bags, all shapes and sizes

Mary & Martha
Fair & Ethical
Gifts & Souvenirs

www.mmmongolia.com
info.mmmongolia@gmail.com
95 20 08 41    Shop Manager

(Mongolian and English)
95 75 02 60    Shop

(Mongolian and English)
What3Words   spill.badminton.yelled
TripAdvisor - TOP SHOP in Mongolia

SOUVENIR SHOPS 
Souvenir house of State 
Department Store
One of the biggest and oldest shopping 
mall in Ulaanbaatar, where you could get 
brand quality products. Many Mongolian 
made brands as well.

   State Department Store, VI floor
   requiring.shipped.startles 
   Mon-Fri 09.00am- 10.00pm     

       Sat-Sun 09.30am-9.00pm
   +(976) 11-313232, +(976) 8988-8944   
   www.nomin.mn/mn/c/20

Galleria Souvenir 
It’s the most special place for tourist and 
traditional souvenirs are 
available here.

   II floor, Galleria Ulaanbaatar
   comic.ports.exporters
   +(976) 7505-6006
   GalleriaSouvenir  

Creative gallery
This place is defined as six sensory studio 
with variety of national products. Tourists 
and visitors to Mongolia get acquainted with 
Mongolian history, heritage, nature, national 
products, organic food, tea and dairy products 
in one place and enjoy the morin khuur, 
throat and long song concert, and participate 
to a customized event, the Mongolian ankle 
bone game.  

  On the right side of Internom bookstore, 
behind the Cultural Center, on the 2nd floor of 
the 10 floor green building, No. 208

 ocean.positions.polar
  Mon-Sat 09.00am-08.00pm
  +(976) 9986-1326

      Creative Gallery 

You can get acquainted with 
interesting 
products of 
creative Mongolians 
by visiting us. 
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Gumuda concept store
Here you can purchase clothes and 
accessories created by promising young 
Mongolian designers. They vary between 
minimal and maximal, traditional and 
modern, daily and dressy, but the motto 
“Proudly in Mongolia” unifies them all. Get a 
taste of UB’s street fashion at Gumuda! 

 Sukhbaatar District, Seoul Street, Dior 
Shop’s B1 floor  

 delved.sticks.pranced
 +(976) 8815-1052     gumuda.mn

 
Tsagaan Alt wool shop
Tsagaan Alt is a non-profit, unique, 
traditional store. The store sells about 20 
different types of over 800 designs using 
primarily processed fine wool and cashmere. 
Excellence and special characteristics of 
the products are 100% eco-friendly, with no 
negative effect to human body, completely 
hand-made, memorable, high quality 
conforming and traditional. 

 Sukhbaatar district, on the right side of 
the Fountain

 hardback.sulked.hardens
 +(976) 11-318571 
 www.mongolianwoolcraft.mn

Souvenir House 
 Right to the Russian Embassy 
 coping.organist.scarcely

GOBI Souvenir
 At the Factory Gobi 
 convinces.going.decorated

Gift shop 
 First floor, The Fine arts Zanabazar 

museum 
 inhabited.hampers.dove

Made in Mongolia shop  
 First floor of E-Mart Chinggis
 testy.deliver.pats

Souvenir shop 
 III floor, Ulaanbaatar hotel 
 forklift.ferrying.remix

Morin Khuur souvenir shop 
 III floor, Tsetseg center
 essay.helpers.gave

MADE IN MONGOLIA 
  Left to the Railway
  driver.flocking.districts
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MADE IN MONGOLIA

Nomadic Culture 
It is only possible to get here the souvenir thermos and cups that are perfectly adapted 
to the tradition of nomadic culture and modern technology. Thermo bottles with stainless 
steel material, water bottles made by tritan material which represents the unique 
Mongolian traditional aesthetic sense, drawn by interesting combinations of color and 
painting of Mongolian art, the "Excellency" environmental and healthy friendly products 
are delivered in series.

 Branch I –  Zaisan Hill Complex, 7th floor           stumpy.kickbacks.kingpin 
 Branch II - Shangri-La Mall, 3rd floor                       idealist.sang.volcano
   10am-10pm  
 +(976) 9122-6656, +(976) 9122-6655       Nomadicgift

Naad
Naad brand is a Mongolian brand aim-
ing to compete in the global markets 
by developing the traditional nomadic 
game with modern innovations. Mimo 
ger is a short version of the Minii Mon-
gol /meaning My Mongolia/ and is 
written as MiMo in both Mongolian and 
English.

  www.naadbrand.com 
  +(976) 7711-8844  

Husug
The Husug brand started with felt cases, 
pencil case, wallet and copybook case. 
Now it also produces leather coats, fur 
coats and cashmere sweaters.  

 Sukhbaatar district, Shangri-La Mall, 
3rd floor 

 idealist.sang.volcano
 +(976) 8818-8555
 Husug.brand

Dr.Baatar 
Mongolians have been prevented from dis-
ease every day using medicinal plants. The 
Dr.Baatar brand produces immune boosting 
tea, lung cleansing tea, organic dried nettle 
leaf and more products with tradition secret 
recipe. 

  I floor of Nomin supermarket, 
     Department Store

 flap.populate.pure
  +(976) 8810-7079
  Dr.Baatar Brand   
  www.otochodi.mn

One of the most common methods 
of traditional Mongolian treatments 
is dried nettle leaf and is eatable 
on meals. If you are interested 
in the magic of dried nettle leaf, 
please taste it. 
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Ariunaа Suri
Would you like to wear uniquely made 
clothes designed by a famous Mongolian 
fashion designer? If so, we need to 
mention Ariunaa Suri. She graduated 
from the University of the Arts Bremen 
and designs clothes with elements of 
traditional costumes by using high quality 
materials like Mongolian cashmere and 
fur. Her designs exude mystery - a dazzling 
combination of East and Western styles.  

 Khan-Uul District 4, Viva City No. 4
 signified.directly.clincher
 +(976) 7722-0101

 www.ariunaasuri.com
Khaadiin ger 
Khaadiin ger produces carved gers, carved 
furniture, felt rugs, felt mattresses and 
other felt goods promoting the history, 
culture and traditions of Mongolia. 

 +(976) 8811-1161

 Khaadiin-ger-LLC

ORDO rustic art jewelry 
ORDO is a successful brand which uses a variety of natural stones and creates unique 
handmade design by silver. If you want to make your accessory with the unique appear-
ance created by Mongolian people, choose the ORDO brand.

  2nd Floor of Shangri-La Mall, north of the open area 
 idealist.sang.volcano
  +(976) 9958-5550; +(976) 9971-5801
  ORDO 

Tavan Nuden
“Tavan Nuden” Mongolian luxury brand, 
enriching and producing Mongolian cul-
tural heritage and traditional appliances 
with peculiar designs by best modern 
technology and offering to you as new 
heritage. 

  V floor of Ikh Khuraldai office center,      
Khan-Uul district  

 mainly.tilts.armrests
  +(976) 7033-5555

      +(976) 9080-5555
   www.tavannuden.com

Urban Jeans
The largest denim brand in Mongolia, 
Urban Jeans manufactures variety of 
apparel such as traditional costumes 
made in denim and stylish casual wear 
made from quality textiles. They introduce 
new designs for traditional costumes each 
festival season. 

 Altai center, 3rd floor, west of the State 
Department Store

 energetic.suggested.shed
 +(976) 7004-0000
 www.urban.mn
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WORKSHOP
Wine & Canvas UB
Create paintings to decorate 
your home and office while 
listening to music and 
drinking wine in an artistic 
environment. You don’t 
necessarily have to be an 
artist to participate in this 
activity. 

 Khan-Uul district, 
Marshal Luxury village, 
King tower apartment 
116, 1st floor, Marshall Art 
Gallery

 snowy.shade.slanting
 +(976) 9192-9911
 wineandcanvasub
 Entry price: 35’000MNT

CHIMEG ceramic art 
studio  
The “CHIMEG ceramic art 
studio” offers trainings of 
ceramics, paintings and 
sculpture for whom interested 
in fine art. 

 “CHIMEG Ceramic Art                    
Association” NGO,  I floor of, 
Marshal Art Gallery, Marshal 
Town

 page.ramps.swaps
   +(976) 9983-9839
    Mon-Fri 10.00am-6.00pm 

Sat-Sun 9.00am-6.00pm  
   Chimeg.Ceramic.Art.

Studio 
 
Ceramic Art Studio
You can create ceramic 
bowls, vases and dishes 
thanks to the assistance of 
professionals at this studio. 

Holding your creation in your 
hands after finishing painting 
might be one of the happiest 
moments you could possibly 
experience. 

 Khan-Uul District, 
Khansvill town, 101st 
apartment

 suiting.unionists.calms
 +(976) 7710-9093
 ceramicstudio

 
BioAmidral Store
In addition to selling organic 
products, BioAmidral Store 
hosts a variety of courses 
and lectures. For instance, 
there have been courses on 
handmade beauty products, 
perfumes and aroma earrings. 
Be sure to visit its Facebook 
page to check out its brand 
new courses and trainings. 

 Sukhbaatar District, 
University Street

 mattress.rehearsed.
scare

 +(976) 8022-5799
 BioAmidralStore

 
Highgarden Mongolia
DIY terrarium. Enjoy their 
herbal teas and chill with your 
friends.

 Sukhbaatar District, 
Nogoon Nuur Street, 
Cosy Club Ulaanbaatar

 croaking.richest.stems
 +(976) 9961-4895
 highgardenmng

976+ folk workshop
If you want to go to the folk 
songs and khuumii workshop, 
you can order and enjoy a 
day in the contemporary art 
gallery.
/Reservations by phone or email/ 

   +(976) 9405-1127
   Tbilguun976@gmail.com    

See page 31

Urga Woodworks
Here you can create everything 
from wood. Urga provides 
materials, equipment and an 
instructor. 

 Khan-Uul District, 19th 
Khoroolol, Shoe Factory, 
4th floor

 repeated.carpentry .
spud

 +(976) 8020-2219
 urgawoodworks
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Transportation

The following bus numbers are for possible routes that you might take 
from the city’s central region: State Department Store or Central 
Square are marked below:  
Zaisan
Bus: Ч:8 
Bus stop: ARD Cinema / the west station /  
Ride 4 bus stops and visit Zaisan. 

How to get from the City’s central region to Chinggis Khaan 
international airport?
Bus: Ч:7 
Bus stop: The Central Library /the west station/ - Tuv Nomin San
Bus: Ч:9
Bus stop: Tengis cinema, 4th Food store
Bus: Ч:15 
Bus stop: Mungun Zaviya, Ard /the west station. This route travels 
around the eastern part of the city/
Buses to Inter-City Bus Station
Phone: +(976) 7017-4902
Address: Songinokhairkhan district 
Bus station’s name in Mongolian: Драгон төв /Dragon tuv/
Buses: Ч:1, Ч:3, Ч:59
Buses to Train tickets office
Phone: +(976) 9890-6530
Address: Bayangol district 
Bus station’s name in Mongolian: Төмөр зам /Tumur zam/   
Buses: Ч:27, Ч:49
Buses to Narantuul and International Trade Center
Address: Bayanzurkh district, 14th khoroo
Bus station’s name in Mongolian: Нарантуул зах /Narantuul zakh/
Buses: Ч:3, Ч:51
*Bus stations and routes are 
written in Mongolian on the boards 
of bus stops. By downloading UB 
SMART BUS application into your 
mobile phone, you can get details 
in English.
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BUS 
Buses are the main source of public 
transportation in the city. These buses only 
accept  special cards. The card is sold at 
some of the bus stops, at grocery stores and 
at newspaper stands, where they have the 
U-Money sign. However, there might be a 
language barrier when you try to buy them 
from these sites, so we advise you to head to 
U-Money’s official office on the 3rd floor of 
Ulaanbaatar City Bank.

 Chingeltei district, 1 khoroo, Sukhbaatar 
Square 11 

 sailed.episode.sheds
 +(976) 7811-1289    

Tariffs
Smart card – MNT 3600
Single trip – MNT 500  

TROLLEYBUS
The price of trolleybus single trip amounts 
MNT 300. Although trolleybuses are the 
cheapest form of public transportation, there 
are comparatively fewer routes compared to 
the municipal bus. Trolleybuses also accept 
smart card with U-money sign. 

INTERCITY TRANSPORT 
Intercity public transportation is available 
to several provinces/cities via the 
Songinokhairkhan passenger transport 
center in the western part of Ulaanbaatar. 
Destinations are as follows: 
Ulan-Ude of Russia and provinces of 
Arkhangai, Bayan-Ulgii, Bayankhongor, 
Bulgan, Uvurkhangai, Gobi-Altai, Gobisumber, 
Darkhan-Uul, Dundgobi, Zavkhan, Orkhon, 
Selenge, Tuv, Uvs, Khuvsgul and Khovd. 
The public transportation is also available 
to several provinces/cities/districts via the 
Bayanzurkh passenger transport center in 
the eastern part of Ulaanbaatar. 
Destinations are as follows: 
Provinces of Sukhbaatar, Khentii, Dornod, 
Umnugobi and Dornogobi, Baganuur and 
Bagakhangai districts, as well as Erenhot of 
China. 

The fee is a flat rate of MNT 500 
- that is, the price will be the same 
regardless of distance between 
destinations. When you charge the 
card, please be sure to calculate your 
trips and match the cash value. It is 
virtually impossible to get your money 
back if you lose your card. A round 
trip from the city center to Zaisan 
should be covered by MNT 1000. 
*If you don’t have a card, but urgently 
need to travel by bus, there is an 
option to give cash to the bus driver.
*You can pay for several bus trips with 
a single card. You will need to explain 
the number of trip to the driver. The 
driver will make adjustments to the 
cash machine and let you use the card. 
* Beware of pickpockets.
*The bus stations names are in 
Mongolian. We therefore recommend 
you to asking for help from other 
passengers. 

It’s easier for tourists to find 
directions based on the bus 
numbers. 
To transit between buses for a 
discount 
1. Re-use the card at the exit 
door 
2. Within the next 30 minutes, 
take the next bus and use the 
card at the entry door 
3. Re-use the card at the exit 
door of the transit bus. This will 
allow you to re-apply this discount 
within 4 hours that day.
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Ticket booking: 
1. Visit  

www.transdep.mn 
and book via online 
ticketing system. 
Payment is made 
through Master and 
Visa cards. 

2. Booking a ticket at the 
passenger transport 
center. 

 Information Center:  
+(976) 1900-1234

BICYCLE
Riding a bicycle around the 
city during summertime is 
satisfying - you can explore 
a variety of places within 
just a day. However, the 
designated bike lane is 
insufficient in Ulaanbaatar. 
Cyclists are forced to bike on 
the road or walkway for their 
safety. If you are determined 
to rent a bike, be sure to 
take the necessary steps for 
your safety. 

BIKE RENTAL 
Trek Bicycle Mongolia 
Bike rental fee varies 
between $3 and $13 per 
hour depending on the type 
of bicycle. A rural biking tour 
is organized once a month.

 +(976) 7711-0444 
 www.bikes.

cyclingworld.mn 

Cube Mongolia
MNT 25’000 per day  

 +(976) 7011-6336, 
        +(976) 9996-1061

 cubemongolia

TAXI
In addition to official taxi 
companies providing 
services within Ulaanbaatar, 
there are also unofficial 
taxis. When you raise your 
hand to catch a taxi, a private 
car will often stop and bring 
you to your destination.  

 Official taxi companies 
Help taxi +(976) 9965-2371  
(can speak English)
Noyon taxi +(976) 1900-1950  
(ask to connect with the taxi 
service)
UB taxi +(976) 1800-1991
Ulaanbaatar call center  
+(976) 1900-1617 (ask to 
connect with the taxi 
service)
Imperial Taxi 
+(976) 11-331212
Ciman taxi +(976) 7013-9991, 
+(976) 7000-0707
National call center  
+(976) 1900-1109 (ask to 
connect with the taxi 
service)
VIP Taxi LLC  
+(976) 1900-1199  
+(976) 7000-4499 (ask 
to connect with the taxi 
service)
App: 
UBCab  
(online taxi booking service)
Taxidyoo  
(Some drivers may charge 
a higher fee than normal. 
By downloading this 
application, you won’t risk 
overpaying)

FLIGHTS
Airline companies which 

When you call a taxi 
service (with numbers 
that begin with 1900), 
a one minute call 
costs MNT 500. An 
additional MNT 1000 
as a wait time fee 
may also be charged. 
During rush hours 
normally there are no 
taxi available.
There may be 
language barrier in 
communicating with 
both official and 
unofficial taxis. You 
may need to mark your 
destination on paper, 
have a map or use 
smart phone with GPS.
In the provision 23.4 
of the Road Rules of 
Mongolia, it is stated 
that: 
“(If there is no 
cycle track) Cycles 
and mopeds can 
be driven in pairs 
through a single lane 
while animal-drawn 
vehicles should be 
driven in a single file 
through a single lane. 
They should use the 
right-most side lane 
of the carriageway 
except in the case of 
overtaking, driving 
around and taking a 
position for turning to 
the left-hand side or 
making a U-turn”.
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to Ulaanbaatar, from 
Ulaanbaatar to abroad 
and from Ulaanbaatar to 
rural areas are MIAT, Aero 
Mongolia, Hunnu Air, Korean 
Air, Aeroflot, Turkish Airlines 
and Air China. 

Flight ticket details 

Chinggis Khaan 
International

 Airport +(976) 1800-
1980

 Air trans +(976) 1800-
1900

 Air ticket +(976) 1800-
1999

CAR RENTAL
If you are determined to 
go on a self-drive tour in 
Ulaanbaatar or in rural areas, 
please contact following 
service providers of car and 
motorbike rentals. 

Drive Mongolia
They offer Toyota Land 
Cruisers, Nissan Patrol, Ford 
Ranger, customized Russian 
vans and motorbikes for 
expeditions and outback 
trips, and luxury car and 
van rental for short time 
business trips or pleasure 
visitors. English speaking 
drivers are available. 

 +(976) 9972-8204,  
+(976) 9917-6004

 www.drivemongolia.
com

Mustang Car Rental
Mustang Car Rental offers 
all kinds of sedans, jeeps 
and mid-sized and full-sized 
buses. 

 +(976) 9590-1555
 Mustangcarrent

Special Car Rental Mongolia
They offer all types of 
vehicles for rent (car, 
van, mini bus, SUVs) with 
highly experienced and 
professional chauffeurs for 

your travel in Mongolia.

 +(976) 7011-9892,  
+(976) 9910-9892

 specialmongolia

TRAIN
You can go to Ulan-Ude, 
Moscow, Novosibirsk and 
Irkutsk in Russia, as well as 
Erenhot and Beijing in China, 
or come to Ulaanbaatar 
through such cities by train. 
Within Mongolia, you can go 
to the provinces of Darkhan-
Uul, Selenge, Orkhon and 
Dornogobi by train. 

Ticket booking: 
1. Online booking via  

  eticket.ubtz.mn  
2. Booking a ticket at the 

Ulaanbaatar Railway 
Station 

 Local booking office: 
+(976) 21-242473 

 International booking 
office: +(976) 21-242471  

Tawan Shar /Таван Шар/
If you are travelling independently without any 
tour companies, you should remember the name 
Dragon Center, which is located in Tawan Shar. It 
is a big stop with different transportation vehicles 
that go to 50 different sections of 16 aimags, as 
well as Ulan-Ude city in Russia. Additionally, one of 
the biggest markets of Ulaanbaatar, Kharkhorin, is 
located in this area. 
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PASSPORT & VISA
All visitors to Mongolia 
require a valid passport 
with visa unless they come 
from one of the visa-
exempt countries. Visitors 
from any country planning 
to stay in Mongolia for 
more than 30 days must 
register with the Mongolia 
Immigration Agency in 
Ulaanbaatar within the 
first seven days of arrival. 
Visitors who fail to register 
and who stay longer than 
30 days, even for reasons 
beyond their control, will 
be stopped at departure, 
temporarily denied exit, 
and fined.

 Mongolia Immigration 
Agency  
immigration.gov.mn

 mongoliavisa.com

BUSINESS HOURS
Government Offices: 
8.00am-5.00pm /Mon-Fri/
Post Offices:  
9.00am-6.00pm /Mon-Fri/
Banks: 9.00am-6.00pm 
/Mon-Fri/ /few major 
banks have a branch 
each, working late and on 
weekends; please check 
on bank websites/
Malls:  
10.00am-9.00pm  
/Mon-Sun/
 

POST OFFICE
The Mongolian Post office 
which is owned by the 
“Mongol Shuudan” JSC is 
located on the west side 
of Sukhbaatar square and 
has around 40 branches 
around the city. There, 
you can send postcards 
and letters to your loved 
ones and/or add more 
stamps to your collection. 
You can also look around 
at the Mongolian stamp 
collections museum over 
there. 

 Chingeltei District, 
west side of 
Sukhbaatar Square

 originals.behave.ultra
 +(976) 1800-1613,  

+(976) 7007-8962
 mongolstamps.com  

/Online order: stamp 
and postcards/

 
INTERNET
Almost wherever you go 
in Ulaanbaatar city you 
can find free Wi-Fi. You 
just need to ask the Wi-
Fi password - that’s it. If 
you are visiting the place 
they will be happy to tell 
you the password. But in 
some public places and 
peripheral districts there 
is no free Wi-Fi or only 
very slow free internet. 
Also, if you buy a 4G LTE 
mobile phone SIM card for 
your phone, you can use 
internet data everywhere 
in Ulaanbaatar city. To get 
this service, your phone 

needs to work on the Band 
3 or 1800Mg frequency.
VAT
VAT at the rate of 10% is 
imposed on the supply of 
goods, services, and works 
imported, exported, and 
sold in Mongolia.
 
ATM
You can use your Visa, 
Master Card, Union Pay, 
American Express, and 
JCB cards to take cash 
from ATMs everywhere 
in Ulaanbaatar. Also, we 
have 24 hours 7 days 
working ATMs in banks 
such as Khan bank, Golomt 
bank, and Trade and 
Development bank. 
 
MOBILE PHONE
We have 4 mobile 
operators in Mongolia 
named Mobicom, Unitel, 
Skytel, G-Mobile. 
Mobicom
They are offering an 
international roaming 
service via the Mobicom 
network in Mongolia, 
international calling 
card Globus, SIM cards, 
or modem rentals for 
tourists.
Globus card: call over 250 
countries across the world 
/3’000-20’000 MNT/
SIM card for tourists 15 
days-20’000 MNT, 30 days-
35’000 MNT /1.1GB/, 30 
days-60’000 MNT /5GB/

 www.mobicom.mn
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Unitel 
Tour SIM /Unlimited 
calls within the largest 
network/ Pack 1  20$ for 
14 days
Pack 2  30$ for 30 days
Pack 3  50$ for 30 days

International Calling 
Gateway
Mobicom 003
Skytel 002
Unitel 008
G-Mobile 009

CITY TOILET
We have public toilets in 
the streets named “City 
Toilet”. Fee of 200 MNT for 
each use will be asked. But 
if you have an emergency 
situation we recommend 
you go to malls or 
shopping centers. 
 
EXCHANGE 
If you need to exchange 
currency you can go to 
the nearest bank or go to 
the central trading place 
located in Tumurchnii 
Street. Here in Mongolia 
we used to call it “Naiman 
sharga”. In this currency 
exchange place, you can 
exchange your money 
at a better rate than in 
commercial banks.
Need to Know
They will exchange the 
banknotes less than 20 
USD with a lesser rate.

PHONE LIS

PHONE LIST
EMERGENCY CALL
Fire 101
Police 102
Ambulance 103
Tourist Information Centre
+(976) 7010-8687
Emergency Department 105 
Traffic Police 
+(976) 7012-1515
Immigration Office 
+(976) 1900-1882
Ulaanbaatar Telephone
Inquiry 
+(976) 1900-1109, 109
Airport Inquiry 
+(976) 1900-1980
MIAT-International
Ticketing Center
+(976) 1881, +(976) 322118
MIAT-Domestic Ticketing
Center 
+(976) 1900-1881, 
+(976) 322610
AEROFLOT-Russian Airlines
+(976) 320720
AIR MARKET Ticketing 
Center 
+(976) 305050
AIR TRANS Ticketing Center
+(976) 313131
AIR NETWORK Ticketing
Center +(976) 322222
Railway Inquiry 
+(976) 7000-2222
International Railway
Ticketing Center 
+(976) 243861 
Domestic Railway Ticketing
Center Dragon 
+(976) 1900-1234

No dollars, just 
Mongolian tugriks 
Always use the 
Mongolian Tugrik, 
(MNT), when 
making cash 
payments.
If you are buying 
from a market you 
should always try 
to negotiate. The 
price for tourists 
is often inflated. 
Most of the 
services and offices 
are open from 
9.00am to 10.00pm, 
but all government 
agencies operate 
from 8.00am to 
5.00pm. Service 
centers and 
restaurants and 
coffee shops are 
open from 10.00am 
to 11.00pm. 
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Wellness med ozone hospital 

Founded in 2014 with objective to protect and heal the “Family 
health” by non-pharmaceutical therapeutic means, the Wellness 
med clinic has been working on introducing Ozone therapy in its 
service since 2017.
The MOATA /Mongolian ozone and alternative therapy 
association/ NGO, affiliated to the clinic, is the member of WFOT /
World federation of ozone therapy, ISCO3 /International Scientific 
committee of ozone therapy), AAOT /The American academy of 
ozonotherapy/. It offers the following services with internationally 
certified ozone therapy doctors and equipments used for ozone 
therapy, which meets international standards. 
           
          These include
• All types of inward consultation and treatment
• All kinds of consultation and treatment for children
• All types of consultation and treatment for women
• Medical beauty treatments
• All kinds of physiotherapy apparatus and ray treatment
• Electromagnetic therapy apparatus
• All types of laboratory analysis

   Ikh Mongol Plaza IV floor, Ikh Mongol Uls street, 11th khoroo,                
   Khan-Uul district, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
  Mon-Fri 09.00-21.00   Sat-Sun 11.00-18.00
  +(976) 9406-0077; +(976) 9140-0077; +(976) 8872-0077
   Wellnessmedmongolia
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MEDICAL SERVICE
Hospitals below provide assistance in 
English
Intermed
Intermed Hospital was built under European 
hospital standards. There are over 15 
outpatient clinics, including pediatrics, 
obstetrics and gynecology (OB&GY), ear 
nose and throat (ENT), dentistry, internal 
medicine and more. The hospital also 
provides emergency services, intensive 
care (ICU), general surgery and medical 
evaluation services. 

 Khan-Uul District 15, Chinggis Avenue 
41

 tonic.spacing.conveying
 +(976) 7701-1111,
 emergency  

+(976) 7700-0103
SOS Medica Mongolia
SOS Medica Mongolia International clinic is 
a 24 hour medical service facility. 

 Bayanzurkh District, 15th Micro District, 
7th Khoroo, 4a Building, Big Ring Road 

 develop.youths.grumbling
 (English speaking) Emergency:  

+(976) 9191-3122

Wellness med Ozone Hospital
This hospital has been using ozone 
therapy for two years and it has been 
used for treatment in over 130 diseases 
in four areas: internal, children, women, 
and beauty. Ozone therapy treats disease 
starting points which are weak immune 
systems, blood clotting, blood cells that 
can not reach tissues and lack of oxygen in 
the cells. It protects our body like an extra 
layer of atmosphere. 

    In front of Marshall Town, Great             
    Mongolian plaza, IV floor   
 players.birthing.trudges
    +(976) 9406-0077
    Mon-Fri 9am-9pm; Sat-Sun 11am-6pm 
    Wellness Med Mongolia

Grand Med Hospital
Grand Med hospital provides 100 hospital 
beds, over 200 medical professionals 
among them expert team of surgeons and  
distinguished doctors. 

    Grand Med Hospital, Zaisan, 11th 
khoroo, Khan-uul district 

 hikes.fatter.deal
    +(976) 7700-0066, 

        +(976) 8007-0066
    www.grandmed.mn COWORKING SPACES

Club coworking
Located at the heart of UB with an 
unparalleled view of downtown UB, 
Club coworking offers a pleasant 
working environment with fast, secure 
wi-fi, English speaking staff, hand drip 
coffee and a brilliant community of 
leading young professionals.

  ICC tower, 13th floor, Jamiyan Gun         
  street
  universes.gardens.magically
  +(976) 7007-0004  
  www.theclub.mn   
  theclubmn  
  club_coworking

Hub Innovation Center
Do you want to meet Ulaanbaatar’s start-up 
businesspeople, while managing your own 
affairs? If so, we present you the brand new 
innovation hub. This center, with the aim to 
develop and incubate start-up businesses, 
based on new ideas and innovation, started a 
HUB Co-working (space) to provide youth with 
pleasant working environment. In addition, 
their operations include #hubincubator, 
#hubevents and #hublabs.

  Sukhbaatar district, Municipal 
government building #5, Block B

 storyline.flaked.complies
  +(976) 9912-6977,  +(976) 9973-1632
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Wellness med ozone hospital 

Founded in 2014 with objective to protect and heal the “Family 
health” by non-pharmaceutical therapeutic means, the Wellness 
med clinic has been working on introducing Ozone therapy in its 
service since 2017.
The MOATA /Mongolian ozone and alternative therapy 
association/ NGO, affiliated to the clinic, is the member of WFOT /
World federation of ozone therapy, ISCO3 /International Scientific 
committee of ozone therapy), AAOT /The American academy of 
ozonotherapy/. It offers the following services with internationally 
certified ozone therapy doctors and equipments used for ozone 
therapy, which meets international standards. 
           
          These include
• All types of inward consultation and treatment
• All kinds of consultation and treatment for children
• All types of consultation and treatment for women
• Medical beauty treatments
• All kinds of physiotherapy apparatus and ray treatment
• Electromagnetic therapy apparatus
• All types of laboratory analysis

   Ikh Mongol Plaza IV floor, Ikh Mongol Uls street, 11th khoroo,                
   Khan-Uul district, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
  Mon-Fri 09.00-21.00   Sat-Sun 11.00-18.00
  +(976) 9406-0077; +(976) 9140-0077; +(976) 8872-0077
   Wellnessmedmongolia
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'Steppe Arena-Ice Palace' is Mongolia's first international standard closed-roof multi-functional arena that works regardless of any 
season and was built by the best national companies such as Achit Ikht LLC, MAK LLC, United Project Corporation LLC and Steppe Link 
Holding LLC within the framework of social responsibility. 
The Stepp Arena has a usable area of 7,800 square meters, has 2,600 spectator seats, 5 changing rooms for judges and athletes, a 
first-aid room that meets international standards, and the meeting room with a capacity of 80-100 people for press conferences and 
trainings. It is also equipped with state-of-the-art sound and lighting equipment that allows you to organize events such as hockey, 
figure skating, short track competitions, training, free skating and individual sports, cultural performances, exhibitions and conferences 
in a unique way. It is truly a complex that meets world standards.




